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Sfegroeft* (6) Th* aoro aducAticm &od tho higher t a w  & pmmm 
•njoya, t&o aar* llkoly bo i* to b« mil inform**! about tarl &ia~
0000 ftSd tb* SKKTQ TOOdjT tO 00$NP090 Og)il&02IS dbont It#
Q u m m  i
TQWA8B A DEFINITION OF fi$ SOSIOXOCrf OF HEALTH
There is general agmnmft today aaoig social scientists and 
health authorities that mere studies are assist which deal with the 
relationships between "social facts" and "health fasts*" however* 
the ^ **Hh and medical jsunals *py* the *M*qi%i science psdshcAls 
contain relatively few article® dsvotod to social research on health* 
The sons is teis for books which treat of tho subject* the reasons 
for this neglect arc a part of societal evolution in general and 
would require a separate velum* to bo adequately surveyed* Bevertlie- 
loss* it is relevant to point out hors a few of the factors contri- 
bating to this neglect of the social aspects of the area of health as 
well aa sons of the evidences of increased activity in the field by 
social scientists and other persons interested in the social side of 
teat*.1
Xn the past* persons trained in the madical and health pro- 
fessioas often were limited to a strictly technical education* Iren 
more than today the social sciences lacked prestige and recognition* 
The average medical maxi, if be thought about tbs matter at all# would
*For a concise statement of the present position of tbs be­
havioral sciences in relation to health* seet {tardea W« Blackwell*
"Behavioral Science and health*" Social forces* m i  (December* 1953)*
211-215*
1
aprobably have received dubiously the suggestion that health research 
could bo benefited and medical treatment isqprotrsd by a e<m*ddemtion 
of the socio-cultural factors involved* Aokoowlodgomsmt and utilisa­
tion of these factors wore left to the subjective# If often quite 
effective# judgement of the "family doctor#"
ttxt there ie a trend uhqf from tlda Jdei of professional 
narrowness ©f view is evidenced in several ways* first# an increas­
ing concern ie being expressed by members of health end medical organi­
sations ever the lack of knowledge of aeele-oultural fsets displayed 
by medical end health personnel# hr* James H* M m w f former president 
ol the hezina College of Physicians# ha* said that medical students 
iin» widerttrirvi*T*g of political# eeenonie# pijyeheXegieaX and 
soelalegieal fieti and the ability to think about then dispassionately a “2 
Seeemd# and an outgrowth of the first point# a number of medical schools 
have introduced subjects relating to such facts into their curricula*^
2Ai quoted in Mward Duff, "Medicine# A Public Utility?19 Social 
Order* IY (March# 1954)# U5.
2^2Mll &Smm£B§tL &£ HB6£SSSi XlfXII (October# 1953)# Part
2# 9 *1 0 ,
Odin W» Anderson# ••The Sociologist and Medicine#18 Social 
Forces* XXXI (October# 1952)# 3&-42«
Saymond Allen# Medical jducatlon ggg| tfie Ohangln^  Order (New 
forks The Coanenwealth Fund# 1946)# especiaUyChapter VI*
James Peter barbasse# "Medical Sociology in the Medical School 
Curriculum#" Journal <g£ j&a AmrlGW Medical Association* X(JIX (August 
27, 1932)# 779.
Henry £» Sigerist# "The Medical Student and Social Problems 
Confronting Medicine Today," Mletln $£ j&g Institute g£ History g£
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tool*! wqployftd lay fodftral aad afcafce &&m®Xm9 Xamurmm
e«pBi«i ±a&ietpie», labor group®, agricultural orgaalft&ti&aaj, md
priTftt* towath ttrgftaiaatioft®* Tfcaao grewpa imv© parfomad tft* feulk
of $1kvf iwplrf fful oHtotis# t© dot>o Qa Mkaaltik a*¥d ®©©;i®ty#w aons®
feav* ifljfrtwtfl await whathor hoffilth roooiffth witfe *ft3##gt Maw valuo®" is
aot IftftfHwg t& a docllao f  ^3®ftftftrS ** SJWV®rthftia&®
t^ &ioo of ttotft aaturo oaa fur»i*& data for those interested i» ware
H b w w U oi^1 work*-* AetuaXXy the goal of many etfwiiftl scientist® is
W  carry €m imiz«)i which t&li have m s ® utlUtarian mlua a® well
6 -a® contribute t® ”£und*n»ntftl research** X® this oas® publications 
a*® often iaeasg separately, ms tm gmsgal eoBsuaphion dealiiag with 
the basic fftftift uxteevered* and fttinsr® of » more profeaeimaal nature
•tgftBftiftlg 4a>u^ |e^t1| T*®ft ftWtt tiHhTO.r^yfot OUtl 8ftkl®RI®ft»
She growing iaterest ia "soot*! healfcJsF eon probably also to* 
traced ia part to the eapanaioa of public health, preventive medi­
cine, clinics* wedlcal epeeXallfta, private health o r p d m U M i  and 
the soKtro sosmftd>#
The very nature of public health lmbu«a It with a social cafttj 
accordingly* the report® of j*tbile health agencies of tan treat of the
^0* B. Duncan* "Sural Health as a Field of SSocioIogleal Be- 
search** Barajj. bocloiocy. IX (Harol^  1944) 9 10*
Bofeert X* Merfcaa, *Th* Bearing of $qpirt«ftX Research m  
ft®®iologioftl ffeeery* * Boclftl. fhf*sTO gad Jta&AJtraoture (tocw, 
mined** law Free Proas, 1949)7 i-TSa,
*C«rl 0* Taylor, "Boalftl Theory and Social Aotlen,* Rural
Sociology. V (|Mftlii 1940), 17-31.
67
WftOjdQ^ JT CHf 0100000 OS* fOoiora aaaOOiabad alili illaaaa.»
la lata arwr* a tm&mr oi private haalth hms
iriitft t»K4 ah featfe to arnoffitifi roaaaroiii aa aortal!! dia&a&aa or- a&oaata
of tmlth as aai l aa bo pitoyytda troabtttaab or dAioajmtjiAba iaiWaa^ SiiBS 
wiiHng ia tMLr taplo* of iabaraat* ffeaao ©raantaabiosia «v» ofiaa 
aanaibiY’a bo b&a mad Hi aaopoiiossba of Iteialbib oaf oi.iSsusi* ocmnOaoi fo* 
tiairoh aloofl ai* yoyk oloasly i^^jMiyft aai ^  io poo»
f&pm aaaO oortc*ot*w w w p w i f m w
II aao frnm faii’f iOatr ^pwyooEifvo g«MiH^i,aifr j# ooaoonsad lar|#ly 
altfe iOa group map®aba o f diaoaae aod H I  tooalih**^ I f  bJala la  iru a * 
i t  bacoaoa a t onto « ^ « ra it «by oaay ® *d iaal m th o ritia a  fo o l th a t 
oasia l aaiaab ia ia  oaa ro&doo aoal sonfta* la  kalfdag to  aabablla& a 
maroaliTi iioifliil nm prognua «i.it liia3ffl#a tba totality of lit*
aocsHtiooa bool to  poodtioo b o a ltly   ^*$/$.4**^  m. tf aa oao ao9fos|w
« m  ob p r w crtin* m d le is * m pertaS l*fc * is  1952* "S im * 'parnamX 
bartftfr i* ^  ^fsy^ ftahl y OOlBMfiiby h'ftlltho sstllft |ti?a0tl0O #f
proroBtlyo oo&Lolsia aotptbroo a Iwtfftffl af blwi iwdlriduftX.
la  ra ia tio n  to  ifeo grwop**^
It la wall kx*&m that apa&iailsataotx Ja&a o@ourrad ia tfoo timSA 
of aadieiaa at laaat aa noUU/ aa It ftaa ia th© otbor aphtre» of 
Aaarieaa Ufa* Although iha gaaaral pm&UMmmr la atlH vary much
S^x m&Lo»» Mnroy **• loeka, .^i^l Aaooota j£ arebilis (X^ ub- 
liahed by it* Xadlaaa Stato Board of ffcN&tfa; 193 )^ .
(tor|i f* Hareah, H» 4* &od$of wad Jofaa A* Uehiy, ^laeidom® 
of Mart J&aoaoo Aooog Colorado mhml &btl4#oa»** Journal of fcfaa 
^ggUig^i JSfe$&20& OLIA (Jrua® 28# 1 9 5 2 > T W W »  '
dAndara<ai9 jg£* clt*« p* 40*
%ha Jooraal fif Mileal Itesatloas p« 13*
i 
I
s
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ay it ntimnt 1 iwtfi amsAam aa .if the older wtfid1i 
thuffi f^ of fEOffifo^l ifgy Ha^e sgBflps a  ^ff^ *lrtit4 ffift tiftfff'ig {oanhern of the 
nodical ^ i i d o a  than do eoeio«ettlfc*ar*a onaa* At any rato* raoo#* 
QtilOO ftf twa-wey rHnXattOOO&llp between IMDfflfttal. ntafcae Ofyft JOMlXbh 
bo bat a abort atop fito ttHf 1^*1$ a*1-! cefticluaion that 1% ajght 
bo informative to amavoh iha «s*Xiar«‘«-ie wioover the oocietal 
p®^ torooN*"do fflHHwr to dokeinwft whf.ah f aotora or flwtMf iiftfol a^nip' of
ftfftfflTf OOO 'tiftffl IfftOftillrBlI With >poyj ffrtj faOttlth dinardefO*
In foot ibt* mm#mwM hm so Infiltrated the mediae! pro* 
Xeeeiem that fftrtiin roodt ml deoteoe ere ^ ylng today* ee Sal©3ttQii
BOWNHHlf O CMffBItt *H4 t& l^fi that medfrlfrftl OOllOSOO 10
tmtfltl a1i )y o ol oeloaoo*^
j£&sJd& JIb$3B3£b jgs! 2id$$d£y&i
Tin tt jn lofelft DIPWitAdfelttlE iMfcfiMMI hitft IbflMfl® D0ti tBD6Sl SL MQfl?ljLTfr
ologr of health* bob rttlor upon Social iMelne, the general field 
which lo foeused upon the iiiiesHNlatioiio between medical science and 
groups of human beings.*^ Research In the sociology of health has
Information on Beamanm em* armi ^  medicine* ooot
George Besea* "Approaches to a Concept of Social Medicine} X J&ateri-- 
oal Survey** Baatagrpunds M, gfflial Kcdleln* (Bow Xex&i Mllbaak 
memorial Fund# 1949)# pp* 9--2J* and Brwla M* Aekarknseht* ttadaLf 
Virchow (Xedlsens University of Wisconsin Press* 1953)# pjuAfc* W «
*%«r definitions of social medicine aooi Jolm B.
M  A»»roacfa jgoyd Badloina (Baltlwaroj fha Wllliano and Wilklna
i ? * r s w T
0ooo«o Boaam ^bat ia dooial IMlaino? A donatio Anaiyaia 
of the canaoptt91 MHatin $£ Hft Mi^ag a£ XV (1947), aiXf •
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ufchs structure of stats or ooeiotjr* sad strike thsrofor© 
primarily those class*® uSiloh do act aaioy bhs advan­
tages of th* ©altar***"
If those artificial diseases mim wm#e& tegr social eeeditieR8f
argued Virchow, it weald sfcriously be easier to attack them fey lm~
proving th® social coftdiiloas than W  tryiog to Isgtrsvs amdlsioe* It
is sot difficult to sot toy Its fceHevtd madleioe to bo a social
science and the rol© of tbs *tvoo doctor a political aettenlst#
Although tfed SOSiOl ^  Aal it^vt qfldagy TfgfolOfa appeared jUl th®
ffil Twtrffntfe ctntmiy wso to fet iwpLaced by the feqsptopfteflihgft thsory'
ftf ^ 4 imannj Ostfoloaod taf gOtth* thS 4 a# *Jho an**** *1 aurrOUOdr*
logs has certainly boos a largo factor is the lowered death rats® for 
say disease* la the western sadi* Has this eeacsptim of medicine 
ntK"ns1 toted a knowledge of the bflttvoot health jphooosisQa
fnaO *«y!i4 phsostssEia la order that ssaial therapy be tfffWMI geotly 
carried out* the gsthsrisg sad analysis of mwh knsmLedge were.one of 
ths beginnings of Sociology. th* need for accurate statistical inform 
motion relating to mothers of health sad disease contributed to the 
fields of statistics sad demography which has© also aided ths sa'pax** 
sioa of Sociology, Such parsers as dir William dehn ftmrnfe,
Philippe dashes, Louis Villena®, Framsls Qusimeey, Adolph® Quefcelet, 
Jobsm  rotor Frank, sad Mmnd Ballsy may ho recalled as working la 
srsas peripheral to Sociology hat contributing substantially to its
^Ackarkaecht, pit** p* 127*
12
present position**7 Although the concept® ere net necessarily aata®~ 
eaisiAc, social medicine received & oei-baok by the eutlmi&aetic 
concentration ufm the bacteriologic&l theory of disease* the failure 
©f the Burepean refers* jacveacente in the middle of the nineteenth coir- 
tury alee effectively discouraged the proisulgation of the ideas behind 
social medicine* George Besen has pet forth seme of the reasons the 
social relatione between health and disease went unrecogaiassd so long*
la part this was due to the dessinaat role that 
laharatOtEy solaasos and toehrri ftvs turf itimft to play la 
msdielite, la part to the coacurreat rise and expensAe®
of Bwidi ttal itpifll ii 1 awj ifflA An part to the Xlalted view
©r ptihllit health that had been current la hoth countries* 
^pelted states iita yg la sid / IfhptdMMCwmre, the
<BilOea.ah4a^aee Wm|' A* Ilk n ft.ft A"** A* .AJMtkM '*lfi *4.^ • Wilifr- n inm, ,Mr*creaseo uy these xactors was re m xcrcect -sy powerful 
seei&i Adeelogf v# »till rooted la the nineteenth century 
vwnUui ox. ne&urai. asm*
A feet hardy aw ls ow ^i w ed to /sihawp^ ©n the cause- of social 
ipad4MiM>; only a social mcdicAiae ’Wbftefrft was no longer the aXX^ ceforacing 
study of man but, as Br* hswerd Craig, Birector of the Mm  fork 
Academy of Medicine, has written, "the product of anabolism of the 
bialegieal, psychological and social salensae**^ la Germany,
Bismarck, although a political opponent of the social democratic stedl** 
eal reformers, incorporated a number of their suggestions la his
^Psr interesting noted on m m  of these mm9 seat Alfred 1* 
Coha, “Changes in Public Attitudes toward Medicine* historical 
Aspects," M  Botfoafe. toss Beeson (hew fork* Hsreourb, Brace and Co*.,
i s m ), pp* m 5 u B T
of. Social Medicine i  A
Historical Survey,* p* IB#
*%ago Oaldstoa, editor, facial M i c l ^  (hew fork* The Gmm®f* 
wealth Fund, 19M), p* Ix*
Iil
M
utealth rwMwrah 41visl<M*. LaJww uatoa* iwrm *lao bsgm to latorest 
iloHaoalfee ia taMt&s&xia in relation^  to tfcudjr jawBtoers and the
t^dnMHOtifeiksaMt -4k w dS^i-fwwlMmiyt
Social nedioiae today ««n be viewed as that m m  of activity
tihBUSSd 4 itekjaWfcjHrih.4 *w iaiiw<»A«iJuiMK thft fh a4 ’biafJ mn
and tho varimts seiotioes ope1! vhioii it depends* 4a am oh it can have 
* aadr Of theory ol lie eon, an i®aderhafci#ig which found its highest
4f | f 3y^M at in  QWmaiTf a r tlM  E^MpbpOifr e|y| |^  wuf.4 rtly  ^ja 1*i*S <«i
or ^ m U a a I 11 «m «^i *» In the United States, Pereeivsd in this 
fitlrtflp enrl >1 Mortl (Ti.ufi bosepweo the # lipi* between the
n1 Miffni ffhioh trtit oC eee and hft * relations to his environment and 
the i m u  in the health dtrntlM# it la the lAaf-fi between the 
groups which find oat and those aim need the remits ©I the iUjodings* 
Sociology Baa changed from a branch of saedioine to mm of the sciences 
which furnishes information to those who are trying to Imprwe the 
health of m i*
Virchow1* coneept of social medicine and awt modem defini­
tions are Both stadia? to what la often called prevsmfcivs medicine*
4a doha B« Paal explain® l i t
3%fe? a good statement of the rise of social modicino in Indus­
try and the role which sociology can play therein# smt done &* tfeeks, 
The Use of Sociology In m  Industrial Medical Program,* Social Parses* 
m i l  (October, 1953), 52-55*
^See for easan^ le, Eo&lth gap QMactlvee, Remarks of Mr, iarld 
d* MMiOdt President, tfeSSTCS^^ for presenta­
tion at the Annual Conference of line Cross and Blue Mold Plana, 
Hollywood Beach Hotel, IhOlywood, Florida, April 13, 1953*
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All tli* ill* to which the human flesh is heir 
could be Mid to bitt their ei&dea&ology, or their 
ecolegy— or, to woo * tone fr^ently employed in
fhi® pHmry ap- 
pfrnfth may fto «o fundamental an Intioduetioii to 
preventive medicine as autopsy j&thology perhaps 
1# for clinical medicine# ffcy, if on® 1® willing 
to study the circumstances under which a given die- 
•mo occurs, obo should ft* in • better position to 
prevent it, fcdlowing the 415 *01 principlo that
trtfttoot MlflH diftiSKSftilli^
Sociological research ia fundamental to preventive medicine, 
social #odioitt*e medical eodeay* ssei ill hygiene. or social oaths!** 
egy* Itonever there ia recognition of the fact that degree* of 
health not only the body ft* ft taaohiiso but upon
the interactions of th* body with ita environment ft* Interpreted by 
the ftadivd,* then tboro la need for ft oofti^ ^ gy of health#^
JOMI S^ S3SS^tSS&, StH SjfeSi Jbb&i43&8!Sfi£ ifcf J$9££yfe2l 
It ia our hypothesis then that social science a m  make a defi~
ait* contribution to tbo study of health* the nest atop ia to Hat
and discuss aooa of the farm* of research social science can under-
taka in order to aaka the ideal a reality* Of course many social
studies ia the fields of health and medicine tore already been
carried out. Certain of these will be reviewed, and other areas of
^foba ft. Paul, P^reventive Medicine,** the Scientific Monthly. 
lOX (March, 1950), 196*
2W  a presentation of the psychosomatic aspects of this pool-* 
tlea. sesi Frank 0* Slaughter, faur Body, rad lour Mind (Mm  forks 
The Mow American library, 1953} m T jS ^  Meias, & S p n a ^  Factors Jfe 
Disease* (Springfield, misseiss dSrfeTc. t o .
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o£aa* structur* aociaty md I
tm Xt38 l&ehaaX X# Baris sugaE*0&«d* * M m  illustrations of 
Xiaas of social rwasreb whieh would oa&ar aoeiXoas of the nodical 
w&t&h lXX^Milisitt Hihwi# £&w feottfa wwfKil^ftlr $wwf
la X935 b« bmA offerad a s&iaiXar Hat of
jfciAgji ajfci studios** *0*4 ofo im spdo* IBhsss oaM' bo ir,tyfr^'risod.
&tti
X* fbo mio if sgiplicailQ& ©f various inventions ia |n?ivw^ 
tiw y^4 tuiati?9 lIMHtft Tr1 TUti QfW  idth *001,01
m.»a mmmmrnmdM fao-bom#
2, Tifllinol <ngl flfii «»ni t w I <1 aXsttu&t® ia Fic<at ch&ngss ia
iha ■tat.Mii ah! nal ife4iBi#MiMt ftf aiadi Anl MPVlafl.PWW OMPSPi^BPB^ WtVNi *» Otw*iSiOOM»ai*fcSSFSwaJPm -WW BMSSaSiwi wWmBi SlWPi* ▼ ■■SWOPP
5* $ho functioning sod gonsfcies &£ social institutions, 9*g*, 
m dieal a i « M . x f hospitals, iho drug business*
4* ftfflfflPoytf **>4 Xlboratup® of oeofol oHM^froo ia iSurojwsh*
5* W &  yo? iy ia rog&rd ia
its cultural 
6, Tfes occupation or profoosioii of th# doctor*
$p* 4^5« fbo aim outline ia ro^roducad la a* U* 
Buncan, editor, Social Research in Mealti* (Mew fork* Social Science 
Research Council, :E 5 B ) V « ^ T i e l a t t e r  jmblieaMoa ia t&e 
best velum known to tbs writer m  ilia subject natter and methods of 
tap social eeleaee* in health research* it ha* contributions by a 
number ©f outstanding sociologists and includes a Mbliegra^by of 
social research la the timid of health*
Davis, "Social IMlaim aa a Field far Social leaearch,41 
the amrlcaa Journal g£ %ci©logg* XU? ($Cf1msher*i 1938), 21%
§&• j£ii*» W* J9M4**
m7 m Vitftl itfttlitittfti ihft amhA tdmfe tltittF ttsBaStiSNIe 
&« So©l©gic*l e&stitee ©f the distribution ©£ jjh^ aieianfs and 
fcee*>14*l*»
ffifffll || t &)4a&g0f]t, 4© ta# Inclusive "^y8*,
*SSe fffe fjy tf i*ff<Hlijfrliji^ tifl|ffft1i ^ x ^ lis i are the owbmh© ©Jt etMBflj  ^
*U h  p a rtic u la r ree lect to  the health jw ieeeicm s, 1the culture o f 
glHtTlli ®W6 h0#|)14nXe, fta^  fflMfi ItK ©©veKOlStfl * iiytl 4 ttiiiMia^ pijyai*
ftj tmi M A h  jy| cukKa health >MMt.ikh iim iitiM a ia ^
OttNiXd Sell grOtt$ffll the affiffiffflte otif IHWri ©llftffif 04 .^ ll)&©reei ifi 
health Isto H i m  general wtmm (1) Health ln»ti tuti©a»---*h©a|)it&l8, 
doctor** offlCM, etc., (2) Hedioine in 4h* occupational division, and
(3) *tn*1 >1. i*iyy ojt *oxi&"*»»4he fftlaHow ijtf work to jjereeisality’
31
Sural sociologist* in the United State*, although leader* in 
eoadaotiRg social research in health, lam eottetino* m% ay^temttcally 
outlined the!r eorioeptiou ©£ the territory involved mr the eeoneetloo
Kiih irnwwt.a **«* omtBlii which h&ya general oeowtttoso by aoclolo"*•■■■P T^ WP)W VVr WHiMlWTW- ©JUT WF'wr^WPfT^ipPl^r
gieta.32 Mower*?* in reviewing ilia social studies of health mad# W
^Anderson, jgg« £&&** P* 42*
3^0ml4 Hall, "ffitpfe*. Seeeareh In the Field ©r $sdlcinss
Fxo§tom end fhpeepeete, m ^ s^9m BwiQlffiximl Harley. XVX (October, 
19*1), 444.
^2in outstanding esceptioa t© thla generalisation and probably 
as* effort to recedy 14 la ilia social Scieiae* Heaeanch Council Publi©&~ 
U m  referred bet 0* B+ Duncan, editor, 3oeiaI Raaaairch ^  Health.
Baa aiiot Hoaair U  Hitt, nBm Soeial Saaearuh aan Oantriiuta 
4a t\m lapttwmsi*^ af Sural Health," yroeeedinge ©f the Aeaoeiatlm ®i 
A g rim iltu ra l Workers. Waehiagton, &« & « ,T 94l 7 pp* 51- 52* "
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m^  a&SS% to bo bbo jsporlnso
of tlKi sostoXogr of bssltb# so **% ibus fortified, procood w&bh 
our owa definition of tbs aufatfoct motor mi m®p» of ifeo fioM* 
tbs Sooiology of ta&tb 1«) to urn $ora&la*« Oorrsdmlogr* &
**9*01*1 sociology," i*o*# 10 foousss on *% spaai&X class of oasto*
Cultural p&SSSBMNtm OlSWMKI- for ttttflffllirtTfli fftr^tifly<
I» attaaptiag a classification of sosioiogioal rosoarob ia 
bssltb m oan ***»»^ » i&bb Ifraassn 00*0# *if .omloio^ pr mtgr to doflaod 
so Olio orf prop of tin otruoturoo# 0^
toBNfi follows ttst iKftSioXogiOaX i*6Sosroib in hoaitfa mot
buSMSua' of iMit JK1 JkdOttilA d-SS idfcwjftdUiStffcaajift Jin OtiJUi. OMOMtattMi. Shfru ifiOaWliMil iTmTM tfioff# t\Qwn»WBB> IS Vw&wvWmm SO grSS|ft pl|iS110WftSnS«!w^
tatith, for our purposes, lo dofiaod, not ia Oho strict 
eUaifiai idiom of bb® aboions of diatoms# 33JUso*w# or physical oo4 
d O U l  nwmtiij but 00 oisbrooiiig! sgy |i3boso of ooofali b^torlor# 
▼aluss, and characteristics orioototod amusd prova»f*i*3$, our$jag#
fa>o coring f w  bhoas states on tbs 000 b*oo #$4 tbo&r oboar oacts** 
tons* on tfeo obhsr*
Son bnann groups stood in role&ioji to health dapen&o* of 
coarse, on tbs astturo of tbolr poa^ tieipatlOii in tbs- field of health 
as sot fortb afesrs* tbs poasibilitio# of *grou|t imrolirsais^ t® In 
health would soon to b* rsstrictsd to too broad arms*
A# dorsldUu ^oelsty> galturs * |  Porsosmlfty (how ?««fet 
Harper and Bros*# l%7/» FP* 16-17*
^ W & »  "lasraX Health as a field of biological Besearch,"
p* 3#
p
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Of the TtmM |y aaawfaftlHI.war. «wa mmm  ^am Mrtfaia- -■ w w  J(l- <MpfEWVr Wl W^waV*»Or***weeeeewV OffjOTweilWaijlfceaHSfrM epipe“ eFOeOwlr MHtMr wW^wA^V^Mm
sttXXiafiie eaggeetes
X* Ootterfhfir anl aaalyae thu aonn&tive ehfueture 
itself* the eadafclng patterns, their causes md later*' 
reXatieos, the sources aeeintniaoe of i&stitutfcaaaX 
integration, and consequence* of the mvm* 2. • »« 
discover the processes of change la institutional pet** 
teroe* their causes, mmbmLmm# m& result#* and
%m •••etttdr tl^ a relltidtoai Ol liulivi^al f^ M’Mhanatja.l.4 k4 «m> 
to the normative structure*3®
ftngi three ere here interpreted to tfiw-foftffe thfr effects
wpoe health gvesg&ag er el* other types ed/of ef the lafju*?-
ease of ear lector, or een&L&atisa of factors, mteriaX, social or 
4  ^upon health groups*
St ie *!<«> fioetdhlo to study eoeAsl. eetegoriew idt*ttfi .health 
gfg^g and the iftteffftotflofi ©1 health ipNstps# Seee el the spcKjffi©
flaa JaoKlXod frost tfof # |xdnt of view toward the Sociology 
of Health txei
1* The study of the social organisation of health groups*^
^EUULees, g$* eit>. p. 32*
^hEN|lh> are i
H* Taylor Matthews, "The Hheeler County, Tsaeas, ffrxral Health 
Oerviee Aasaeiaftioo,* Rural Soclologr* IX (Jane, 1966)* 122*437*
V tOutiO MOkjMkMWM 4 *lfc'lM* W tfe Xw#'fci4tfe*fe ■ ■ O h rfil A W* M ^  —tfOet aontgoreery, Hi2*xp©riai®n&ii2g &n Jstur&x. wealth wioeaiao* 
tien," Barel Sociology* X (Sepfcsa&er, 1945)* 294-30S*
George <1. Brower, "functions of Health Gere Agencies,” Rural 
^i^irr. 29X1 (Hfcreh, 1952), 54-60# *A study of the social or^SS- 
cation of health ae it cadets ia the minds of the people and oaa he 
coopered to the actual organisation of health mmmm * *  p* 60#
£U 9&0 httal.'t.h mpouno mi other — gyjStmltttfis*^
J* »Sfeu^iaa ftf haufclik iMHftfowiMrS «»a.43*^^wW^IWSpwWPIPBiW^ 3(P'
4* Social interaction between health agents maid patient* la 
the health | i « f  aituaiioa#^2
# W  W ® .  • 1*!
Bombard J» Stem, ^Medicine and
Idieiia (Mm lorki Rbbert it* MeBride and tto** i9&»/»Fp* 
*Si5i5Sreo deoorllwwi the influence of the nadical preffoeelen m 2 
society M l  waial (tag»«
art*
F* Williasa, *N4&mate and Prejudice* Lay itit** 
tudee toward Honan Ftayaielaso** The Aaerioaa Journal off ffoeioloffir.
U  (Jamargr* 1946)* «3-a87. '
KaUtf I* Wardwell, BA Harginal Professional Eoles The 
Chiropractor," Social forces# H X  (Jfareh, 1953), 3M»34ft*
Owald Hall* "l^pea of Medical G*rwv»,« £&$ American £a»£- 
M M I a ^ a g ,  if {BOMfcer* 1949)* 243-253*
A* H* Cio^Saundera, et al#, the Professions (Ctefford ~ at 
CXareadoa Proea, 1933)* W* 65*W3U
^Sfci^ples are*
Sari Loacra Kaos, tto| -#9^o<or g£ the Patient (Bow Fork* 
HaGraw-Hin Book Co#, i n o . T I s ^ T T w k  tff i h l T S t t n  mainly 
for nurse trainees ami Is conseciuontly' elementary sociologically 
but which contains mm* sound insights*
Dorothy &« loo mad Kenneth F# Herrold, editors, "Soclo- 
cultural Approaches to Hadleal Care," The M  Beeial Issues.
9HX, Ko* 4 (1952) « Urn entire lama F « T t M »  o S S S a S ^ T  
article* with the oupfcaal* upon tha patient*
winny Field* Patients ora Peonie* A Hadl0.al*Boi8l»l AtmPOOOh
t# ■— ««— ■* ZllaM ( S a ^ ^ d ^ l S l 3 E ,  He# X « S "  8 H S S B d n B P ^
vefl^ fiSty^ p^ s 8*^9^) *
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the N M a t  fHi ef the 3t»i»Iogjr af Hea1th he* been described 
allOfd 80 bolfijt rtf i w m y rtf hdmltfa Ofel&raoiOr^ IN**' ^ w* WWPW rtP' ,V'WH(PwwtWhp wipww ■wp’rw1 wrtWr^^wrt» ^n*w 'vwpmwrt* w*ir w-w ww
tie * te aoeui greuguu •OwhH'
of aooioty, aoeial ayofcoo, institution, mmQ±&%U&^ wisfi& or 
InfgrmiT^iiT^ 1Quality groupings* ■*?•# 1^11^4^
m il teaith *£w%9* m 1^ imMmrn, t|f#a  and ooology of
HJjHH <gg» y^aiyfrjilf  ^iffjpftj TfrMffVt If rOl&bOd
dataj ^  dlotidJK&tloci of topith agents and agonal##, group inftith 
parooUooo, optnlm m* attiiado* and knowledge*
ffco rolationahlpo boiwmt hoalth ohaaanfcoriefci©# ami soc&iil 
gronpo aro liMFool&ga&od ff*4 t*»if rtrtfe  ^ oidofiy through tb i ago of 
aocialegiaal eanoqpt* raforring to group properties, propensities, 
proclivities, sod persaiis* these eonoapts deserib© rariesui group 
characteristics* Aaaog thast are age, Mae, family status, marital 
status, fflit othole group, class, residence, motil­
ity habits, and health itself* They can all be features of groups
^eetaoie e a M a e m  tfe&ven&ty Proas, 1941).
Bdgsr a* SeteOer, ffiedlsal Public hojsfrlotts (tetrotiss Mw&rde 
Bros*, 1952/*
health group* m i  plan future action with Mrs assurance by 
Stodging tbs prsdictioci* of social sciential# in relation to those 
factors. for ascaaplo, Leonard Boob baa said, walmost any health 
program and seat social plan* require a knowledge of the atruotara 
of tt* American population in the m*r and far fete**#* The Plana 
of Man (Jfew Unroot Tale tlaieeraity Proas, 1940), p« ®5« ooSTHSo 
George St* J* porrofct ami Dorothy F* Bfrilaad* Population Treads and 
Problems of Public Health," | M  HllfreiBk jjteaftkfti .f^ gl fMartorlr^
m i l  (O itrte r, IW B ), 35I-O 6.  « — w -  * —  ™ r m w
dr mm tta  &£ a g£©u$> ©r for t a
health etamtesla&aa ar» ueed 'I© diatiisgaiish a serial group w©
« «  led tefe to the ££mit asm #£ the tei4&©fty ©£ M %  t M  e£ 
ita analyaia ©£ health |t«fi prop#**.
Group, so broadly eoneeivod* tabraeee ita  iteee types of 
©fffiH^  g^igst#© ©fa&,«fe f*ar$©gi$ 4#M ywylHr^ t s&teg^ ryjr iMsotafgi** 
eal plugaUty» and collectivity^ te& though tit© latter grea|jd.**gtf 
^,<ih ©4 ffiiiMNi fey tfoe ©oXida^ty ©r «*»<$ sMar«4
Tslue-orientatlocts ©£ its ntabers* is oltea ©easidered tlx© speeial 
iX aet sol* previae* &£ $sexology, it WMld eeem that atddy of the 
attar social aggregates unOd ala© yield aueh iiiXom&tlcm start the 
behavior e£ tasso g"1”!**! sews ©it m & h  Bigt4, |ireve heXipfo*! id 
analysing eollsetiiriti.os*
In studying the relationship of health ataraetariatiaa t© 
soeial gr©ups* eeeh «£ the seeiai oteaeioristio© ©a© be tressed ia 
Its cetmectlona ndth any or all ©£ the health etaroitariftfeiiea m&
y ie *  Tffffa , Tba &*n W  ate©© & WSfiber ©£ health  Ohttrsoiisr**
ts tle s  I a  re la tio n  to  *  to ta l g re u p ,^  o r upon speoijTi© health
^faleoti Foraous, at ai*# £?*&*$ a jfon#flal Ifti te s£ 4ftj^ n 
(Cambridge! Harvard UniTcmity Frtaat X$$i), p* $$%
am
Charles JW H@££er, "Jleiteal teds ©C the teal Fegprtj&toa 
ia  Michigan,* te a l teiploagr > 1X1 (4 te v 1947),
2?
characteristics in relation to a total group,^ or upon a mriber of 
health characteristics in relation to one or more of the social
footnote continuwL? (dashingtoa, D*C«i Catholic University of 
America Press, 1946)*
Dwight Sanderson, £ Survey Sickness |n Bura! ,forces |n 
Cortland County, New lerk, Cornell University Aj^eultural SKperlment 
StaticMeroirufT^S, 1926)*
Louise S.esp and f * lynn Smith, Health and Mortality in 
Louisiana* Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin^©. 390 (Baton 
Bmget lay, 1945).
Alvin 1* Bertrand, "Reported Reasons for Parental Neglect 
of Dental Care for Children In Selected Areas of Bnr&l Louisiana,”
The Proceedings of the Louisiana Academy of Sciencefl All (1949), 
101*107*
Dorothy F* Holland and George St* J • Perrott, "Health of 
the Negro,” Jhe mihank Memorial Fund (Quarterly* 191 (January, 1936), 
5-36*
Gerhard Hirschfeld and Carl M. Strow, "Comparative Health 
Faetor* Among th. St*te»," Amnrt-esp 3ooiologlc»l «OTAw. il {Fobruwy, 
1946), 43-53.
^Rmppl.a arsi
Leonora B. Nufetnow, "Social Aspects of Heart Disease in
components of a groups cur upon specific health characteristics in 
relation to one or more of the social components of & group
» Social and 3&onoraic Aspects g£ Frob~ 
n Oklahoma. Agricultural Experiment Station
An example 1st
^Examples ares
u&en. Influence $£ Social g M  ifootiomlc factors 
School CfatldTNcw fork* AmrlcZnETld Healththe Health ef the 
(oelatlon, 1932^
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The houristie typology which h m  been constructed to chart 
the manifold possibilities el social action oriented around health 
behavior saay obviously be modified and extended to fit the needs 
and deeires of the researcher* It is felt, however, that the 
staler sad mere significant aspects of social interaction have been 
provided for* Whether the emphasis of the investigator be open 
social statica or dynamic* the structural framework outlined should 
enable him to relate hie work to a paradigm of the soeiOMsulturcl 
pheaamena within the field of health*
The succeeding ehaptere in this study are devoted to an 
example of one of the research possibilities in the Sociology of 
health* they portray hew several regional groups act and feel in 
relation to heart disease* In addition, attitudes and behavior rela­
tive to heart disease of a number of social categories within these 
groups are depicted* This, then, is an illustration of the study of 
the relationship of health characteristics which revolve around a 
specific disease to the practices and opinions of certain social 
groups*
ftm to o l. eontt«a<g7 ChUrfJseod," im m i Si SM & & S &  MSSiSM M
*m Jermcr. XXV (July, 1928), 445-446.
Broekingtcn Fraser, ttThe Social Aspects of Epilepsy,** 
Canadian Journal $£ Public health* XIV (January, 1954), 12-15*
Studies Jj| Heart Disease. Metropolitan life Insurance Company 
(September, 1946). m s  source is largely a graphic presentation of 
the relation of heart disease and age, sex, and occupation*
Ernest Grcenberg, ^Th* Epidemiology of Mental Disease/1 
scientific American* CXC (March, 1954), 30~42*
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here is to find out just what the people of the state know about 
"heart disease facts," that is, hew well informed they are m  the 
symptoms, types, the extent, the causative factors, and the diag­
nostic and treatment facilities for heart disease*
She second objective le to relate the information and 
opinions on heart disease possessed by the population under consid­
eration to selected social, economic, geographical, and hiologicsvX 
characteristics• Information regarding differentials In knowledge 
sad opinions in groups set aside on the basis of sueh criteria as 
seat, rase, residence, and age obviously has many important uses*
$• definitions and Concepts 
The Usf of the Tom "Heart ffi.as.ase*
Sociologists struggling with the typological
inadequacies of their discipline any draw a certain glum pleasure 
from the knowledge that medical science also is far from realising 
a truly consistent and logical schematic nomenclature for the , 
myriad of diseases which strike mankind* In this regard, persons 
working with mortality and morbidity data are often confused and 
vexed by the vagueness of the definitions of certain diseases* the 
problem stems from the interdependence of the definitions of the 
parts of the teaman body# Such awareness, however, brings small 
comfort to the student engaged in research which requires iliat 
diseases be clearly distinguished, one from the other*
The "disease* which is the eenbral concern of this study 
is no exception* Numerous publications note that "diseases of the
33
heart" are the leading «©auaew of death hut neglect to della# such 
diseases* the confusion la added to by the war changing classifica­
tions of heart disease as wail && fey the well nigh universal igno­
rance which the layman displays an the nature ©i. each ailments***
In evidence of this point* witness the fact that of the 
1*024 persons interviewed for this study* 422* or 41 per ©eat* did 
net know that there was mere than one kind of heart disease*
the responses of the interviewees also Indicate a confusion 
of the diseases of the heart with other parts of the c ardio-vasculaiv 
renal system* As this study Is chiefly concerned with how people 
think sad behave in respect to what they consider to he "heart disease*** 
the natter of a detailed clinical definition is somewhat peripheral*
It is hoped that the concept of heart disease held by the informants 
will emerge from the discussion of the findings and will in Itself 
be one of the findings of the study**
5o. f .  H*£L«7t gta&aa m  Msmk Simas. Jte&dJAr. itoaitu
Bulletin Be* 231 (October* 1936) * This author deals with methods of 
tabulating deaths due to heart disease* He discusses the untrustworthi~ 
ness of death certificate information and the need for etiological 
classification of the causes of death*
^Although this study will continue to use the term "heart 
disease*" it should be kept in mind that certain of the informants de­
fined it to include oerebro-'vascular lesions* diseases of the blood* 
renal sclerosis* and cardiovascular syphilis* It is true that the in­
formants rarely used these terms} in fact* their responses were some­
times too vague to even code* yet it is the opinion of the writer that 
they held such a conception of heart disease*
According to the aiactk Revision of the International lists of 
diseases and Causes of Death adopted by the world health Assembly in 
July, 194$* there are Tt kinds of cerdi©- van©alar-renal diseases* not
34
Attitude^ and
Sociologists are interested net only 1b group action pattern® 
but also in what has been called group mental oesg^MS**^ this in­
terest la soswtlmea expressed m  the psychology of social action, or 
the study of group santlm&nfcg, and la wall illustrate by the rapidly 
growing area of the sociology of aommurdeation and opinion*
Social scientists hare written at great length m  attitudes 
and opdjoioiis and, while they have not always agreed on their defini­
tions, honour in the necessity of attitude research In any collets 
analysis of social nan*
Students of the social group are generally -in consensus that 
fundamental to every group are mrmt *& shared frame of reference
in accordance with which members guide their actions, attitudes, and 
&beliefs** The normative order in turn is basic in attitude forma­
tion* Attitudes may be defined simply m  expected responses to situa­
tions* Croup attitudes are the average responses ejected of a group 
or the responses of the "average man*** Attitudes can be inferred from
footnote continue^ counting sub-types, and 33 diseases of the heart* 
HanamJ. of the International £to..U«&S*l &Uagfc&QAU»t <tf Dl»w«a. 
Injuries. and Causes jf gea^S* W *  X (Geneva, dwiiaerlanda feorld 
Health Orgamsation, 19l3J7p* 7*
7Hadley Caafcxil, J&g Psychology $£ .teisl Mmppa&a (Hew forks 
J* Wiley and Sons, lac*, 1941)> pp* 14-29*
%oland J* Pellagrin, "The Achtevemsnt of Mgh Statuses and 
Leadership in the Small Croup/' Sstied fiEEffi# ***** (October, 1953), 
12.
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behavior which, fortunately, be verbal m  well as iieflHseitMl*^
Opinion Is usually bald to be a sore dyoewie ss*®8h8^ t# then 
attitude, that is, lees strongly h*M end easier to infer# l&* 
ttfT^ gjh o^U^ost ^ eAanst bo 4efr*wft ss direct - py dssssip*
tioae of attitudes,*1® nevertheless, on the verbal level, "attitudes 
ere Inferred free, or best made kmm to us through, tbs expressions 
of opinion by informants on tbs issues sod institutions under ©ear 
adderatioa.*11 Therefore, in addition to taking to determine tbs 
knowledge which tbs ^sp^ede^M* about heart diae&ss, this study 
vill aUo sedc to establish selected fa»iia relative to heart
disease* In this regard it should be pointed out, m  Hirhea has 
dose, thst ^ Opinion shades into knowledge, which is only that part 
of opinion socially certified by particular criteria of evidence*1*1^ 
Seeegnltiaa of this centimium does not hinder one from seeking to 
distinguish the extremes* For that natter, the sociologist 
studies group knowledge or level of iMtmmtlm for the m m  ran- 
sen that he studies "public opinion,* that Is, his belief that
^gagene 1* Hartley and Bath K* Hartley, l\$ndaffientala <gg Social 
Psychology (Hew forks Alfred A# Knopf, Xa©«, 1952), p# A5&»
^ te U .. p . 657.
u Al.«ia 1>. Bartraod, * I i»  AtUtudra o f aural Poranba tomntf 
Dental Care for Ohildren in delected Arses of Louisiana,99 (uapub**1 
lishsd Doctoral d issertation , Louisiana State University, 1948), p<*
14* dee this source for a general discussion of the role of attitudes 
in social research*
*%obcrfc K. Merten, Soda). fheo^r MSA 8oclal structure (Glencoe, 
Illinois $ Free Press, 1949) , p * 801
both influence end guide social action, the general area of aoeie- 
logical investigation. The practical implication for application 
of this information is that knowledge of knowledge and knowledge of 
opinion can prove helpful to action agencies that wish to shape 
social action relative to their special interests.
C* Methodology of 3Me Study 
of the
A amber of factors was taken into consideration in select* 
lag tke eawple arena of the study. it was desired that the findings 
be ea representative of the entire state of Louisiana as possible 
with the resources which sere available* Consequently It mas neees* 
easy to plan in terse of saapllng both north end south Louisiana.
The variations between the north Louisiana ^ hill country* and south 
Louisiana "frw&it* are censon kaoiftledge within the state.1^  kith 
this criterion la wind, ee well as the desire to eonqpare rural end 
urban areas, it m s  decided to feen* the study «foed the cities of 
Bnstsa in north Louisiana and Lafayette la smith Louisiana. Figure 1 
Indicates the location of the eawple areas.
Circles with a midpoint in the heart of sash city and with 
radii of 35 wiles were inscribed around each city, the areas of 
these circles wake up the universe of the study, the urban infer* 
wants were selected trm the cities of Busten sad Lafayette themselves,
*^0n the cultural differences between these areas, sees 
Bertrand, gg. oit.. pp. 36*37# and MLth and Hitt, gg»« eit., pp. 135* 
136.
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LOCATION OF
SURVEY AREAS
DEPT- OF RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
LA. STATE UNIVERSITY
CAS__________________ ____
Figure 1. Ksp of Louisiana Showing the Location of the 
Survey Areas in llorth and South Louisiana.
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while the rural-fana and Informants* were chosen from
the surrounding territory
the sample areas In the rural sections of the universe were 
selected somewhat differently fro® the uraan sample units* For the 
rural areas the following method was employed* A grid, made up of 
three adle square blocks, was constructed within the circles* the 
blocks were numbared consecutively and from among them sample blocks 
were randomly selected by the use of Tippett’s tables of random 
numbers*^* the adults over the age of 21 in each selected block 
were interviewed* It was felt that this system would best insure a 
representative sample from the rural part of the universe in terms 
of the composition of the population residing there*
For the urban areas the following method was employed*
HLldred Parten has written, "Stratified sampling is frequently rec©m?~ 
mended as the most efficient procedure for insuring representation*1*^ 
Accordingly it was decided to utilise the knowledge of local social 
scientists and ether* and first stratify the cities into relatively 
homogeneous residential areas and than choose sample units from each* 
City blocks were used for the basic sample units* The blocks in each 
city's residential area were numbered consecutively and ample blocks 
selected by the use of Tippett's tables of random numbers* Adult
U I**a a i*  H. 0 . T ip p rtt, M & »  M  &igfeBg (I*nd**M
Cambridge University Press, 1927)*
15HU4r*d B, Partcn, jfeKM3> &!&}&• MB& I m M  (»«*• *<«** 
fiarpar, 1950), p. 226.
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Table I
total mmm or iwommns ousmtm nx 
m m u  m M  m  mm m mz
_____fatal...... JtaetiL.i^islana.
Residence Humber ?er cent luniser• Per cent taibes* Per cent
Urban 532 52.0 267 51*0 265 52*1
Kur&l-farm 244 25*0 94 10.2 170 33*5
dural-aonfarm 22.2 155 30.0 73 14.4
Total 1,024 100.0 516 100.0 508 100.0
population were to be expected. The rural-Tam and rural-noai'arm
percentages, however, were not prescribed and a considerable variance 
17ensued. Eighteen per cent of the north Louisiana respondents and 
34 per cent of the south Louisianians interviewed were classified as 
ru ra l f&ra. On the other hand, 30 per cent of the north Louisiana 
informants, in contrast to 14 per cent of the south Louisiana in­
formants, fell in the rural-nonfarm category.
I t  Bay be noted that in  comparison with the 1950 Census re­
ports for the blocks of parishes from which the sample populations 
wears drawn, the proportions of rural interviewees stand in the proper 
relationship to each ether. This is evidence of the validity of the
The interviewers classified the rural informants as rural- 
farm or rural non-farm according to the source of the major portion 
of their income*
sample* In tills regard, the Geasu® information show© that the proper- 
bion of urbanites for each region is practically identical but that 
m r th Louisiana has a larger percentage of rurai-nonfarm persons than 
does south Louisiana, which has mors rural-fans people.^*
M&
age is often on* of the most meaningful of the social variables, 
it generally has ccuisiderakl© relevance to group practice® and 
opinions. In the present study three age classes are employed for pu*w 
poses of analysis as follows* under 39 years of ago, 40-59 years of 
age, and 60 years and older.
As can be seen in Table II, the south Louisiana sample popula­
tion contained more young people percentage-wise than did the north 
Louisiana group. When the factor of residence is introduced, the 
differences become more pronounced. In both regions the rttral-f&ra
respondents provide proportionately much fewer of those in the age
/
class under 19 years of age. In the oldest age grouping, 60 years
and older, the difference appears in an inverse manner. Fewer of
the urban and ruraL-nonfarm interviewees belonged in this category
19and more of the rural-fara informants. '
19Geaeral Characteristica, Louisiana. United State® Bureau 
of the Census, 1950 Population Census Report P-B18 (Washington, D.C.s 
t?« 3. Government Printing Office, 1950)•
19As the present study concentrates on person® twenty-one year® 
of age and over, no mention is made of children and "teenagers.” The 
greater proportion of persons la the "productive ages” in the urban 
areas and the larger proportion of older persons in the rural areas 
agrees with existing demographic knowledge of Louisiana. Be© Bn&th and 
Hitt, SSL*  git*, p *  56.
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TABLE 3X
AGE OTSTRIBUTIOH OF IWWHASTS is the SURVEY AREAS 
CLASaiKW AgCWPlW TO aSSISSKCE
a _ _  fjm&s&m ., Total..-
Per !ta~ Par mts- Par tea*- P«r
£& bar cant bar oaat bar emt bar ami
tefral Informants
0-39 267 50*0 97 36*9 122 53.5 606 47.5
40-59 175 32*9 104 39*5 6? 29.4 346 33*0
60 aad over 90 17.1 63 23*6 39 17.1 192 la.?
m a l 532 100*0 264 130*0 m$ 100*0 1,024 100.0
Bortb lauXaiam
0-39 120 44.9 20 21*3 03 53*5 m 43.2
40*59 91 34*1 40 42*6 46 29*7 177 34.3
60 «ad osrer 56 21*0 34 36.1 26 16*6 116 22.5
Total 267 100*0 94 100*0 155 100*0 516 100.0
Soath Louisiana Informant*
0-39 147 55.5 77 45.3 39 53.4 263 51*0
40-59 S4 31.7 64 37.6 21 20*0 169 33.3
60 and over 34 12*0 29 17.1 13 17*0 76 14*9
Total 265 100*0 170 100*0 73 100*0 500 100.0
Ite&M naflaa
It is well Imam that wmt&tal status has mxih to 4o with one*® 
practices and opinions. One of the alias of this study was to see If 
this generalisation hold true fear practises end opinions relative to 
heart disease*
Of the total persona interviewed, g per cent were single, 79 
per east were married, end IS per coat wore in "other* categories, f*e*, 
widowed, diverged, or asperated* The rural-fem respondents hod the 
target number of stag!.* persons ea well as the greatest number of 
persona in the married state* The urban areas sere ohamoteri sad by 
the largest nanfear of parsons in the "other** classifieatiafw These 
preportieos held for the tm  regional divisive except that in the 
north Loui a1 ana a m  the rural-far® population had the fewest number 
of single persons and in south Xxwxielana the rursl-aonfsrm population 
had the largest relative number of persona widowed, divorced, or 
separated* (See Table HI) (Senerally speaking, the shore findings 
are What sight be expected in view of well-established demographic 
findings*
S m m '
4 well-known demographer has said, "so great are the differ*, 
enees between the cultural backgrounds and economic status of 
white rases and the colored races that very significant differentials
^Eaee la usod in the popular sen**, i.e., a« it is und«i» 
stood in the region, to distinguish white* sad Negress.
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tm& in
MAaim m m  or wmmmtB  e L m n iD  m
&&WMX AftftA AM> m i r a B l
Marital
Urban 
Bus*- Per
auraO^iarm 
Kuew Per Sha per .-J&ifti.— .mm* Per
state* fee? east feer seat ber seat bar seat
fetal
Mn|la 44 t*3 24 9.1 15 6.6 63 6*1
ferried 395 76*5 64*8 165 61*1 604 76.5
f)|)Uf 93 13*4 16 6.X 26 12.3 13? 13*4
fetal 532 100.0 264 100.0 226 100.0 1,024 100.0
ifortfr Louisiana laftomm**
25 9.4 3 3.2 10 6*5 36 7.4
ferried 162 66*2 64 69*4 126 62*6 394 76*4
Other 60 22*4 7 7*4 17 10.9 64 16.2
fetal 26? 100*0 94 100*0 155 100.0 516 100*0
Soath j^ulalana
Single 19 7.2 21 12.4 5 6.6 45 6.9
ferried 213 60.4 140 62*4 57 76.1 410 80*7
Otter 33 12.4 9 5.2 11 15.1 53 I0.4
Total 265 100*0 170 100.0 73 100.0 506 100.0
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21
in +»» social indexes are generated.™
Begroes constitute approximately one-third at the papulation 
of Louisiana,, It significant social diii'erentials are generated 
between the® and the white population, social studies of the ©tat© 
scat take into consideration toe variable of race. twenty-six per 
cent of toe peraona Interviewed were Begro end 74 per cent white*
Of toe total number of interviewees In north Louisiana, 29 per cent 
were Begro. In south Louisiana 23 per cent of the interviewees 
were Hegro. Two-thirds of toe Begro informants lived In urban areas, 
almost one-fourth in rural-farm areas, and the remainder in rural*- 
neafars areas# (Bee fable IV)
SS&
In American society toe woman la toe most important culture 
bearer* This la true because it is usually her responsibility to 
care for toe needs of toe infant and to inculcate in the young child 
toe w m  of the group. Because of toe fact that mm so often de­
termines roles, and roles, knowledge and attitudes, the sample popu­
lation has been classified by sex for analytical purposes.
Of the total number of 1,024 informants, 2B per cent were 
male and 72 per cent female* the disproportionate number of females 
is partially due to the fact that in urban areas females are more 
likely to be *heme* during the daytime, when most of the interviews
lyaa M th| Population iaialysis (Slew Xorkt SOOravK-iiill 
Book Co., 194®)# P* 45#
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tmm xv
eacs mammtxm or tms wmmm oumxm 
m x  m w m  a e e a  a m  m a i m m M
Total
box* cent bar Gfttlfe bar eant bar cent
total Xj^ foggaaata
355 66*7 201 76*1 201 33.2 757 73*9
8«gTO 177 33*3 63 23.9 27 11*8 26? 26*1
tfft&l 532 100*0 100*0 228 100.0 1,024 100*0
fltorth Louisiana Intor&antff
Whlta 158 59.2 30 85*1 128 82.6 366 70*9
Bagro 109 40*3 14 14.9 27 17.4 150 29.1
total 267 100*0 94 100.0 155 100*0 516 100.0
South Loulalana ln£Mm$fo®.
tfhite 197 74.3 121 n.2 73 100*0 391 77.0
Bagro 68 25.7 49 23.3 - • 117 23*0
total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100*0 m 100*0
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were conducted* In this regard, &&m interviews were taken .In the 
evening so aa to obtain responses trm malm* Despite the fast 
that the sample is weighted in favor of females* it is felt that 
there were enough males Interviewed to- determine if significant sex 
differentials exist In practices end attitudes relative to heart 
disease, the sex distribution of the iMormants m  classified accord­
ing to survey area and residence is shown in fable ?*
Gemmation
the largest occupational grouping of interviewee® was house*" 
hIvss* with around one-half of the informants considering themselves 
in this category. The second largest group were farmers (Ik per 
cent). These persons not gainfully employed (retired* unemployed, 
students, etc.) comprised the next largest group (10 per cent of 
the respondents). As can be seen in Table VI* the percentages for 
the other occupational groupings are not large.
the differences in occupational characteristics between the 
respondents living in the separate regions were not great. The 
greatest apparent difference was the larger proportion of farmers 
in south central Louisiana as contrasted with those who live in 
what Professor Heberle has called the **A**glo~dax©n Midlands."^2
A study which seeks to ascertain the level of knowledge and
22&udolf Heberle, Movements (Hew larks Appleton
Century Crofts, 1951)# p* 253*
TABL& T
sm msimmnm m tm imm&ms cumium
ffi SUEtTSX AEM AM R&5XD38SC&
Total
Ssac bar cant bar cent fear seat fear Gent
Total Inforaanta
Halo 119 22.4 105 39.3 65 23.5 239 23.2
Fea&l* 413 77*6 159 60.2 163 71*5 735 71,8
Total 532 100,0 264 100.0 228 100,0 1,024 100,0
Slortfe Informants
Kale 52 19.5 39 41*5 43 27.7 134 26.0
Female 215 da,5 55 5@*5 112 72.3 74*0
Tetal 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
feos*t& Lonl^ laoa. iBgomant#
Kale 67 25.3 66 38.8 22 30.I 155 30*5
Fenale 198 74.7 104 61,2 51 69.9 353 69.5
Total 265 100.0 170 100,0 73 100.0 508 100.0
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fSMS tl
tm QQQW&nm m  sr sm m  m m
Total .lataMftta
North Louisiana South Louisiana 
...IMoim&ts...
OcsttfuttloQal
status
Umn Per 
bar cent
Jte~
bar
..Per
cent her
.Per"
cent
H©t gainfully 
eaployed 116 11.4 75 14*6 41 8*1
aausewiTes 521 50,7 26? 51*8 254 50.0
Farmers 144 14*1 40 7*8 104 20.4
Laborers 59 5.8 41 7.9 18 3*6
Artisans 33 3*2 13 2.5 20 3*9
Service 56 5*5 27 5*2 29 5*7
Clerical 55 5*4 26 5*0 29 5*7
FroJTeseian&l-
Managerial 40 3*9 27 5*2 13 2.6
Total 1,024 100*0 516 100.0 m 100.0
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kind of attitudes a particular social groupie entertains m  corn® 
particular topic mat take into account the, educational diffareniials 
of the persona involved, k&eihar or not education itself is a re* 
flection of ether sociocultural variables* m  a single latex it is 
one of the west valuable golden to what T. lym Smith hm called the 
•^ paality** of the population.*^ for the purposes of this study, diff­
erentials in the formal education of the informants are probably the 
meat significant of any of the socio-culturaX variables recorded.
the median grades ooenpieted for the total suable population 
was a.? , The respondents interviewed in the city of Piston had a 
median of 12*2 school grades completed, while the Lafayette infor- 
masts had completed 9.2 grades. The informants in the rumt-f&rm 
areas had the lowest attainment In respect to formal education.
the highest median number of grades was ctepleted by the 
white males in the city of hasten (15.3). Bio lowest median number 
of grates was completed by male Negroes in rural-farm areas of north 
Louisiana and the male Kegroas In the city of Lafayette $ both groups 
had completed less than one year of school. The median grades com* 
plated for other sections of the sample population may he seen in 
Table VIX.
The term Hfunotlonal illiterate* is often applied to those 
who have not conflated store than four grades of school. Twenty-four 
per cent of the total number of informants were so classified. The
^Sadth, op. sit., p. 153*w mmr * —
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m m  m
romi mmnm miammm of m  zkpokxaiiks gmiot
BT 88ETO AEE4 ABB ftBSONBMiS
fj .-<. w=«
Sredaa
Coaplated
Qgfeaa 
&*»- For 
bar cent
tor&l-Tarm 
Ku»~ Far 
bar caat
Jtoal-3aon£^ m 
mm-' Per 
bar cent
Num~
bar
rir
cant
ssai lagaasssSa
O- 4 107 20.1 97 36.7 41 18.0 245 23.9
5» 8 105 19.7 96 36.4 90 39.5 291 28.4
9-xa 14? 31.4 63 24.6 78 34*2 310 30.3
13 aod ever 153 28.8 6 2.3 19 8.3 178 17.4
fatal 53a 100.0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1,024 100.0
ffoytfr Xffttiataaa lal'orrnaiits
0- 4 35 13.1 26 27.7 26 16.8 87 16.9
3- a 47 17.6 37 39.3 64 41*3 148 28.7
£-12 77 28.8 28 29.8 56 36*1 161 31*2
13 and over 108 60.5 3 3.2 9 5.8 120 23.2
Total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
Scmth Lqmlal^ na. Informants
0- 4 72 27.2 71 41.7 15 20.5 158 31*2
5** a 58 21.9 59 34.7 26 35.6 143 28.1
3-12 90 33.9 37 21.8 22 30.2 149 29.3
13 and over 45 17.0 3 1.8 10 13.7 58 11.4
Total 265 100.0 170 100,0 73 100.0 508 100.0
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mAftfp trfrTT
mmal ihcqmk or as classifies bx
SUBV&T ABBA ABB EMXliEMJiS
Total
InccnM bar coat bar cant bar cant bar cent
iM t a Ulan 
#1,000 100 13.8 71 26.9 36 15*9 20? 20.2
#1,000-43,000 143 26*9 142 53*a 94 41*2 379 37.0
#3,000-45,000 133 25*0 39 14*3 71 31.1 243 23*7
#5,000 and 
cnr 15* 29*3 12 4.5 27 11.8 195 19.1
Total 532 100*0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1,024 100.0
gprth tottlgx&aa Informants
Loss than 
#1,000 55 20*6 25 26.6 26 16*4 106 20.5
11,000-43,000 62 23*2 54 57.4 59 38.0 175 34*0
*3,000-45,000 59 22*1 15 16.0 51 32.9 125 24.2
*5,000 and 
over 91 34*1 - +m 19 12.3 110 21.3
Total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100*0 516 100.0
3outh Loulglajriu Informants
Leas than 
H,O0G 45 17*0 46 27.1 10 13.7 ion 19.9
#1,000-43,000 31 30.6 88 51.7 35 47.9 204 40.2
#3,000-45,000 74 27*9 24 14*1 20 27.4 118 #9*2
15,000 and 
over 65 24*5 12 7.1 B 11.0 85 16*7
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 508 100*0
rural~£arsa inforaamtsi. £hs Ksgr&ss who rspotftsd a family laccrae of 
loss thaii #2,GQD constituted ?6 per cent of the total munosr of 
Negross Interviewed-, .la contrast, 25 per eeat of the wMt® infer* 
si&iits reported f&sslly incomes of loss than #2a00Q a year*
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aI
T tM .g  XX
armom of um mms aaurare to Tie eam of 
hsukt s a m m  as a cause of death
Urbsii TotwsiXm m B S m m im i m m a s m r n m s m m r n  i^ iTt>iii|i^ iigSfiSI>iMw» iir  ailw g iiiWi jgBjgBiggri
h  Per Sun*- Per 8u»~ Per &uza~ Per
Opiates her east bar cent her east her east
fleet 245
»
49.3
yotal laforfaastg 
115 43.5 108 47*4 433 47*6
Saeead 53 10.9 21 8.0 20 3.3 99 9.7
third 23 4*3 6 2.3 10 4*4 37 3*6
Near the
40 11.3 13 6.3 21 9.2 101 9*9
Set is
top 3 11 2.1 2 .3 3 1*3 16 1.6
So
opinion 115 21.6 102 33.6 66 23.9 233 27*6
fatal 532 100.0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1*024 100*0
First 144 54*7
Sortfa Louisiana informants
46 48.9 77 49*7 269 52.0
Second 17 6*4 12 12.3 10 6*5 39 7*6
Third 13 4*9 1 1.1 6 3*9 20 3*9
Sear the 
top 30 11.2 7 7*4 16 10.3 53 10.3
Sot in 
top 3 3 1.1 3 1.9 6 1.2
So
opiates 53 21.7 23 29.3 43 27.7 129 25.0
fatal 24? 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
First 119 44*9
ftouth Louiatam
69 40,6 31 42.5 219 43*1
Ssaeod 41 15*5 9 5*3 10 13*7 60 U.8
Third 10 3*3 5 2.9 4 5*5 19 3.7
Sear the 
top 30 11.3 U 6.5 5 6.3 46 9*1
Sot in 
top 3 3 3.0 2 1.2 *» 10 a,a
So
opinion 57 21.5 74 43*5 23 31*5 154 30.3
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 503 100.0
rural-fana respondents seem to be lorn informed on this point than 
th© interviewees in otter residmiiai ea&egories* la all three resi­
dential groupings, fewer of the south houi&iam informant# than the 
north Louisiana respondents believed that heart disease was fete » *  
bar one killer*
Xa svmary it may be said that the matter of the rank order 
of heart disease as a cause of death is not the kind of question 
which elicit# precise responses* the persons questioned are prone 
to reply, «lt*s right up there," or "heart disease, that*a what gets 
all of us in the ml*" tevertheless the information obtained defi­
nitely points up the fact that three-fourths of the respondents 
believed that heart disease was one of the most important causes of 
death, while approximately one-half of the interviewees knew that 
heart disease ranked number one in the causes of death*
Opinion* of the Informants ftelatlve to the 
ftw»WK»y 9t Haw*. Sit&w 
There is no doubt that heart disease is raor© in the public 
eye today than it has been in the past* This awareness probably 
stems from the fact that It has become the leading cause of death*
The reasons for its high rank as a killer are subject to mmh specu­
lation* Hypotheses range from statements citing the better control 
of infectious diseases, which in turn is related to the fact that 
more people are living to the ages where the degenerative diseases 
ure likely to affect them, to a "faster pace of Ilf®*" Other com­
mentators cite the modem diet, more precise diagnosis, and various
1about heart 41
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TABUS X 
xmwums* anxious m wamm m tm mart 
m$m& is mxmm mm aamm
Oplalco
Jjjgfeaa.T.. Mr*l~aan£&rm 
8u®~ For Stmt** ' far Has*- for 
bar soot bar coat bar coot
■"... . -iw—
__M M ____
SUHW
bar
..far
east
Total Informant*
*
Its 33* 63*5 179 67.8 158 69.3 675 65.9
So 169 31.6 53 29.1 64 28.1 236 27.9
So opinloa 25 6*7 32 12.1 6 2.6 63 6*2
Total 532 100*0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1.024 100.0
tifoytfr S^l)SS33SSSfeS.
*06 182 68.1 73 77.7 111 71.6 366 70.9
So 76 38.$ 13 13.8 40 25.8 129 25.0
So opinion 9 3.4 8 8.5 4 2.6 21
Total 26? 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
South UmlaUaa Iagarmtaf
Its 256 59.0 106 62.4 47 64.4 309 60.8
So 93 35-0 40 23.5 24 32.9 157 30.9
So cplaioA 16 6.0 24 14.1 2 2.7 42 8*3
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 503 100.0
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which attempted to determine the degree of fatalism
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toward heart disorders* In thi# comsectim* seme Interesting reepan* 
see tun obtained* fbp eaasple, almost, ®£ the persona
interviewed 414 not knew whether or not it mas possible to cure or 
prevent heart 4 <m m « Another ene-elKth d®gai&t4eaIXy abated that 
heart disease could not be cured* tide is a rather high incidence 
^  ignorance and one of whieh p m t  la the field of health ednee~ 
tleo might well take eegEtlosnee* Over threa-XiiTtha of the Informants, 
however, 414 respond that it was possible to cure and prevent heart 
ailments* It should ho noted that the responses to thle gpost-tea 
were quite varied* dene persons nere of the opinion “that when 
jeu»ve not it, you*ve net It, and there's nothing you eon 4e**
Others were slightly nere optimistic stating that, “yen ean’t sure 
it hat maybe you can help It seeae«* Again ethers had an unbounded 
£41 th in doctors “who can 4e meet anything nowadays***
The faster of residence dee* net seen to be of great «ig&i£t~ 
eaaee among north Louisianians for this question- In entrant,
Math Louisiana inienaan&s living In the rursl~jtarm and rural*^ ®®-* 
dam areas had considerably different opinions £ra» their neighbors 
living In the urban neater* The letter were more informed, es night 
be expected* In feet, the urban respondents In both north and south 
Louisiana mere generally nere aware of the Tact that heart disease 
could be prevented or cured* The reason for this differential la 
prob&hly due to the fact that the urbanites in the staple population 
bad considerably mere education than the ruralttes* (See Table XX}
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turns n
ama<m or iwommm munn to  tm wmumun 
of mmm m  p w « i ®  m m  nmmm
*mmSU&gL~~ Bural«»farn*
M*aj»~ Par Hun*- Far B S - p®r
^pinion bar eeat bar neat bar eaat bar aa»t
fa ta l XaufoTOmta
Tes 541 67.9 142 53*6 127 55*7 630 61*5
Ha 64 12*0 56 21*2 41 16*0 l6l 15*7
Ho ©pinion 107 20.1 66 25*0 60 26*3 m 22*8
Total 53a 100*0 264 100*0 226 100*0 1,024 100.0
Horth Louisiana Informants
T«w l?S 66.7 56 61.7 69 57.4 329 63.0
Mo 2? 10*6 15 16*0 25 16*1 69 13*4
So opinion 60 22.5 21 22.3 41 26*5 122 23*6
Total 267 100*0 94 100*0 155 100*0 516 100.0
South Louie!ana Informants*
tew 163 69*1 64 49*4 38 52*1 305 60*0
Mo 35 03*2 41 24*1 16 21*9 92 16*1
So opinion 47 17-7 45 26.5 19 26*0 ill 21*9
Total 265 103.0 170 100*0 73 100*0 50$ 100*0
cmrm iv
m mwm  at jm  mmam m tm  m>m at m m  i w i
liiformntg* o&lniffng ogk .Itekr 
types of fteart aiseiasg 
In popular usage all heart disorders are grouped together 
under the heeding of heart trouble or heart disease* Beeeuee of 
this, it was deemed important to determine just hew mar persons 
knew the nature and extent of auch disorders* the aero &e<$*aitt'» 
taaee with the fact that there is more than om  kind of heart 
disease, while information of the most elementary level, was eon- 
stdsred significant in this respect*
Of the total number of informants, 19 per cent did not 
know whether or not there was more than m» kind of heart disease* 
in additional 23 per cent of the persons interviewed were of the 
definite opinion that there was only one disease of the heart* 
the above proportions point up the interesting fact that only 59 
per cent of the interviewees knew that there was more than one 
kind of heart disorder.1
H ’cr a listing of some of the varieties of heart disease as 
presented for the lawman, seei Peter J* bteincrokm, Mgw Xive 
with Your Heart (hasbrouck heights, Hew Jerseys graphic Publishing 
Co*, 1954)* PP* 167-169#
See alsoi Harris Fiehbeio, Iftilml Pjgffigrwei £ Hevlew M  
Medical Advance frirtiM 19S2 (Mew York? ihe Hfflsfcon Cfc.Tira), 
pp* 6-14*
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tkmn kind of heart disaaa*, It is of iuportmHi* to find out just HIprsH*£*;I3
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fftB&l MX
twosome' mmtmm  or uimsm m  im ' m m  u  m m  turn mm 
or m m  &$mas& si m m m  m u  w  m s i m o i
 Urban  toaa^ oi!t£aifB ..
Hui&~ Per Wm~ Per  Far”' K i ^ r e r
Responses bar coat bar cant bar eent bar cent
Total ln£&mm%®
lea 345 64.9 U 6 43*9 141 61.8 602 58.7
lie 10? 20.1 76 28.8 49 21.5 232 aa.7
Me opinion ao 15.0 72 27.3 3b 16.7 190 18.6
Total 532 100.0 %44 100.0 238 100.0 1,026 100.0
Xes
Vo
Mo opinioo 
Total
Mortb tquialana Informant**
193 72.3 54 57.4 104 67.1 351 68.0
38 14*2 26 27.7 37 23.9 101 19*6
36 13.5 14 14*9 14 9.0 64 12.4
267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100*0 516 100*0
taa&fe &a&8laa& tafcaafflfai
Xm 152 57*4 62 36*5 37 50.7 251 49.4
Me 69 26.0 50 29.4 12 16.4 331 25*8
Mo opinion 44 16.6 58 34*1 24 32.9 126 24.8
Total 265 100*0 170 100*0 73 100.0 508 100.0
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how many kinds o f heart disease th is  proportion o f the p c p iia tim  
has knowledge o f* The rep lies  o f respondents to the question per-, 
tia e n t to  the kinds of heart disease sen be c la s s ifie d  into eight 
**types*w la th is  connection, i t  Is important to note th a t not 
everyone who knew th a t there was mmre than one kind of heart dis­
ease could th ink of even one o f the various types* indeed# very 
few persons named mere than two or three types* The types of heart 
disease most gen era lly  mentioned are listed in Table S1IX according 
to  the way they were usually expressed by the informant®*
t a b u  m i
tjdpes or mmt dxsmsi a& msmtm m mmmm
Types o f Heart Disease Times Mentioned fNuwentage*
Hheumatie Heart 123 12*0
(Coronary) thrombosis 102 9*0
Heart Leakage 99 9*6
Heart attack 76 7*4
Angina (p ec to ris ) 75 7*3
Bolarged heart 73 7*1
Hardening o f the a rte rie s 36 3*7
Congenital forms (th e  kind you®re 
bom with) 27 2.?
^percentages are expressed in relation to the total number of in­
formants (1#Q24}«
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Kegioaai and residence differentials In knowledge of types 
of heart disease aro shewn in Table XIf m d  Figure 2* An analysis 
of the data presented indicate® bh&i the north jU^sl&na inter* 
viewees war© more aware of the possible effects of Pboum&ti© favor 
upon the heart but otherwise two no hotter informed m  to types 
of heart disease than were the smith Louisiana informants*, In both 
regions the urban respondents were more likely to list the specif!© 
heart disorders of angina pectoris or coronary thrombosis than were 
the rur&l-farm or rural«**onfarm informants*
to summarize* virtually everyone in the sample had heard of 
heart disease j about one-half knew th&t there was more than one 
kind of heart disease, but only a few ©ould name types in even a 
general sort of fashion*
ja £ *i«*ite  <* iB feagM fa abo^ fe fiw m aktfli ifea ft Masaaa 
One point of major interest to persons concerned with raising 
the level of knowledge about heart disease was the extent to which 
people considered heart trouble1* to be an adult affliction# Big* 
nific&ntly, although almost three-quarters of the total salable popu** 
utiim knew that one could be bom with heart disease, over 15 per 
cent of the persons interviewed did not know this was true and over 
10 per cent thought that it was impossible for this to happen™
as far as regional and residence differentials are concerned, 
there a ere no significant variations in responses oacoept that the 
north Louisiana rural interviewees were mare cognisant of the
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trnxs xxv 
xmmatrs* » w i  asautm to vxexs of w  nis&Mt
CLAS01FXED St SUBWST ABEA A ®  BBSIBSK82*
Response
..UdMHL.... Rural-naafar®
Musa-
bar Ratio
Ifuro-
her Eatio
Hum­
ber Ratio her Ratio
$9tei & formant^
i£alarged heart 40 75 22 83 12 53 73 71
Heart leakage 52 98 19 72 as 123 99 97
Angina 6? 126 '> 8 6 26 75 73
Coronary thrombosis 86 162 4 15 12 53 102 100
Congenital types 20 38 2 $ 5 22 27 26
Heart attack 26 53 24 91 10 44 62 61
tfoy*A«n-l ©X
arteries 24 45 3 11 u 48 38 37
Eheuaatic heart 51 96 23 88 49 215 123 120
Horth Louisiana
Enlarged heart 20 75 11 11? 7 45 38 74
Heart leakage 21 79 5 53 21 135 47 91
Ayurj aa1 1J 56 135 «. ■w 2 13 38 74
Coronary thrombosis 48 180 2 21 5 32 55 107
Congenital types 10 37 5 32***** 15 29
Heart attack 19 71 12 128 9 m 40 78
Hardening of
arteries 15 56 3 32 8 52 26 .50
Rheumatic heart 40 150 17 181 47 303 104 202
&a&te tetijdaa* Mstmste*.
Enlarged heart 20 75 10 59 5 68 35 69
Heart leakage 51 117 14 82 7 96 52 102
Angina 31 u? 2 12 4 55 37 73
Coronary thrombosis 38 143 2 12 7 96 47 93
Congenital types 10 38 2 12 <MT *. 12 24
Heart attack 9 34 12 71 1 14 22 43
of
arteries 9 34 m 3 41 12 24
Rheumatic heart 11 42 6 35 2 2? 19 37
♦Ratio equals responses per 1,000 persons *
200
200
200
100
RHEUMATIC
HEART
TYPES OF HEART DISEASE AS 
REPORTED BY INFORMANTS
CORONARY
THROMBOSIS
TOTAL INFORMANTS
NORTH LOUISANA INFORMANTS
SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
m s L t ,  Bn
HEART
LEAKAGE
ANGINA
PECTORIS
ENLARGED
HEART
HEART
ATTACK
m
HARDENING OF 
ARTERIES
CONGENITAL
FORMS
OEPT. OF RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
LA. STATE UNIVERSITY 
CAS
URBAN RURAL-NONFARM RURAL-FARM
Figure 2. The Types of Heart Disease as Defined by the Informants Classified 
by Survey Area and Residence*
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existence of congenital heart disease than were the south houisiana 
informants* (See Table 17)
As has been mentioned, over one-fourth of the respondents 
was not aware that a child could be bom with heart disease* Xt 
is not surprising, therefore, to discover that 44 per cent of the 
informants had no idea as to the na m m m m m n of congenital heart 
disease* Only slightly over 1? per cent of all the persons inter­
viewed thought that it was nquite common* w The reminder (33*9 per 
cent) were of the opinion that congenital heart disease does not 
occur very often* (See Table X7X)
Although slightly oae~hal£ of the informants believed 
that congenital heart disease could be cured, a large proportion 
said that they did not know if it was curable* Of the total num­
ber of interviewees, 12 per cent specifically mentioned the possi­
bility of surgical remediation of congenital heart conditions*
"Sight per cent of the informants stated flatly that congenital heart 
disease could not be cured*
The urban respondents were more aware of the fact that cox*- 
genital heart defects could be corrected by surgery than were the
M m  s& iSs Mgraasla m Ms fastem
M  SsbksrSM lassfe B m m
as&atem ol tJa iMamante M M & m  to %ho
a£ gaagM?iate: B h U m  Pjasarfltaa aas£ W m m ,
73
tmM m
mMom  or mtmmm mwmmm *m msstmm 
of c o m m x M *  m m  m m m  a u s s m m  m
^OEfgr AK&A iil© iSSIIW#!
Jyfegft.. jteBkSS9^l®
Muiflr- Far Mum- fev wm» Far
QpifiiOB bar cant bar cent bar cent bar cent
total Xnforamnta
Its 417 78*7 173 65.5 162 71*1 754 73.7So 53 10*0 28 10.6 32 14.0 m U.0
Mo opinion 60 11.3 63 23.9 34 14.9 157 15.3
total 53a 100.0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1*024 K3O.0
Hearth Inaflaiana Ia£®rmmt®
Tea 209 78*3 71 75.5 U2 72.2 392 ?6*0
Mo 28 10.5 3 3.2 24 15.5 55 10.6
Me opinion 30 11.2 20 21.3 19 12.3 69 13.4
Total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
ioutft Louisiana Inloxmale
fee 210 79.3 102 60.0 50 68.5 36a 71*3
Mo 25 9.4 25 14.7 8 U.0 58 11.4
Mo opinion 30 11-3 43 25.3 15 20.5 88 17.3
total 265 100.0 170 100*0 73 100.0 508 100*0
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usu xa 
oeisxm or xsfcsbuhts on ths fmximm or emmatM, mm
DXSBASfi eUSSIPISD Bf S»VW ABBA ABB USIOHa
Eural*»£air& M r a Z & n m g ^ m
| S r  i ilL J . , . ;  :wJr flPSt JtfitUi 1eteT
bar m .  bar ««atb*r
Per
c o a t
Bunt*
Bar
' Par
aeut
Total In-Cormante
l e t
S ©
to opinion 
Tfctal
91
197
532
l ? a
43.9
37*0
100.0
4i 15*5 m
77 29.2 77 
146 55*3 103 
244 100.0 228
21*1
33.8
45*1
100.0
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1 e 1
1,024
17.6
M + 9
43.5
100.0
fifcrfch Louisiana Informants
I « 8
to
to opiaioQ 
Total
40
131
9 6
367
1 $ * G
49.0
36.0 
100.0
20 21.3 36 
31 33.0 52 
43 45.7 67 
94 100.0 155
23.2 
33.5
43.3 
100.0
96
214
206
516
13.6
41.5
39.9
100.0
South Louisiana Inlormats
Me
to opinion 
fetal
31
113
101
265
19.2
42.6
30.1
100.0
21 12.4 12 
46 27.1 25 
103 60.5 36 
170 100.0 73
16.4 
34.2
49.4 
100.0
84
im
240
508
16.5
36.2
47.3 
1 0 0 . 0
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rural respondents* la this connection, the informants In the city 
of Lafayette were mom acquainted with the possibility of surgical 
correction than tha Seat** iafommto* (Son Table XVII)
&B&i&s**a £&t Balatiya jg thg Batoiro
Heart w m f '  to interpreted variouslym  a bt-bd of heart 
disease or as o symptom of bsart disease*2 3eme say it Is soriono 
SMI# ethers no not consider it very important* Probably the moot 
significant thing relating to heart aammir discovered In ©ennoo- 
tion with this study was that nearly two-thirds of the inter- 
vioooos had never hoard of It* the appro*$iaabely one-third who 
had heard of this condition were divided in opinion as to its 
seriousness, although 37 per sent of thie group believed it to he 
most serious*
As shorn in table X7XIX, knowledge of heart mmmt varied 
considerably from region he region and between residence groups*
The varlaUens which stand m% are the larger proportions of per­
sons in south Louisiana and the larger proportion of roral-farra 
Interviewees who had never heard of heart mucmr* Physicians 
usually emphasise that a heart murmur may net be indicative of sig- 
aifleant deviation from the normal heart* However, 15 per sent of 
the total sample population expressed the opinion that the presence
Steincrohn, gg* elt*
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TAKUS WXI
opmosB of thb m r n tu m  oh m m s  m  hot m n w
ISfcBX WSytS. COOTS M  CURB) CIASjIFIB) Bf  
SURTAX A!® ni^ |f)jj^ f
Opinion fear eassfc bo? ©eat fear um% fear ©aat
total Intomats
fas 218 41*0 86 32.6 93 40*8 397 38*8
I®s, aurgery 85 16*0 25 8*7 15 6.6 123 12*0
80 42 7*9 18 6*8 22 9*6 82 8.0
80 ojxinioo 187 35*1 137 51*9 m 43*0 422 41*2
total 532 100*0 264 100*0 %M 100.0 X#G24 100.0
Sorth Louisiana ii^ rc«m ati»
las 109 40*6 40 42*6 62 40*0 211 40*8
ZM| aarges? 36 13*5 5 5.3 9 5*8 10 9*7
80 29 10.9 9 9.5 17 U.0 35 10*7
Ho 93 34.8 40 42*6 67 43*2 2CX) 38*8
fatal 267 100*0 94 100*0 155 100*0 516 100.0
&m%h i^lslana Xffiagmaatjg
fas 109 41*1 46 27*1 31 42*5 186 38*6
Xea, surgapjr 49 18*5 18 10*6 6 8*2 73 14*4
86 13 4*9 9 5.3 5 6*8 27 5*3
2a oplatea 94 35.5 91 57*0 31 42*5 222 43*7
fatal 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 m 100.0
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TABUtXVXH
iMFWMURS* QPUEEQ8 OF TUB Sg8ia}3«sae OF MART HUHMUii
CLAsaiFiiiB at mwmx aksa amd assawKsa
mmm
her cent her cent her sent OiT cent
Serious 95 17.9 19 7*2 41 18*0 155 15.1
Hot always serious 80 15*0 12 4*5 IS 6*6 107 10*4
Hot serious 32 6.0 7 2*7 10 4*4 49 4*8
SobH  know I f  serious 45 8.5 16 6*1 If 8*3 80 7*8
Haver hoard o f I t 280 52*6 210 79*5 143 62*7 633 61*9
Total 532 100*0 264 100*0 228 100*0 1,024 100*0
Herth Louisiana, Ixiformntu
Serious 47 17.6 10 10*6 35 22.6 92 17.8
Hot always serious 51 19*1 6 6*4 10 6*5 6? 13.0
Hot serious 12 4*5 2 2*1 5 3*2 If 3.7
BonH kaow if serious 24 9.0 12 12*8 13 8.4 49 9.5
Haver heard of it m 49*8 64 66.1 92 59.3 289 56*0
To tal 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100*0 516 100*0
South Louisiana IM om aats
Serious 48 18*1 9 5.3 6 6*2 63 12*4
Mot always serious 29 10.9 6 3.5 5 6*8 40 7.9
get serious 20 7.5 5 2*9 5 6*8 30 5*9
Soa*t knew if serious 21 7*9
146
2*4 6 8.2 31 6*1
Sever heard of it 147 55.6 85.9 51 70.0 344 67*7
Total 265 100*0 170 100*0 73 100*0 508 100*0
?®
of a heart vmmxp always signified the existence of a serious heart 
condition,
Qpimons o£ the the $atu.re of is&rfc
the term heart failure is so anMguaueiy viewed and so laden 
with ominous connotations that it was Judged Impor tant to determine 
informants* reactions to it* "In the last analysis," Or* hogan 
Clendentng has written, 11 heart failure is failure mi the part of 
the heart to throw out the amount of blood par minute necessary for 
the body’s needs.this condition can have way different causes 
and results* The important fact for our purposes is that all cases 
of heart failure are by no means acute and result in sudden death* 
fiearly coo-half of the sample population said that they did not 
know what the expression heart failure meant* This response does 
not mean that all of these persona had never heard of the term, 
although this certainly was true in many cases* Thirty-five per 
eent of the informants believed that heart failure implied that 
the heart, in their words, “gives out and the person dies," This 
view was illustrated by such replies as, “That’s all, brother, 
that*8 the mod of you,** or “It means that the old ticker Just gives 
up.” Almost 16 per cent of the interviewees thought that heart 
failure meant that the heart was not operating normally, and that 
this condition was not necessarily fatal*
^As quoted in Hetta W* Wilson and 3* A« Weisraan, 
w^g^na (Hew fork* George W* Stewart, 1942), p. 94*
lasaiuttJ
nRegional and residence differentials, as shown In Table All, 
demonstrate that the north Louisiana informants mere wore likely 
than south Louisiana informants to equate heart failure with death* 
(to the other hand, the south Louisiana informants were more prone 
to giro »dea*t know1* responses* the rural~farm Informants had wash 
higher percentages of no opinion responses than Old the other resi­
dential categories*
&stnic»ia of Iaforgants Qonceraigig the BelaUoashiP
*& Bt&sk st
All the informants were asked whether they thought old people 
were wore likely to develop certain kinds of heart diseases • Over 
90 per cent of the total sample population answered that they did 
not know any types of heart disease that were associated with age* 
thirty-seven persons, or 3*6 per cant of the interviewees, held the 
belief that "hardening of the arteries" was a type of heart disease 
which old people were likely to get* This was the largest number 
wentlosing any single type, in fact, it and coronary thrombosis, 
with 2*2 per cent, were the only types of heart disease mentioned 
by over one per cent of the total number of interviewees*
Although the death rats from heart disease is naturally high­
est in the older age groups, arteriosclerosis is the form of heart 
disease normally associated with advanced age* The question con­
sidered in this section, then, Is essentially a measurement of the 
sample population*® awareness of this condition and its relationship
$0
xabls XXX
OPIHKXiS QF INFoaXAHTS OH TUB KBAHIHC OF 1& 6&T FAIWU& 
CUSSIKSB at SUBVET ABBA AND ffiSIOKNCS
Opinion
^ Hrfe&g E ural^aotifa^  
te n - Per Mum- Ter T S S - 3 N ** 
bar cent bar cent bar cent
.To tal
ten­
te r
Ter
cent
M s A  Msmsbs
Heart stops 306 38.7 67 25.4 87 38*2 360 35*2
Functioning fa u lt ily 103 19.4 28 10.8 31 13*6 162 15*8
Other 13 2.4 5 1.9 U 4*8 29 2.8
MO Opinion 210 39.5 184 82.1 9 * 43*4 473 46*2
to ta l 532 100.0 284 100.0 228 100*0 1,024 100.0
& £ &  Is&gisati la fo raaata
deart steps 116 43-5 30 31.9 69 44*3 215 41*7
Functioning fa u lt ily 51 19.1 9 9.6 16 10*3 76 14.7
Otfear 10 3-7 5 5.3 10 6.5 25 4*8
Be opinion 90 33.7 50 53*2 60 38.7 200 38*8
to ta l 267 100.0 94 100.0 153 100.0 516 100.0
South Louisiana Inform ants
Heart stops 90 34.0 37 21.8 18 24*7 145 28.5
Functioning fa u lt ily 52 19.6 19 11.2 13 20.5 86 16*9
O tter 3 1.X em s» 1 1*4 4 .3
Mo opinion 120 45.3 1X4 6?*0 39 53*4 273 53*8
To tal 265 100.0 170 1GG.G 73 100.0 508 100.0
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TABLE XX
xhfobonss* enaam m m  keutiqhship smms mm u m m
AMD ULB ASK m.assTFTTO fit SU&?1T ARK At® BESIBBHCS
C|)iQld&
Mto- Ter 
ber sent
JtesiaStaL
Musa?- Per 
ber omt
Ifni®- Per 
ber sent
, Total..
Hu®*..Ter
ber cent
Total Inforwante
A respcuse 
Ho opinion 
Total
73
459
532
13*7
$6.3
100.0
9 3.4
255 96.6 
265 100.0
14 6.1 
214 93*9 
22$ 100.0
95
929
1,024
9.3
90*7
10O.O
Norta iAoolsiana Xm^oimnts
A response 
Mo opinion 
total
33
234
267
12.4
$7*6
100.0
3 3.2 
91 96.$ 
94 100.0
9 5.6 
146 94*2 
155 10O.0
45
471
516
$.7
91*3
100.0
2m%h Lonisiaoa Infonaants
A response 
So opinion 
Total
40
225
265
15*1
$4*9
100.0
6 3*5 
164 96.5 
170 100.0
5 6.0 
6$ 93*2 
73 100.0
51
457
50$
10.0
90.0
100.0
CMPTEE V
mrnmm m  m m m  or tmmmm with M3PBCT 
to m  stmma of mm vsmm
S m  usual swbhod of detaoting U w  ptmmkm or probable pro- 
•oooo of • diooaoo 1» tturougO eortain. ayaptoa* which on» raaogttisM 
as tlgMli*11 It Is- IW this rt&s^ i tbit |d^ vislajt9 **»s
health agencies interested In preventive medieiae attempt to p&k* 
liaise the symptoms of certain diseases* Thsgr hope that by doing 
to ami persons «UUL present themselves for early diagnosis and 
treatment*^ *
9 o  symptoms of heart dlm«a do mot soon to bo a* mush a 
port of public knowledge oo the symptoas of seats of the other die** 
eases# This is indicated by the foot that slightly over do per 
seat of the sample population reported that they had never thought 
about the eytaptomfl of heart disease* Although nearly 40 per sent 
of the informants had thought about the systems of heart disease, 
many of this mafeer eould net present a Hat of symptoms. Som 9 in
For the presentation of a *0ynpten approach" which has been 
developed by sociologists to measure the health needs of communities 
see Charles ft# Koffer and Edgar A* Schuler, "Measurement of Health 
Meeds and health Care," American Hopioloidoal Mvlat** 1IIX (December 
1948) # 71^724.
fact, ecuId net think of a single symptom of t e l  disease* 0f 
a H  the respondents, 620 said that they M i  not thought about tho 
symptoms of heart disease* Of the persons who had given thought 
to this natter, 455 could not give any kind, of m  answer when 
questioned on sysptoma* This leaves a remaintier of only 549 par­
sons who did give sens kind of an answer In this respect* These 
349 parson* named a total of 595 symptoms or m  average of a Utils 
ever one sad sne-half symptom# per parson*
the symptoms listed wore classified into eight general types 
so follows* (1) short-winded, (2) pain in the sheet m  "around 
the heart," (3) pain in the left arm or shoulder, (4) temperature 
sad *eelss** (flashed, pale, etc*), (5) faint feelings, light 
headedaeaa, dissineaa car "blackouts,” (4) palpitations, nervous 
heart, heart "flutter," (?) loss of energy, feeling of tiredness 
sad "giving out" while working, and (§} indigeatton~iyp@ palm*
Table XXI was prepared to show the lumber of times sash response was 
given*
The symptom which w&a mentioned the 'most often (153 responses) 
was "pain in cheat or around heart*" The symptom "short-winded" 
received 119 responses and each of the others numbered leas than 
100, three of which were less than 40*
It Is significant that the largest number of responses for a 
single "sysptoaF is very small considering the total number of inter* 
viewces* In this connection, it should be clearly understood that
ts
In a© way v m  the informants prompted in their responses to kkU 
quest!m* The symptoms mentioned are as reported by sample 
population and to classified with no attempt at a **ofW>verlappi»g 
CSV t
Inasmuch a« the total number ef. responses relating be 
symptomatic knowledge ana opinion* waa mare than tit* total number 
of a ratio la used to indicate frequency* IMa tool
la called a symptom ratio and la derived by dividing the total xnaat* 
bar o£ respondents into each of the "symptoms” and multiplying by 
1,000* For example, the eymptem reverted meet often, pain in the 
cheat and amend the heart, haa a ratio of 149* IMe mean* that 
one can expect 149 persons out of every 1,000 persons in the popu­
lation to aeeoclate this condition with a symptom of heart disease* 
The neocfc meet frequently mentioned eynptem, ehort of tdmd* has a 
ratio of U6* A frequency Hating ef symptom* and their ratio® 
ie ahem In Table XU*
Educating the public to symptom* of diseaeee ie an integral 
part of preventive medicine and therefore of the pmgrama of public 
and private health agencies* In endeavors of thle nature tm  %Uee- 
tiene a m  paramount* (I) What is the general level of Information 
regarding the ayttptems of a particular disease, and (2) What 
pacific segments of the population should educational efforts bo 
directed toward*
With reference to the present study of heart disease, the 
knowledge and opinions of informants relative to symptoms have 
already bean shown* However, the variations in knowledge of persons
86
t ABLE XXK
x^romuifs* mrnmm or m  mmm about tub swtosis
Of HEAftf pfr&fft&B M  3UBTBT ABli ABB BSSXBBBCE *
. Crfrap,., ........
Bum- Bum* "Wm*.......   Base*
Syaptea her £tat&o- her Haile k*fippwe Batie her Haile
Short «T *iad 82
Tat** ^ 2^ 832030^ 11 
154 20 76 17 75 319 116
fain around b»ui 9? 182 28 106 28 97 153 149
P&U ia lift a m  
and stedlto' 2? 4 15 9 31 40 39
Fmwmr, color IP 38 8 30 10 35 37 36
pi ifdft— ^ 50 94 8 30 14 49 72 70
Palpitations 44 83 20 76 15 52 79 77
Bo energy 38 71 12 45 9 31 59 58
Indigestion-type
paisa 22 U 7 27 7 24 36 35
BeifcH knee 315 592 184 697 156 684 655 640
Short oi idad i.j.
Borth Louisiana Ingoymante 
I65 11 U 7  13 84 68 m
Pais areead heart 59 221 13 138 19 123 91 176
Pals is left a m
16 60 4 43 3 19 23 45
? m r ,  Color 14 52 4 43 9 58 27 52
Oisainess 18 67 6 64 8 52 32 62
Palpitatiese 28 105 5 53 9 58 42 81
Bo energy 25 94 a 85 6 39 39 76
Indigestion-type
12 45 5 53 6 39 23 45
Qsi’t know 140 524 54 574 103 665 297 576
Short of wind 38
aputh
143
Louisiana Informants
9 53 4 55 f1 100
Pals around heart 38 143 15 m 9 123 to 122
Pais is left a m  
and shoulder 11 42 om «*» 6 82 17 33
Fevery, color 5 19 2 12 1 14 8 16
Diasdseaa 32 121 3 18 6 82 a 81
Palpltatiosa 16 60 12 71 6 m 34 67
Be energy 13 49 7 41 3 41 23 45
Indigestion-type
paisa 10 38 2 12 1 14 13 26
DonH know 175 660 130 765 53 726 358 705
SBatio equals response® per 1,000 persons*
SYMPTOMS OF HEART DISEASE AS 
REPORTED BY INFORMANTS
zoo
100
TOTAL INFORMANTS
200
100
NORTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
M  U ! Li
SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
FAIN AROUND 
HEART
SHORT OF 
BREATH
PALPITATIONS DIZZINESS NO ENERGY PAIN IN LEFT 
SHOULDER
FEVER STOMACH
PAINS
O e^^R U R A LJiPC IO LO Q Y URBAN
TATE UNIVERSITY
RURAL-NONFARM fcAj rural-farm
CAS
at
Using in earth and south Louisiana and in rural and urban places are 
interesting enough to deserve further eomramU
In torn* of the ratio already described, 70$ persons out of 
every 1*000 in south Louisians could not think of a single ayinptcwa 
of heart 4iseaes* In contrast, $74 perseas out of every 1,000 In 
north Iontslana were totally ignorant on this <gee*t&iM* Significantly, 
every synpte* « o ^  one (dis&iiisss, Hght-h«ad«duo»af and fainting 
spells) was wmMm ad nor* frequently la north ImXmimm than In south
fissidential con$>arlsons indicate that the fNqpoln*
%Lm gave the greatest Banker of no opinion replies, end the urban 
population the least, flouted regionally, however, this pattern of 
m f Q e n s  does not held true, exnspt that in hath region* the urban 
inferaasbe had rower no opinion responses. In north Louisiana, %km 
rural-aonfara persons had the highest ratio of m  opinion replies 
per 1,000 persons, while in south Louisiana, the rural-f&rm respoa~ 
dents stood out in this respest*
The maker of responses per specific syspiosi for the north 
Louisiana urban inf omenta was higher than for the rwralmfarn 
infamsnts in every ease except for »indiaesUon«type paia»*« the 
response* of the north Louisiana urbanites also indicated more 
knowledge of eesh syapfcoa than did the replies of the rur&l~n©jEifarm 
interviewees with mm exception. kuralHnenfara persons showed 
slightly sore tendency to consider fever as a system of heart die* 
ease. In south Louisiana the response ratios for the various symptom©
$9
were higher for the urban infoamats than for the wal-fam infer* 
mats la every ease*
Likewise the responses of the urban dweller© were higher 
than those of the mml-noaf&m infoimnta for all but two symptoms, 
pain in the left a m  and shoulder and heart palpitations^
When the symptoms of heart disease as reported by the infor­
mants are ranked according to the relative frequency with which they 
are mentioned, significant uniformities are displayed* Ifast strik­
ing la the fact that one symptom wm  listed inost often regardless of 
region or residence* This symptom was ^pain in the cheat around the 
heart*" The symptom, “short of wind** was second in popularity with 
all groups with the exception of the ruz^-nesifmi informants* The 
remaining sysptcm 9 as reported by all the respondents and in order 
of frequency of mention ares palpitations, divines®, lack of 
energy, pain in left a m  and shoulder, fever, and IttdULgaatioi^ fcype 
pains*
In summary at least two conclusions are evident from the 
above analysis* first, it can b® stated that urban respondents 
a m  more likely to have opinions on the symptoms of heart disease 
t.frflyi a m  rural informants* Second, the north Louisiana, informants 
mere readily express opinion® on the symptoms of heart disease than 
do the south Louisiana informants* These conclusions are signifi­
cant in terms of the area and residence group* which have low
Stlevels of knowledge about heart disuse#*
% b  is interesting to note that according to Peter J» Sbeincmtm,
^  SE^8SSSB
&£ HfWtrfc Disease ||| Children
Heart specialists have determined that heart disease 
strife* any age grasp* Nevertheless the results of this study 
aim many persons to believe that children are virtually immuia to 
diseases of the heart* this i&einformation is reflected in 
tffaiiS M  of the Interviewees on the symptoms of heart disease in
it has been noted that almost twMrt&rds of the infoimots 
held m  opinion m  the general attests of heart disease* In this 
aapaag^ i^  ^many of the pereeyiMP aware of generat sys^ pioms of heart 
disease were Ignorant of symptoms of heart disease in el&Mrea* In 
fact, the percentage of no opinion responses amounted to three- 
fourths of the total number of interviewees*
fhe syBpto® mentioned the most frequently was **tired and oat 
of breath*** This SJUtpiQBl was mentioned 101 times, a ratio of 177 
out of evexy 1,0QQ persons* The neat moot frequently mentioned 
symptom was **paln in the sheet around heart11 with a ratio of 57* 
fable shews that the remaining symptoms all had ratios of less 
than 35 per 1,000 persons* ?hs respondents from south Louisiana, 
somewhat contrary to previous finding®, had more knowledge and
/Footavt* eoaUam# £m *2  L&XA HMk |B £  * * 4  M 0 * * ,
Jersey * Graphic publishing Co*, 1934/7 PP* 3&~51, the symptoms
*f fee*rt disease as reported by the informants are all posoibl® aym-
tems of heart disease*
nTAMS Mil
i m o m m m *  m m u m m  m  M m  m i m m  am t  t m  w m  of v m x  
maMss m Qmmm m mmm mu m  m i #
___ffirfcwL..rT. IbUMLtHtariB ,mr.r3^te
Syapton Jfus&er Battle bar Batio Hya&©r B&iio lusher title
fatal Xni’oriaanfts
fired 121 227 27 102 33 145 18I 177
Color 24 49 2 ' a 7 31 35 34
Fain In chest 26 49 9 34 13 57 52 57
Dissiness 23 43 5 19 4 ‘ 18 32 31
Fervor 15 as mm tin* w 21 21
Don't knew 364 684 222 a4X 179 m 765 765
HsuJsti
fired 55 206 7 74 18 116 80 155
Color 9 34 1 11 5 32 15 29
Fain ia efeest 16 60 1 11 7 65 14 2?
B iss !*)*** 13 49 1 11 2 13 16 31
F e w 3 n ■ww •> mt 3 6
Don’ t  knot# 199 745 @4 894 126 813 409 793
Smith Louisiana IMommt®
fired 66 249 20 118 15 205 101 199
Color 17 64 1 6 2 27 20 39
Pain in chest 20 75 8 47 6 82 34 6?
SissineeB 10 38 4 24 2 2? 16 31
Fever 12 45 - -> **» we* 12 24
Don’t knew 165 623 138 812 53 726 356 701
♦Eatio equals responses per 1,000 persons
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opinions on the symptoms oat heart <11 cease la children than 414 the 
north Louisiana informant#*
gteinioas of Informants on the Bmatoms 
M l t a l k  Fever 
Because rheumatic f e w  has teen isolated as the cause of eon- 
sequent heart dlse&ee in acme persons, it was felt advisable to 
secure the opinions of the Informants on this particular diseased 
As sheen In Table X2X1I, two-thirds of all the informants claimed 
to have heard of rheumatic fever; yet less than one-fourth had 
knowledge or opinions relative to it* &vea more significantly, only 
123 persons correctly identified rheumatic heart disease as a type 
of heart disease. These findings are asctremely important in teres of 
the early diagnosis and cars of rheumatic fever*
Of the total number of informants over three-fourths had no 
knowledge or opinion* on the symptoms of rheumatic fever* The 
responses of the persons naming particular symptoms centered, for 
the neat part, around "fever** (123 responses)* Other symptoms men­
tioned follow in rank order I swelling of the joints and limbs (94), 
pain in the legs (77), get tired and out of breath easily (59), 
and headache (10 ) *
More persons living in the urban centers than in rural areas 
had knowledge relative to symptoms of rheumatic fever* Interestingly,
^See Table XXM for the extent to which the informants believed 
rheumatic fever to be a causative agent in children*a heart disease*
TABUS XXXL1
IHF08MAHTS* KSCWLSOaS OF ASD OPISaOSS ABOUT THE SWK3K3
op aHisusunc mma. m  w s m  m *  tm m m m m
0rbaa Rural-fansi BuralH&enfarm Tc8
S?nptaK Uinta* Eatio tantar Batin r" ^tio WflT
IJliraWMgmw
fetal Inforffianta
$**11ing of jointa 59 i n  i? 64 m 79 94 92
F t w 80 150 1? 64 26 114 123 120
tlmd 40 75 9 34 10 44 59 58
Pain In Inga §5 103 6 23 16 70 77 75
Unn&afilM 1 13 1 4 2 9 10 10
Barth Ismlaiaaa jfofoCTaanta
ftflUUf ttf Joints 30 112 6 64 10 65 46 89
Fanrsar 42 157 6 64 19 123 6? 130
tlrsd 25 94 6 44 10 65 41 79
Fain In 1*K* 32 120 3 32 9 58 44 85
3 11 1 11 2 13 6 12
&sath Louialane laffappn&s
dwelling of jointa 29 109 11 65 6 110 4B 94
fvtir 38 143 11 65 7 96 56 n o
TIrwd 15 57 3 18 * *8*6 18 35
Fain in Inga 23 87 3 IB 7 96 33 65
Headache 4 15 * * 4 8
acjuala m p o M M  p«r 1,000 parson*
&1 !
1 *
1 II
i
r
atataa d» a0b a*«n to feav* aa fetgh an incldanc© of
it I *
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blood pressure and lew fat diet# far over-weight persons m i. those 
with arteriosclerosis.2
As ahowa in Table JSUXY, ever 70 par cant of the informants 
thought that diet was important In the prevention of, or treai- 
meat of, heart disease. An additional twenty par cant of the 
interviewees said that they did not ten# whether diet was Important 
or not* This number, added to the ever 4* par emit who believed 
that diet had me relation to heart disease, makes up a significant 
percentage of tha population having Ignorance concerning dietary 
prescriptions*
The area and residence patterns of responses on the Awper- 
tance of diet in heart disease are similar to those found in con­
nection with previous questions* People tram the urban areas give 
the largest number of responses indicating acquaintance with the 
correct information sad the fewest **don9t know** answers* Persons 
free the rural-farm areas have the least amount of Information 
and the highest percentage of no opinion responses* The north 
Louisiana informants, mere than these from smith Louisiana, thought 
that diet was a factor in developing and treating heart disease.
d  interesting discovery is that diet was believed to be 
an Important factor in heart disease by seven out of every ten 
interviewees but that most persons had the quantity of food eaten
2Aldo a* Luisada, Hearti A Physiologic ag£ 3tudy
of Cardie-vascular Masaaea (Baltimore* the Williams and Wilkins
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xmmtms* msmjsm m  mmm m tobacco m alcohol m causal 
faotobs in m a t  mmm m mmm mm m
Urban anralgffara fiuri&HBgnfagm . (T&tyal. ,.
Hum- Far Htta~ Far &***- Far Hum- Far
Opinion bar cant bar cant bar cant bar M&t
Total
loo 348 65*5 107 70*8 160 70.3 695 69.0
X«t» aapaelally alcohol 55 10*3 IS 5*7 22 7*6 9* 9*0
XiSi aanaalaUy tobacco 15 2*2 4 1*5 3 1*3 22 2.1
Ho 56 10*1 23 2*7 21 7*2 n 7*6
Han’t know 60 11*3 35 13*3 22 9*6 116 11*3
Total 532 100*0 264 100*0 opt? 100*0 1,026 100*0
Morth Lemlalana Informanta
las m 62*6 70 74*4 107 70*4 362 70*2
Tea, capaolilly alcohol 22 2*2 6 6*4 14 7*0 42 2.1
loo. acpadally tobacco 3 1*1 1 1*1 1 *6 5 1.0
Ho 24 7*0 6 2*5 13 2*4 45 2.7
Han’t knm 35 13*1 7 7*6 12 11*6 62 12*0
Total 267 100.0 74 100*0 155 100*0 516 100.0
South Loulalana Informants
Too 1j65
laa, nycloily olcohol 33 
let, aapaei&ily tobacco 12 
Ha 50
DobH  know 25
Total 265
62*3 117 68*8 51 67*7 333 65*7
12*5 7 5*3 8 11.0 50 7*8
4*5 3 1*8 a 2*7 17 3*3
8*8 15 8*8 8 11 *0 53 10.4
15*3 26 15*3 4 5*4 55 10*8
100*0 170 100.0 73 100.0 502 100*0
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Urban ftu ra l-f arm j^ alHEMmfam Total .
p#r baxhh Hr K t * p S T
Opinion bar ©sat her cent bar Cdftt fear ©s&i
Total Informants
Us 333 62*6 141 61*0 122 53.5 6l6 60.2
Hs 170 32.0 S3 31.4 a? 36*2 340 33*2
SosH iasm 29 5*4 20 7.6 19 a.3 66 6*6
Tfctal 532 100.0 264 100.0 100.0 1,024 100.0
Marth Louisiana laloraaafra
Xss 161 60.3 66 70.2 @6 55*5 313 60.6
tto 93 34*6 24 25.5 56 37*4 175 33.9
BonH knew 13 4*9 4 4*3 11 7.1 26 5*5
Total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100*0 516 100*0
South
i|
tea 172 64*9 95 55.9 36 49*3 303 59*6
Ho 77 29.1 59 34.7 29 39*7 165 32*5
DoaH know 16 6.0 16 9*4 a xi.0 40 7*9
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 1 0 0 .0 502 100*0
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TABUS XXVXC
iwwxum* tim m m  or abb mmxm o» m m um  as
A CAtfSAi FACTO* IB K8AR* BISMS VC
smens abb kssximmgjs
.. Ortas., S^ol^mTai^a
1bust- ?ar S«»~ ‘'’far S ^  Por I S  ri?
Opinion her cent her coat %9T cent ter cent
M o l  Inforsaaa&g
Its, orerwaigbt 453 35*2 135 70.1 132 79.3 320 30.1
ZM a 9 1.7 4 1.5 5 2.2 13 l*i
So 30 5.4 31 11.7 11 4*3 72 7*0
D o o H  lEBOM 40 7.5 44 16.7 30 13.2 114 11*1
M o l 532 1OO.0 264 100.0 2M 100.0 1,024 200* 0
Sorth Louisiana lagaraaafta
Its, orarwaight 242 90.6 73 77.7 130 33.3 445 36.2
Its. unriinoi£hti 1 «4 «pm ** 1 *2
So 3 3.0 3 3.5 6 3 .9 22 4.3
Don't know 16 6*0 13 13.3 19 12*3 43 9*3
fotol 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100*0
floats Louisiana
Its, overweight 211 79.6 112 65.9 52 71.3 375 73.9
X<8, underweight 3 3.0 4 2.4 5 6*3 17 3.3
So 22 3.3 23 13.5 5 6*3 50 9*3
OoaH know 24 9-1 31 13*2 XI 15*1 66 13*0
fatal 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 503 100*0
0*001 90$ 0*001 a  0*001 061 0*001 899 m © &
£*8T % 0*61 Ct 1*99 T9 0*£l 09 sKwei ^ ima91 1*9 £ 2*9 IT
6*1S£ 9ft r€9 3C 6*62 99 0*9£ 06 *8
0*99 9€£ £*9£ £2? 0*06 £0 8*99 991 « n
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8*01 66 8*91 98 £*92 £fc 0*81 89 *«**
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snrc 991 T*9C 9£ 8*68 89 6*0€ *8 ®li
T6C 909 8*£9 16 9*99 99 £*££ 68
isfpppsgf $^a@g
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suggesting that what was inherited imm mt the disease©, bub a ten- 
dency toward ib*m>
*^ie~bhird of the persona interviewed abated flatly that they 
did not believe that hoart disease could ha inherited and one-fifth 
replied that they did not hare sufficient inf©naatlom to form an 
opinion.
the rural-far® duellers were the neat apt to he of the 
Opinion that heart disease is inherited* or to hare no opinion on 
the subject* Hue south Louisianian* than north Louisianians said 
that heart disease could he inherited* The north louisianiana* 
seer* sere mere likely to respond that it was the tendency which was 
inherited rather than the disease itself* If the percentage* for 
these two types of responses are added together, the total proper* 
tiens of north and south Louisianians believing that inheritance of 
heart disease is possible is nearly identical (49*0 per cent for 
north Louisiana and 4d*3 per cent for south Louisiana)* the pro­
portion of persons from each region who responded that heart disease 
could not be Inherited was also almost the same (32*2 per cent for 
north Louisiana and 32*7 per cent for south Louisiana) • Likewise 
the proportions of the respondents from the two region* who stated
^Xt is the opinion of the writer that more person* would have 
so qualified their response® had such an alternative been presented 
to them* The question was asked, however, in each a manner that the 
full response had to emanate from the informant* is strikingly 
shown in Table LXV, unsolicited qualification of this nature rose 
rapidly with the amount of formal education possessed by the infor­
mant*
that they did not knew If heart disease was inherited mm very 
elose (1S«$ per cent for north Louisiana end IS*5 per cent for
I i
$
8.
5
Son* of the interviewees oho expressed the opinion that heart
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that heredity wee somehow associated with heart disease but the
H Q
persons w ith  higher education stressed the point th a t i t  mm  a con­
s titu tio n a l predisposition  which was in h e rite d , not a specific  
disease*
Knowledge gg& Oplnione of jjg jMdcwtt^ on £ g  Eolation-" ■ ■ . . . . . . - MMMH ■aNMPMMJVMtNMPSIIIflWB
According to  nodical sources, low bleed pressure* unless i t  
ie  a condition duo to  a sp ec ific  disease, is  net dangerous and is  
probably conducive to  lo n g ev ity . High blood pressure or hyperlon* 
sion , however, is  a such sore serious condition and o ften  leads to  
hypertensive heart disease.
The in fo rean ts  o f the present study were fa ir ly  w e ll agreed 
th a t blood pressure could be p o s itiv e ly  re la ted  to  heart disease. 
Furtherm ore, neat o f then believed th a t high blood pressure was a 
■ere serious conditio©  than, as corns put i t ,  **tbe low bleed.**
B ight out of ten  o f the inform ants thought th a t there was a causal 
eeaasetiea between blood pressure and heart disease, and only s ix  
per cent thought th a t th is  was net so. The urban inform ants had 
a higher consensus o f agreement as to  a causal re la tio n sh ip  and 
the lowest proportion o f no opinion responses. The ru ra l-fa m  
Informants, on the other extreme, had the lowest percentage of 
response re la tin g  to  a co rre la tio n  between blood pressure and heart 
disease. (£ee Table XXIX) The ru ra l-fa m  dwellers also had a
higher percentage o f no opinion re p lie s .
The north Louisiana respondents had a higher proportion o f 
responses lin k in g  heart disease causally w ith blood pressure than
Ill
table »«;»
isroaMASTs* knohledob op and o pinio ns  oh blooo phessu&e
AS A CAUSAL PACTOB IN MEANT DISEASE M
simsx abea and r esid en c e
Opinion
-  UlPbeaL Haral~Tarm Eural^ noQlarm  
lfoi»~ Per m e - ' Per 
ber cent ber cent
Mua-
ber
Per
cent
Morn* Per
ber cent
T o ta l InXoraaate
Xee 439 82.6 201 ?6*1 177 77*7 317 79.7
lie 33 7*1 14 5*3 9 3*9 61 6.0
Don’ t  know 55 10*3 49 13,6 42 13,4 146 14*3
T o tal 532 100,0 264 100.0 220 100*0 1*024 100.0
Jfefifefeisgglaas
Xes 227 85.0 80 85.1 120 77*4 427 82.7
lie ix 4.1 5 5.3 7 4*5 23 4*5
Don’ t  keen 29 10.9 9 9.6 28 13*1 66 12*6
T o tal 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100,0
5SB$& Louisiana Inform ants
Tee 212 80.0 121 71.2 57 73*1 390 76,8
Mo 27 10.2 9 5*3 a 2*7 33 7*5
Don’ t  know 26 9.8 40 23*5 14 19.2 30 15.7
T o tal 265 100.0 170 100*0 73 100.0 503 100,0
I U
414 the south Louisians iafomaats. The north .Loulslwalatts also 
had fewer responses denying such a relationship and fewer m  opinion 
responses. Most of the informants seemed quite aware of the nature 
of blood pressure end the effects of high blood pressure although 
not, of course, in a technical or clinical sense* Few of them had 
opinions on the cause of high bleed pres euro# a subject m  which 
medical science is still relative!/ uninformed*
Figure 4 has been prepared to depict graphically the relative 
importance of the foregoing factors as causal agents in heart disease 
according to the interpretation of the informants*
Knowledge egg Opinions of XMcrmants jgg tgg g a m !
Factors In Congenital Heayt Disease 
Congenital heart disease is actually not a disease at all 
but & malformation of the heart* The causes of congenital heart 
disease are not known except in a few cases* Some seem to be hered­
itary defects, others caused by virus diseases In the early pregnancy 
of the mother* The only cure for congenital defects is surgery, 
although with the proper care moat patients can lead long and useful 
lire*.
Although almost three-fourth* of the sample population be­
lieved that a child could be bom with “heart disease** only a little 
over one-third of the informants would express an opinion on possible 
caused of such occurrences. These expressions were almost entirely 
couched in general term* such as "bora with a defect,” which accounted
113
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c*s
INFORMANTS' OPINIONS ON CAUSAL 
FACTORS IN HEART DISEASE
TOTAL INFORMANTS 
PER CENT
0 10 20 30 40 50 bO 70 80 90 100
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WORK a 
EXERCISE
NORTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
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WEIGHT
TOBACCO a  
ALCOHOL
DIET
WORK a 
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WEIGHT
TOBACCO a 
ALCOHOL
DIET
WORK a 
EXERCISE
SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
• * • / y  
• • * •
40 50 60
PER CENT
100
A CAUSAL FACTOR
NOT A { ///• •» A -1 CAUSAL FACTOR NO OPINION
Figure 4-* The Opinions of the Informants on Certain 
Factors Which They Considered to be Causal 
in Heart Disease Classified by Region.
fear another 14 per cent. The urban informants were m m  likely 
than the ruralitea to view the reason for congenital heart disease 
as a congenital malformation. the iwal-farm informants had a 
stronger tendency to regard congenital heart disease as an inherited
* .  u 5
Probably the nest significant percentages for this question 
are these depleting the no opinion responses which ranged fro® 54 
per cent for the north Louisiana urban, respondents to ?4 per cent 
for the south Louisiana rural-far® interviewees* (See Table 1X1)
Knowledge and Qpjftloaa of the Informants m  the Causes 
for the l>avaloiamant Heart Disease jji Children
Heart disease In children which is not congenital, is usually 
due to rheumatic fever. Xheuaatle fever and rheumatic heart disease 
combined are among the leading causes of death for people up to 25 
years of age.
Although 36 per cent of the informants held the opinion 
that young people and children could develop heart disease, 57 per 
east could net present possible causes for its development* Qne~tenth
5
It is realised that these answers are not necessarily mutu­
ally exclusive. £very effort was made, however, to arrive at a true 
interpretation of the respondents* meaning* In other words, those 
who ascribed congenital heart disease to inheritance would also be­
lieve that the child had been l1bom with a defect** bat those who are 
listed as submitting the latter reply did not feel that the reason 
for the malformation was due to heredity in the specific sense of 
« passing along*1 a disease.
115
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mFwmm* mwmm or *m m m m  m tu  omm m commtM*
tiM & f flretehff bx BildflSf JffiM  ABB EB&ia&felOE
.^ Jteteft-v- IpumktfteBA.. T^ t&$^r-
Ifeua* Par J t a n ~ Far Ite» . Per to- Par
Opinion bar cent bar cent bar cent bar cant
Bom with defect 112
fatal Iaferaaia&a 
21*1 If ?*a X? 7*5 X4a 14.5
lalwritei ?a 14*7 43 16.3 22A*A» 9.6 143 14*0
Bletees* in setter 3a 5*6 7 2*7 14 6*1 51 5.0
Sickness la child 7 1*3 1 *4 3 1.3 U 1*1
Otter 4 *B 1 *4 1 «4 6 •6
fianH knew 301 56*5 193 73*0 m 75.1 665 64.O
fetal 532 130*0 264 100*0 222 100.0 1,024 100.0
terth Louisiana Xxil'ormaatfi
Bom with defect 62 25.5 9 9.6 10 6.5 67 16.9
Inherited 33 12*4 13 13.6 14 9.0 60 11.6
d t e t s  in nether 17 6*4 4 4.3 7 4*5 28 5*4
Sickness in child 3 1*1 m* •m 2 1.3 5 1.0
Otter 2 *7 - - 1 •6 3 .6
Don’t 1cnee 144 53*9 63 72.3 121 7&.1 333 64.5
fetal 267 100*0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
South Louisiana Xnframanta
Bern with defect 44 16.6 10 5.9 7 9.6 61 12.0
Inherited 45 17.0 30 17.6 a 11*0 m 16.3
Sickness in nether 13 4.9 3 l.B 7 9.6 ' 23 4.5
Sickness la child 4 1.5 X .6 1 1.4 6 1.2
Otter 2 •s 1 .6 <* •» 3 •6
Don’t knew 157 59*2 125 73*5 50 6S.4 332 65.4
fetal 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 m %m*o
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TABUS XXXI
israouuTs* or a m? apim*i ov gy *&&&
itta&ASB im chumm m mmm mm $m Miuii
JXrtoi   -
$ S - P « r  Kura?* Per guysf* Per
Qjpiiiiesi her dent bar ©eisb bar ©eat bar cent
A
Inadequate ewe and diet 64 12*0 22 6.3 25 11.0 111 10*8
Hart werit sad exercise 56 10*5 29 11.0 25 11.0 110 10*7
iHntfHf 64 12*0 19 7.2 19 6.3 102 10*0
ft bewail e fever 3» 10.9 7 2*7 9 3.9 74 7.2
Inherited 14 2.6 5 1.9 3 1.3 22 2*1
Other XI 2*1 5 1.9 5 2*2 21 2.0
Dee*t knew 265 49*9 177 67.0 142 62.3 m 57.2
fetal 53a 100*0 264 100.0 223 100.0 1,066 100.0
fis3S tetesftsa ft&PHSB.
Inadequate care end diet 27 10*0 9 9.6 16 10.3 52 10.1
Hard work end «xweis« 29 10.9 11 11.7 17 11.0 57 11.0
Disease 33 12*4 5 5*3 n 7.1 49 9*5
Rhee— iie fever 35 13*1 3 3*2 4 2.6 42 8.1
Inherited 6 2*2 3 3*2 3 1.9 12 2*3
Other 7 2*6 3 3.2 3 1.9 13 2.5
Don't know 130 46.7 60 63*8 101 65*2 291 56.5
Total 267 100*0 94 100*0 155 100.0 5X6 100.0
ag&S kaA8l«ft Mggsaafea
Inadequate care and diet 37 14.0 13 7.6 9 12.3 59 11.6
Hard work and exercise 27 10*2 16 10.6 a 11.0 53 10.4
Disease 31 11.7 14 0*2 8 11.0 53 10.4
W m m atie fever 23 8.7 4 2.4 5 6.8 32 6.3
Inherited 8 3-0 2 1.2 eu» - 10 2.0
Other 4 1.5 2 1.2 2 2.7 8 1.6
Don’t know 135 50.9 11? 68.8 41 56.2 293 57.7
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 508 100.0
Qmtm m
smamm am wxmms m tm vmmm® m tm 
w u m m m * ®  msmm *m m  mmt m m m
The extent to  whteh the lay -p u b lic  considers a disease to  bo 
associated w ith  c e rta in  egos is  o f in te re s t to  health  education o r- 
p ai H ll< W i,  la  th is  connection, there appears to  bo certa in  
popular m iee©i««ptioas. Qm  tendency, as boo already boon mentioned, 
io  f «  persons to  look upon heart disease to  as aocosqpaniraftnt o f old  
ago* This b e lie f resu lts  la  o ^  ^  ai ojf tho j^ e e ib iX ity  o f 
ch ild ren  o r younger adults o f acquiring those diseases* For example, 
one interview ee scoffed a t the Idea th a t a c h ild  could hairs heart 
disease saying, ♦•What do they hairs to  worry about?** A second and 
probably sore resent tendency is  to  view heart disease as the ®*buei- 
ness nsaf a disease,” i * e * ,  as an a fflic tio n  which is  m m  prone to  
s trik e  a t those leading hurried and harr&ssed liv e s  under high 
pressure. According to  the proponents o f th is  theory, worry is  the  
c h ie f p re c ip ita tin g  fa c to r in  heart disease* The association w ith  
age cages in  th a t th is  theory is  expounded when fa ir ly  young mm 
soocttiBfr to  heart disease*
As parents o f ch ild ren  w ith  heart disease know very w e ll, 
there are raiaerou* so c ia l im plications involved whenever a c h ild  
develops a heart condition* As these are so Im portant to  treatm ent,
110
1X9
physielans *ro  stressing thsm to  & g reater exten t*1
j^syEsssB^hE.* jsb Jsisst ilsssssshi Jyss
gtylad  fw  heart ftlae^ae
Forty per cent o f the to ta l muabor o f reapoxulant* thought 
th a t e ld  people m o  tbs o tu  i*he usually developed heart disease*
Xa seupsiisea* o n e-th ird  o f the interview ees m o  o f the opinion 
th a t heart disease struck equally a t o U  ago group** About one- 
eighth  o f the inform ants believed th a t "ndUOlo-og®^1* perse**# oora 
th e  Moot lik e ly  to  got heart disease* oppim tim toXy the same 
frs e tto n  had no
tbo reg ional and re s id e n tia l d iffe re n tia l®  to  ro ta tio n  to  
tb ts  question a r t out groat and appear to  have no c le a r p a tte rn , 
fla ts* in  north  Louisiana the urban respondents more o ften  thought 
th a t *o ld  people” suffered from heart disease* w hile in  south 
Louisiana the ru ra l inform ants m m  o ften  reload th is  b e lie f* (See 
fa b le  m i l )
Knowledge and Painimm m  the J a a n ila tlflp  o f ^pggt 
Disease w ith  jy ^  tmmmr Age Cstoups 
Despite the fa s t th a t 86 per sent o f the to ta l number o f in -  
teanrlewees in  the sample population said th a t ehU dm i could got 
heart tro ub le* man/ q u a lifie d  th e ir  statements by adding th a t* in
^Leonora 8* Kubincw, "S ocial Aspects o f heart Disease In  C hild*
hood*** immi s& m  issmsi B&si&te js£ $& t e i  » r (,r*iy, im >,
445-488.
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TABLE
ikfobkasts* cpvsKm m mt mm oomrn aqk tm m  m
BRAS* BISBiSE BI SURWEr ARE#. ASB RiiSIDSHCfi
Opinion
SrfeeiL Rural-taraa aural-Boafarm 
M u» - P e r Mm- Per 
her cent her e«nt
..total..
SK- Per 
her cent
Mm-
ber
Per
eent
total Infoiinants
Xouog people 10 1.9 6 2.3 1 *4 17 1*7
Middle-aged 90 16«9 16 6.8 23 10.X 131 12.8
Old people 202 37.9 121 45.9 85 37.4 408 39.8
Any age 170 32.0 63 31.4 79 34.6 332 32.4
Ho 60 11.3 36 13.6 40 17.5 136 B.3
to ta l 932 100.0 100.0 228 100.0 1*024 100.0
North Louisiana Xolojpm^ite
loung people 1 .4 2 2.1 1 •6 4 *8
Middle-aged 2$ 9.4 7 7*4 15 9.7 47 9.1
Old people 119 44.5 39 41.6 49 31.6 207 40.1
W  ««« 91 34.1 32 34.0 61 39.4 184 35.7
Me oplniea 31 11.6 14 14.9 29 18.7 74 14.3
total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
South Umisiaaa
Zoung people 9 3.4 4 2.4 B 2.6
Middle-aged 65 24.5 11 6.5 8 11.0 84 16.5
Old people 63 31.4 82 4®.2 36 49.3 201 39.6
d v  age 79 29.8 51 30.0 18 24.6 148 29.1
Mo o p ia ie i 29 10.9 22 12.9 U 15.1 62 12.2
total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 308 100.0
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TABLE igxtn
IWQBttHJS* XXOKUEDGg QT W M I  OK HOT CHIMBHi CAH S E U U T  
HSAJtT HXS8ASK BX SOKVSt AWSA AHD RBSIOBHCii
Urhaa 
Suju- Per
Bural*nonlargt
Stem- ?©r
Qplsia& btr eenfc her cent her ©eat her cant
Total InXorBants
Xes 473 88*9 217 82*9 18? 82*0 879 85*8
m 24 4*5 10 5*8 8' 3.5 42 4.1
So 35 6*6 35 13*3 33 14*5 103 10*1
Total 532 100*0 264 100.0 228 100*0 1*024 100*0
Louisiana Xniortaaiita
Xee 233 *7.3 76 so.a 126 81*3 435 84.3
So 9 3*4 1" 1*1 4" 2*6 14 2.7
So epiaioa 25 7*3 17 18*1 25 16*1 67 13*0
Total 267 100*0 94 100*0 155 100.0 516 100*0
South iaa&Assa ¥ c » t >
Too 240 90.5 143 84-1 61 83*5 444 87*4
So 15 5*7 9 5.3 4 " 5.5 28 5*5
So opiafcOB iO 3*3 IB 10.6 8 11.0 36 7*1
Total 265 100*0 170 100.0 73 100*0 508 100.0
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children could have heart diessee or wore convinced that they could 
sot* la the light of the above it 1® net surprising that almost 30 
per cent of the iafomants were uncertain a® to whether or net 
children could outgrow heart disease* Among the remaining infer* 
eight per coat held that once a child acquired heart disease 
he could net outgrow it, while da per eeat said that children could 
outgrew heart disease* However, mmy of the persons, in giving the 
latter answer, stressed that they meant with proper cure and treaV 
nest* Xt 1« of significance that urban respondents were mere epht~ 
sis tic than the rur&lite® about the chance ef children outgrowing 
heart disease* as can be seen in Table XXXIV, no Important regional 
variations exist in answers to this question*
Attitudes of the Informants Toward heart 
Disease jya Children 
la addition to the preceding question, a w®m direct atti- 
tadin^i question was asked in an effort to determine the intensity 
with which adults viewed the seriousness of heart disease in chil~ 
dren* The response® of Interviewees were ranked on the basis of a 
five category scale as followst unconcerned, mildly concerned, 
disturbed, greatly distressed, and no opinion* The relative sig­
nificance of these response® is shown in Table XXXV and figure $* 
Interestingly, a larger percentage of interviewee® <33*2 
per cent) expressed wild concern over the possibility of their 
child having heart disease than gave any other reaction* Another
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tSBSM U Q f  
mtmmum* aemxm os wmrnt m wjs chi muss can mmm 
mm oisbass bt ssimex mu m  rssxohicis
QpdLflipn
Urban, 
tea- Per 
ber east
itaroWarm SBticBfiitiSB 
Musa- Par Nun. For 
bar cant bar e««6
fatal..
Nma- Per 
bar east
fatal IaformAnta
t*B m 67*5 141 53.4 135 59*2 635 62.0Mo 43 3*1 24 9.1 19 3.3 36 3.4
UlM 130 24*4 99 37.5 74 32.5 303 29.6
Total 532 100*0 264 100.0 226 100.0 1,024 100.0
SseSIi jSbSbsbss^s
X*B 132 68.2 61 64.9 92 59.3 335 64.9
Mo 15 5.6 5 5.3 13 3.4 33 6.4
9d o^ladon 70 26.2 as 29.0 50 32.3 143 23.7
Total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
South IflnlAiaim Iaformaata
lie 177 66.3 SO 47.0 43 53.9 300 59.1
Id 28 10.6 19 U.2 6 3.2 53 10.4
|p 40 22.6 71 41.3 24 32.9 155 30.5
Tbtal 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 503 100.0
12$
**m .k rmra
immmsTa* m i m s s  totjm m  PossistuTt op mm  earns
D31fSLOPING HKA8T DISEASE BT dUaVKX AiUA AND tuGSIDSNBS
^^ S0x^ S£M S^T§i2im*s^o£&x,sSk Tetal 
Sto- P«r Must- Per Per Wmt* Per
Attitude ter ©eat ber seat ber ©eat ber seat
fetal laforssate
Oaceaceroed a6 4*7 24 7*1 16 7*0 66 6*4
Kildl? ceneemed 172 32*4 127 42*2 n 37.7 390 38*2
Btsturfeed 155 27*1 50 12*7 51 32*4 256 25*0
Sreetly distressed 88 16.5 12 4*1 18 7*7 118 11.5
Mo ©piaioa 71 17.1 51 17.3 52 22*8 174 18.7
Total 552 100*0 264 100*0 228 100*0 1,024 100.0
Kertk Loulslajfifi laforgurata
Uaceaceraod 14 5*2 7 7*6 18 6.5 33 6.4
Mildly concerned 98 36.8 43 45.7 60 38.6 201 37*0
Disturbed 73 27.3 17 30*2 31 20.0 123 23.8
Greatly distressed 22 8.2 3 3*2 13 8.4 38 7.4
Ms ©pinion 60 32.5 2Q 31.3 41 26.5 121 23*4
Total 267 100*0 74 100*0 m 100.0 516 100.0
feat** lei&gtaaa
Unconcerned 12 4*5 15 8,8 6 8.2 33 6.5
Ml ld2y eoneeraed 74 27.7 84 47.5 31 42.5 187 37*2
disturbed 82 31.0 n 18.2 20 27*4 133 26.2
Greatly distressed 66 24.7 9 5.3 5 6*8 80 15*7
Ms efialoa 31 11*7 31 18*2 11 15*1 73 14*4
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100*0 508 100.0
W^MPMI
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INFORMANTS' DIAGNOSTIC CHOICE 
FOR SUSPECTED HEART DISEASE
TOTAL INFORMANTS
URBAN
RURAL- 
NONFARM
RURAL- 
FAR M
TOTAL
PER CENT
P
SoBQQQC
mmrn
NORTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL- 
FAR M
TOTAL
A'.-.
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SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
/‘•Xvisss
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Figure 5. Relative Expressions Concern As Voiced by 
Informants in Relation To Heart Disease in 
Children Classified by Survey Area and Residence
m2$ par cent of the respondents were m m  afraid of the disease end 
mid that they m ! 4  be considerably disturbed* At the other end 
of the scale* 19 per cent of the person* interviewed 414 not know 
what their Attitudes would be end as many m  six par cent professed 
that they would remain mmm&rmd* South Louisiana interviewees 
indicated by their responses that they would be more greatly dis­
tressed than the north Louisiana informants by their children 
developing heart disease* the north Louisiana informants had a 
higher percentage of persons who indicated that they did not knew 
what their attitude would be*
Knowledge qad Opinions jgg tlf Informants 
M  jh^naetle Fever and j^ e 
the responses elicited by the questions relating to children 
and heart disease Indicate that the persons interviewed ware some­
what vague and uninformed on the matter* As has been sswibiened, 
medical authorities generally agree that om of the greatest single 
causes of heart disease in children is rheumatic fever* Therefore, 
the fact that one-third of the informants had never heard of rheu­
matic fever is an important reason for their general lack of 
knowledge concerning heart disease in children* In addition to 
the large number who had never heard of rheumatic fever, an addi­
tional one-fifth of the interviewees said that they had heard of 
the disease but did not know what age groups it usually affected* 
About ono-thlrd of the respondents believed rightly that it usually
affcetwl children. (Sa« Table 30UWI)
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S A3U XXXXi
IMTOHMASIS* dPIKIOKS 08 THE AQB GROUPS RHWHATXC ffiB QWHAI.U
utmm  nr m  aosa ajk> » i w
dgsisxloti
..... Jfaftto..to- Per 
bar cent
te£S$5^iE$L
MtBH |>ip
bar cent bar cent
. ..jftqyaL—.f%y*
bet* cent
Tofeal Informants
Children 19® 37*2 56 21*2 30 35*1 334 32,6
Xcusg adults 3a 7.1 XX 4*2 10 4*4 59 5.6
Odd people S3 4*3 12 4.5 10 4.4 45 4.4All ages as 4*7 12 4*5 16 7.0 53 5.2
Me egdJNiiGii as* 46*7 173 65.6 XX2 49*1 533 52.0
m a x 532 lOO.O 264 100,0 223 100.0 1,024 100.0
Children 130 48*7 35 37*2 62 40.1 227 44*0
a 3*0 2 2.1 5 3.2 15 2,9
1^4 pTtfipl ft 13 4*9 5 5*3 7 4.5 25 4*6
All agiss 7 2*6 6 6*4 9 5.3 22 4.3
Mo ©piaicsi 109 40*3 46 49*0 62 46,4 227 44.0
Total 267 100.0 94 100,0 155 100,0 5X6 100*0
M£k y»^m* M m m m
Children 63 25.7 21 12,4 13 24.7 107 ax,x
Xeuug adults 30 11.3 9 5*3 5 6*3 44 6,7
014 peeple 10 3*3 7 4*1 3 4*1 20 3,9
All ages 13 6.3 6 3*3 7 9*6 31 6,1
Mo oidnlfls 139 52*4 127 74*7 40 54*0 306 60*2
Total 265 100.0 170 100,0 73 100*0 m 100*0
m m m  vni
tm tm m  m  anrnm of tm mmmms munm to tm
PRStiMTTO AJSD raEATMEMT ASPECTS OF tt$T &&ISA3&
Opinions on the £slaii<aft or .gpflrfc Mesaae to 
gmsrpisa and hard Work
Q m  of the greatest fears associated with heart disease is 
that of becoming an invalid* Tha tendency to disregard differ­
ences between tha various kinds of heart disease hinders the abil­
ity to discriminate among therapeutic measures* All too many 
parsons believe that heart disease incapacitates one for any kind 
of work or activity, even that involving a minimum of effort* Of 
ell the persons interviewed, one-fourth were of this ©pinion. (See 
Table XXXVII and Figure 6} Somewhat over one-half believed, mere 
rightly, that persons with heart disease could work provided that 
the work was light.
The regional variations on this question were not great, 
but residential analysis shows that the rural-farm respondents 
were more likely to be of the ©pinion that persons with heart dis­
ease should not work. In both north and south Louisiana the rural- 
aonfarm interviewees were the most prone to say that persons with 
heart disease could work as usual.
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TABLE JQUVI1
csnxiom on i i m  oe mt f^sons 
nith HSABt u r n m  Bimu* continue to w m
M SORVEI Al© BSSIBESSCS
Opinion bar coat Nor coot tor cant bar oa&t
Total iniorrcants
tort as usual 
Light work 
to work 
No opinion 
Total
92
337
S3
10
532
17*3
«.3
17.5
1*9
100*0
34 12*9 
110 41.6 
106 60*2 
14 5.3 
264 100*0
52
107
62
7
d*iS®5
22.6
46*9
27.2
3.1
100*0
178
554
26l
31
1*024
17*4
54.1
25.5
3*0
100*0
North Louisiana InTormnts
work as usual 
Light work 
No work 
No opinion 
Total
45
171
47
4
267
16*9
64*0
1?*6
1.5
100*0
11 11.7
49 52.1 
32 34.0
2 2*1 
94 300.0
36
66
5
155
23.2
42*6
31.0
3*2
100*0
92
286
127
U
316
17*8
55*5
24.6
2a
100*0
Work as usual 
Light work 
No work 
No opinion 
Total
47
166
46
6
265
17.7
62*6
17.4
2*3
100*0
23 13.5 
61 35.9 
74 43.5 
12 7.1 
170 100.0
16
41
14
2
73
21*9
56.2
19.2 
2.7
100*0
26
268
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m
50$
17*0
52.7
26*4
3*9
100.0
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T INFORMANTS' OPINIONS ON THE ABILITY 
OF HEART DISEASE PATIENTS TO WORK
TOTAL INFORMANTS
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
m m n r
Ifc— ■ ■ ■ —
PER CENT
NORTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
4 n  pn i m  ri • #••••••••••* • • * •••••*•••
SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
40 "50 60
PER CENT
I WORK AS USUAL LIGHTWORK NO Rva NO WORK E£3 OPINION
^iR*ure 6. The Opinions Which the Informants Held Relative 
to the Abilt Ity of Heart Disease Patients to 
Work Without Aggravating Their Condition
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Informants* Readiness Mrs Fersoiis 
with Heart
Although ever TO per cent at the interviewees said that they 
thought persona with heart disease could work at least in a limited 
fashion, only 3d per cent said that they would hire someone who 
they knew had heart disease# The meet emnem observation was,! nlH 
he afraid that they weald pass out m  me." The ruralHfarm respon­
dents, in hoth regions, especially held to this view, probably because 
of the nature of farm work* Three-fourths of this group indicated 
that they would not hire anyone with heart disease* Significantly, 
one-half of tbs urban respondents stated that they would hire per­
sons who had heart disease* (0se Table JQQftTXll) The educational 
pregram carried on by the American Heart Association relating to ea*» 
ploymsmt and heart disease might be an influencing factor here* The 
significant point remains that some of the respondents who believed 
that persons with heart disease could work, indicated that they would 
not hire then themselves. This shows the need for further informa­
tion and education*
Opinions g£ J&e Informants 3  t&St Risks &£
1
for Women with Heart Disease 
Around two-thirds of the informants believed that even if a 
woman had heart trouble she could still undergo pregnancy without
1 Julius Jensen, J£g& Heart jyg Pregnancy (St. Louis* The 0* V* 
Kosby Co*, 193$)*
mtUMM JQUDTXII
isiosouira* wimom m vm m  m im  turn mm m&u
PSBB<SS XHOWM TO HAVE MAST 
ffl Sy&VSY AftM 488
Hu®- Per Ilura- fmr ita- Par
bar aaab aanA barw'^ paa* w^a aaafc bar cast
Total iniormntg
T«S 864 49.6 -46, 18*2 74 32.5 386 37.7
80 248 46*6 m 75.0 142 62.2 588 57.4HO 20 3*8 18 6.8 12 5.3 50 4*7
Total 532 100.0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1,024 100.0
Sort** Louislana laflarmanta
Im 335 50.6 22 23»4 42 27.1 199 38.6
Mo 115 43.1 69 73.4 105 67.7 889 56.0
So 0p4#LC*l 17 6.4 3 3.2 8 5.2 26 5.4
Total 267 100.0 % 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
South Louisiana lafamanita
las 129 48.7 26 15.3 32 43.8 187 36.8
So 333 50.2 129 7 5.9 37 50*7 299 58.9
Mo opinion 3 1.1 15 8.8 4 5.5 22 4*3
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 508 100.0
mmay additional trouble or risk* Interestingly enough, the rural* 
farm tellers were more likely than the others to believe that a 
wwft with heart disease would not undergo a definite risk in 
pregnaney* this was true for both regions* the south Louisiana 
informants were slightly mere likely than the north Louisiana inter* 
views#* to regard prega&noy a risk for woman with heart disease* 
Table Ittll indicates the variations between the ether regional and 
residence groups*
M m e s M *  gaaiaem a£ S i ^ t e i B t o E W
The electrocardiogram Is one &£ the meet effective devices 
for detesting heart disease* As Paul Dudley kbits, outstanding 
authority on the heart, has said, **0f all special methods of ear*
dies examl nation in cardiac diagnosis electrocardiography ranks
2firet** The use of eleetrocardiogr&phy to detect signs of heart 
irregularity is relatively coaraoen today, yet ?0 per ee&t of the 
informants in this study bed never heard of it* The data presented 
la table XL show that more urbanites than ruralltee had heard of 
an electrocardiogram and bad some understanding of its function* In 
every residential category more of the north Louisianians than south 
Louisianians had heard of an electrocardiogram*
2*ferrl» m u w l a ,  wHtor, Stijsti ££S«E3£S* 1 MUiK?. fi£ IS&r 
cal Advance During 1952 (Hew fork* The Blafciston Co*, 1953), p* 4*
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TABUS XlUX
xkfohmasts* opiiiiasa os the a m  m a wqkah with mm disease
MAVXBEt GiOUmt BT 3USJSI AREA AND &SS3IDSB2&
Opinion
. , Bural~larm
Ifeia^ Nor Hast* N r  Husa^  N r  
bor cent bar ooafc bar ©#at bar- cmt
total
*oul4 m  & risk m  66-e u a  53*0 139 61.0 636 62,1
lid extra risk 96 xa*4 65 24.6 47 20.6 S0S3 20.5
Ho opinion 79 14.0 57 31.6 42 10.4 178 17.4
total 53a 100.0 £64 100.0 220 100*0 1,024 100.0
Sorth JU*aiglana Intoraaats
Mould ran ft risk 176 65.9 46 40.9 m 54*2 306 99.3
Ho «xir& risk 53 19.9 25 26.6 30 24.5 116 22.5
Ho pinion 30 14.2 23 24*5 33 21.3 94 18.2
total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100*0
Sqath totttaiaaa .ftftforffifBBk*
Mould run ft risk 179 67.5 96 56.5 55 79.4 330 65.0
Ho extra rlek 45 17.0 40 23.5 9 12*3 94 10.5
HO Qpinlfln 41 15.5 34 20.0 9 12*3 84 16.5
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 90S 100.0
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TABLE XL
IHFUSHAHTS HAYING KHCML£lXi£ Of AN SLECTRXABBIOCmAM 
8X N K B  im >  inn h k h tm b k ie
a#«p©Q00
..._ U?teaa.. ftural~farm EuraX 
Hast- Per Ita** P w  
tee? cent tee? seat teer cent
8u»~
teer
Nr
Oftftfo
faffeo| InTeaftgiii^ft
23k 44.0 32 12.1 50 B$* 4 324 31.7
So 290 56.0 232 07*9 170 74*6 700 68.3
Total 552 100.0 264 100.0 220 100.0 1,024 100.0
lea 131 59*0 is 19.2 42 27.1 191 37.0
So 136 51*0 76 8U.N 113 72.9 325 63-0
Total 267 100*0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
Soufrte loulslftfle
In 103 »*9 14 2.3 16 21.9 133 26.2
So 162 61*1 156 91.7 57 ?8.1 375 73.8
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 502 100.0
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INFORMANTS' KNOWLEDGE OF 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAP HY
TOTAL INFORMANTS 
PER CENT
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
D O T O r flU M L  OOOtOLOOYulowk unvtr*iTr
NORTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
X
SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
PER CENT
YES NO
Figure 7. The Extent to Which the informants flnev of 
the Existence of Electrocardiography- 
Classified by Survey Area and Residence*
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TAtn.E XU
ispogkahts* o n k x m  m  t m  m u m u n  or vsxm
UH3UFKKVXSED U0KSS tRBlTHSW FOR HB4RT 0132*38
bi m w m  a m  am assumes;
, Urban 
Ifa®-* For 
bor eaat
ffeur»l~£ara iural^amfaraa 
Ba»- Far SSE- Far 
bar cant bar «ani
__.Total
fBbMW" m Wm
bve ««nt
Tobol InTormntg
IM 57 W*7 48 18.2 36 15.8 141 13.8
80 459 86*3 192 72*7 179 78.5 830 81.0
Bo opialoa 16 3*0 24 9*1 13 5.7 53 5.2
Taial 552 100*0 264 100*0 228 100.0 1,024 180.0
Hortfe j8Sll&S2l8l Tarar*"^ *^ *
los 23, 7*9 16 17.0 25 16.1 62 12*0
Bo m 91*0 71 75.6 1)8 79.4 437 84.7
80 opinion 3 1.1 7 7*4 7 4.5 17 3.3
Tobol 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
aottbh Loutalana Informants
too 36 13*6 32 18,8 11 15.1 79 15.6
Bo 216 81*5 m  71.2 56 76.7 393 77.3
Bo o|dito 13 4*9 17 10.0 6 8.2 36 7.1
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 508 100.0
Ta m
mmmkMs* apxmom m w «  m hot tim  m& a m  
pj&bsomjs mssmPTXQH m i w f  m m  a doqtce 
by mmm mm jm wmwm
 &fe«4 8nxq&*£a^ iforg^ nan^ iMrm  ...T^ tal...
tea- Pea* Musi- Par ton Per tee- Per'
Opinion bar eeat bar cent ber cent bar ®m%
Total Informants
Tee 24 4*5 25 9*5 a 3.5 57 5.6
lie 501 94.2 225 35.2 215 94.3 9 a 91.9
Me opinion 7 1.3 14 5.3 5 2.2 26 2.5
Total 532 100.0 264 100.0 220 100.0 1,024 100.0
Merth I^ uisians.
Too 3 1.1 7 7.4 5 3.2 15 2.9
Mo 261 97.0 02 S?.3 147 94.9 490 95.0
Me opinion 3 1.1 5 5.3 3 1.9 11 2.1
Total 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
ffeuth Informnfyf
Tee 21 7.9 10 10*6 3 4*1 42 0.3
Ae 240 90.6 143 04.1 60 93.2 451 00.7
Me opinion 4 1.5 9 5.3 2 2.7 15 3.0
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 500 100.0
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tfcs rural-farm imioraants registered the hl&hest muster of persons 
proportioaately who indicated that they would use smother personas 
prescription without consulting s medical doctor*
CBAFHB U
XHPOHXUHS* MP&tlEHCE WITH HEART DISEASE 
Ai© KSAET DXSKA&B IHKHa4ATlON
To persons and group* interested in health education It id 
just aa iaportaat to determine where ml th ro u g h  what ch an n els  !»•> 
divi<biale fat their infonjmtion as It l a  to discover the extent of 
their knowledge* Therefore a question of this nature was Included 
among those asked the interviewees* The possession o f  correct o p  
false information on a subject depends* of s o u rc e , upon the accessi­
bility of the same* Information centers m at not o n ly  ha present 
hot nost be operating affectively to ha of worth# aisseminatlng 
sources of faiae information* if ascertained* m y perhaps  ha  ©liiai- 
aatad or at laaat neutralised*
&y&SSSS$&f taaoeiatiaB with Forgone 
JI8S&II& j^S588&
/
Qua my of learning la through direct personal ssparlesiee*
It la significant that alaoat one-half of the interviewees said 
that they had been associated closely with someone having heart 
disease* (Sea Table IXIII) This proportion remained fairly eon- 
staat for both the regional and residential groups* although th© 
m rth  Louisiana informants showed slightly more contact with paraeiia 
having these conditions*
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mTabulations warn made to determine whether or mot persona 
who hod been to contact with person* tewlog teart disease ted mere 
information <m tte disease* It was discovered that ene-telf of the 
informants who ted n o w  teen in close eenfceifc with m&mo with 
heart disease did not knm  it ttens was noro than on* kfrwd or teart 
disease* la contrast, almost 6f par cent of tteaa ate ted tean in 
contact with someone with heart disease wore aware ttet ttera ere 
different kinds of haart disease#
Sources of Interviewees* Information op %art Disease
although* a* aaan above, one~half of tte informants claimed 
to te w s  teaa ia aloao contact with aoasono with teart disease, only 
about one-sixth of ttea said that they ted learned what they know 
about teart dtaaaao in this way* (See fable JU-IV) interestingly, 
tte rural-far* infaraants were mors likely to say that they ted 
learned through "experience” of this kind* Of course* in sons cases* 
tte person with whom they were in close contact was themselves* 
the largest number of respondents (36*4 per cent) gained 
ttelr inf emotion about heart disease from "talking and listening,” 
or through tte everyday channels of social interaction* the seams 
form of this method of learning stent teart disease was "gossip” among 
teueewive* and within tte family* especially after tte death or ill­
ness of some friend* acquaintance or notable*
One-fifth of tte informants derived ttelr infornsatlim from 
reading magazines and newspapers* In this connection* it can be 
pointed out that many popular magazines have teen running articles
X46
mmm of wmmm m mm wmmt
M  SD&TKf ABBA ABO
&$eriezic©
Ifega&lses
d96^8
Doctors
Sobcol
Ea4io
Other
Be opiaiea 
total
Sun^ Per lEi^ Fir " »3£* f S  Baaa* Per
Seeree bar cent ton* cent ter cent ter seat
fetal Informants
Bspesle&ee 82 15.4 37 21*6' 33 14.5 178 16.8
TaUdag 3»3 32*3 24 32*6 85 37.3 374 36.4
124 0.3 34 13.6 33 23.2 813 ».*
decks U 2*1 1 *4 2 .9 14 1.4
Dootore 24 4.5 22 8.3 3 1*3 49 4*8
BefetwKl 40 7.5 16 6.1 19 8.3 79 7.3
M U 3 .7 9 3*4 4 1.8 16 1.6
Otter 6 1*1 1 •4 ** ** 7 .7
It opinion 39 7.3 36 13.6 29 12.7 104 10*2
Total 332 100.0 264 100*0 228 100*0 1*024 100*0
Talking
49 16.9 16 17.0 16 10.3 77 14*9
99 37.1 35 37*3 65 42*1 199 38.4
HeyutiUia# 77 28.2 22 23.4 36 23*2 135 26*2
Books 1 .4 — ** 1 *6 2 *4
Doetere 13 4.9 2 8*5 1 .6 22 4*3
Sehool 23 8*6 2 2*1 13 8.4 38 7*4
Bette - • 2 2.1 2 1.3 4 *8
OtlMHP 2 .7 - a* - ** 2 .4
Be epini©a 7 2.6 9 9.6 21 33.5 37 7.2
fetal 267 100*0 94 100.0 155 100*0 516 100.0
Sonth Loulolaiia ^ orgg^tg
37 14.0 41 24.1 17 23.3 95 18.7
104 39.2 51 30.1 20 27.4 175 34.3
47 17.7 14 8*2 17 23.3 78 15.4
10 3.8 1 .6 1 1.4 12 2.4
U 4.2 14 8.2 2 2.7 27 5.3
17 6*4 14 8.2 6 8.2 37 7.3
3 1.1 7 4.1 2 2*7 12 2.4
4 1.5 1 .6 - ** 5 1.0
32 12.1 27 15.9 a 11.0 67 13.2
265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 m 100.0
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laformants uld they would turn far advice (see Table 11V), yet only 
five par cent of those claimed that they had received their knowledge 
of heart disease free physicians* Certain ef the iafermsnt# said 
that they did set Mice te "bother** a deeter far advice or informal!®** 
as they were *ae busy,” Hany of the informant# said that they did 
set like to "take up the debtor's time unless it** important," mean­
ing, of course, unless they ears aiek. It sanest he denied that 
physieiaas are extremely busy persons, hat this does net solve the 
natter of where people are to go for advise about health matters. In 
this eeeneetiea, a number of the informants expressed Interest In 
information centers where they eeuld "find oat about heart diseases 
sad other things."
Although public health facilities were available to the infor­
mants in at least a limited fashion, the majority of the informants 
had ao knowledge of them. Waay of the persons who had heard of pub­
lic health services said "they are fine for the peer people," a cate­
gory in which few of the white people in the study seemed willing to 
place themselves. Consequently they would net patronise the public 
health clinics. Very few of the informants indicated that they had 
derived their information about heart disease from hospitals or 
clinics.
jEfrjftfyrmi end residence variations pertaining to the sources 
of informants* information cm heart disease can be seen in Table 
XUV. The north leuleiana respondents gained their information from 
magazines and newspapers to a greater extent than did the south
touieiana interviewees* fid* 1* «$$lto likely due be tinir higher 
literacy rttn« (Sm  fable TO)
The present study cMwrbainly demonstrates that persons art 
w y  iil~ii*f©r**ad on matters relative to heart disease* fob there 
seems to exist m  regular chasms! for getting infoimtion to the 
people, She asst effective medium today appears to he magasl n<t ntffr* 
w » W w  articles and advertisements* the method of distributing 
literature to physicians to pass oat to their patients omm to he
i&effeetiv*-~*t least very fee of the informants claimed to here
lgained knowledge of heart disease in that wap* ladle progress 
devoted to precautionary measures and similar health hints weald 
probably reach a large part of the population successfully* this 
has been done ia sens htqiiio with ^ Heart of the dome** programs which 
are direeted at housewives* another possibility weald he heart 
information centers which had m  stigma of charity attached to them* 
the tuberculosis chest **rsy program* provide a good model for this 
suggestion*
jflnare the Informants Ifofja M  do for 
Information <pa| Heart 01seass 
hy far the greatest percentage of the respondents indicated
Beatrice 8* Keaheim sad Borothy Heuhof haimon, **M lvalue- 
tion of free Health literature is an adult Education Ingram**** 
ittfwut g£ labile Health fftd fcftp liealtfr* nxv
(February, 1954)# 206^222* This source maintains that free health 
literature is effective, hut in this study the physician was m% 
the distributing agent.
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that they would contact * medical doctor If they wanted setae infor­
mation on heart disease* (Bee Table 1LV) Many of thorn further 
designated their family doctor*^ Projwtion&tely aero of tbs rural- 
form informant* and the south Louisiana iofonmsits listed the medical 
doctor os their potential source of information*
Although the north Louisiana informants were m m  likely to 
say that they would go to a clinic for information, the south 
Louisianians m m  mors aware of the usefulness of the library as a 
potential source of information* The American heart Association, or
2A number of other studies made by sociologists present what 
appear to be conflicting conclusions on sources of health information* 
The difficulty might H e  in the fact that it is not made plain if tbs 
informants listed where they had actually acquired health information 
or where they thought they would go to health information* At 
any rate, these studies demonstrate that the private physician is the 
major source of reliable health information* The only other important 
sources of inf ©rra&iioa are neighbors, friends, and relatives* Sees
Sober! S. Galloway sand Harold F* Kaufman, Health Fractious of 
Rarml Faenla |g £ee County* Mississippi AgriculturO^erlment Sta­
tion Sociology and Sural Life Series He* 1 (State Colleges December,
1950), p. 12*
Hebert S. Calloway and Harold F. Kaufman, |^ al|>k Pvw^m  JL& 
Choctaw County. Mississippi Agricultural Lxperiyaent Station Sociology 
apteral Life Series Ho* 2 (State Colleges December, 1950), p* U*
Hebert &« Galloway and Harlan T* Loftin, fealth gi^tice^ of 
Rural Regress in bolivar £&gm$g, Mississippi Agricultural jfep©riment 
^ U < m  iociology and Rural Ufa aeries Ho* 3 (State College* April,
1951), p. 13.
Margaret L* Bright and Donald 0* Hay, health Resources and 
Their Use by Rural People: lister County. Department o f ^ r S  S5i~
MoTM, SCnSric State College of Agricul­
ture (Xtbseat July, 1952)*
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TABUS XXV
IHFOSKmS* OPINIONS ON WHESE fiffit WOBU) SO 10 M B  INFORMATION 
(Hi HEAR? WSBASE BI SUSVEX MWA AMD RESIDENCE
Urban , n, Rurai-X*am Eural^n^qfapa 
Sms* Per
bar cent bar cant bar cant
Wmr 'Far 
bar cent
Sector m
to ta l
56*3
lafogia&nta
170 64.2 123 54.1 591 57*7
H eart S p ec ia lis t 28 5*3 5 1.9 8 3.5 41 4*0
H eSpltal U 2*1 15 5.7 9 3.9 35 3*4
4b 6.6 20 7.6 25 n.o 91 8.9
15 2.6 1 *4 2 .8 18 1.8
Seeks 49 6.9 8 3.0 13 5.7 70 6.8
Insurance eeopany 9 1.7 2 •6 *■ <* U 1*1
Heart Association 29 5.5 2 .6 3 1.3 34 3.3
gynr 1 .2 2 .8 - ' ■m 3 .3
Be opinion 4b 6.6 39 14.8 45 19.7 130 12.7
T o ta l 532 100.0 264 100.0 gffi* 100.0 1*024 100.0
Boater
8sti5S& j^ y^ 2£S8^ Mt 
13b 51*1 31 34*1 78 50.5 269 51.2
S s r t  s p e c ia lis t 12 4*5 4 4.3 4 2.6 20 3*9
H ospital 7 2.6 5 5.3 3 1.9 15 2.9
C lin ic 35 13.1 12 12.6 23 14*2 70 13.6
Government 10 3.7 SO « 2 1.2 12 2.4
Bpoki 19 7.1 2 2.8 4 2*5 25 4*8
Im w rim e  eespany 6 2.2 2 2.2 « • 6 1.6
Heart Association 16 6*0 1 1*1 2 1*3 19 3.7
fltb tr — — «* *» ■aa <• ** *»
So opinion 26 9.7 1? 12.0 39 25*2 62 15*9
T o tal 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 160*0 516 100*0
Sector
South Louisiana Inform ants 
162 61.2 119 70.0 45 61.7 326 64.2
Heart s p e c ia lis t 16 6*0 1 •6 4 5*5 aa 4.1
H ospital 4 1.5 10 5.9 6 8*2 20 3*9
C lin ic U 4.2 a 4.7 2 8*7 21 4.1
Qoveroateot 5 1.9 i .6 • - 6 1.2
Book* 30 11.3 6 3.6 9 12*3 45 8*9
Insurance Coopany 3 1.1 - « 3 *6
Hsart Association 13 4*9 1 •<6 X 1.4 15 3.0
Other 1 *4 2 1.2 - 3 .6
So opinion 20 7.5 22 12.8 3 8.2 46 9.4
To tal 265 100.0 170 100*0 73 100.0 508 100.0
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one of it# tranche*, wa» mentioned * total of 34 time# ft* an infer* 
national aoure#* This number amounts to a little over three per 
eent of the total interviewee# • A# would he expected, quite a few 
awe of the urban informant# Hated tide source* In the latter 
regard, it should be stressed that the respondent# did not always 
knew the exact name of the American Heart Association or any of its 
branch##* Three per cent were aware, however, that a »heari organi- 
cation* existed and would furnish information. This perhaps presents 
a challenge to the American Heart Association to better publicise 
itself*
S&E8lsSd®&
about Heart Plseaee 
Sore than one-fifth of the informants said that they had ashed 
a medical doctor to tell them about heart disease and how they might 
avoid having it* In th# light of the answers to the above questions, 
this percentage appear* somewhat high and probably mean# to a large 
extent that the individual has had a physical examination at which 
time hi# heart was cheeked* Table M M  gives information relative 
to this point indicating regional and residence variation*.
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tabis joun
imemtim who w> m m  a bqctos, to m i  i n  about
H&AKT DXSKASB BZ 3SBTSZ ABBA ABB HS8X0BBCE
llijll., I|IH|II^ '1MI III i|IHl»»|IWillfr>M>|l'l II||
- J t t a u -  jMafefimu- M a k s w ^ / m  —  M 4 ...
Hu®- P«p rusk* P »  Hu»~ Par Ito- Par
btr cant bar eaat fear
Zee m  22.7 57 21.6 39 17.1 217 21.2
Be 411 77.3 207 78.4 189 82.9 807 72.8
fetal 532 100.0 264 100.0 228 100.0 1,024 300.0
Berth Lwd«lM» Infaonamte
Zee 77 28.8 27 28.7 24 15,5 128 34.8
Be 190 71.2 67 71.3 131 84.5 388 75.2
fetal 267 100.0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
Zee 44 16.6 30 17.6 15 20.5 89 17.5
Be 221 83.4 140 82.4 58 79,5 419 82.5
fetal 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100.0 508 100.0
m iiw mmmm mi m mmiu* m
mXABLg XSMl
mm immmm wmm rum m m  E m s  or mmmm 
tf&t&T bx $mwsx am rorosBE
Fl«*
Ite- For ISTrSr ■|,jjj^w“j^nLL-ul> 
ter seat bar asst ter ©sat
■!pftlil>Xri.[.r.f 
tat- Pte 
ter ssafc
Totfrl InfOTiwan^ff
Ffctyticlaa 379 71*2 80? 78.4 170 74.5 754 73.8
HnH specialist 53 10*0 13 3*7 80 8.6 00 6.6
® 4.3 85 9.5 6 2.6 14 5.3
3X 9.4 4 2.3 15 6.6 72 7.0
1 *4 3 U 4 1.8 10 1.0
Ss ipijsUn 3} W 8 3.0 13 5.7 44 4*3
TsUl 53a 100*0 864 100.0 VHt 100.0 1,024 180.0
Phjr*Ui«a m t M 69 73*5 187 69.1 3© 66.3
UsttFt ijiifil ii 1 >ti as 9.4 10 10.6 14 9.0 49 9.5
geifltal $ 3*0 7 7.4 3 1.9 xa 3.5
dials 47 17*6 5 5.3 13 9.7 47 13.0
Other 2 *7 «#» «* 4 2.6 4 1.2
Ms i 3*6 3 3*1 18 7.7 23nw 4.5
T0U1 26? 160.0 94 100.0 155 180.0 5X4 100.0
Ssfis&fe Jssissijffi& 4a£9^ 2^ sy3
Physician 391 ?oa 138 81.2 63 86.3 403 79.4
tart specialist 20 IfiAapSSSrw 5 8.9 6 8*8 39 7.7
tapltAl 15 S.7 18 10.6 3 4*1 34 7.1
Clinic 4 1*9 1 .6 — **■ 5 1.0
Otter 1 *4 3 1.8 m 4* 4 •0
So opinion 15 3.7 5 2.9 1 X*4 ax 4.1
Total 265 10kO 170 100.0 73 X0080 jsateaJPwW 100.0
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INFORMANTS* DIAGNOSTIC CHOICE 
FOR SUSPECTED HEART DISEASE
URBAN
RURAL- 
NON FARM
RURAL- 
FAR M
TOTAL
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
URBAN
RURAL-
NONFARM
RURAL-
FARM
TOTAL
^^ PHYSICIAN
C*8
TOTAL INFORMANTS
PER CENT
NORTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
SOUTH LOUISIANA INFORMANTS
10 20 30
SPECIALIST £$$3 HOSPITAL
40 50 60 70
PER CENT
80 90 100
c l in ic
.*«*■*<
OTHER
NO OPINION
Figure 6. Where the Informants Indicated They Would First
Go For Diagnosis of a Suspected Heart Condition 
Classified by Survey Area and Residence.
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were net s a tis fie d  w ith  th e ir  eem nnity s itu a tio n  re la tiv e  to  m edical 
personnel o r fa c ilit ie s  ava ilab le  to  heart disease p a tie n ts . F ifty -* 
s ix  par cent o f the AaterflswesS' stated f la t ly  th a t they MM  net 
fcalieve th a t there  a n  s u ffic ie n t mediCi*! fa c ilit ie s  o r personnel 
la  th e ir  area to  tre a t people w ith  heart disease. The south Louisiana 
ia fe n s a ts  o ften  ^yeu have to  go to  Ia n  Orleans to  fin d  a
doctor who hems anything shoot heart tw rtb l*« * The north l^ootsiana 
infOrwaata mentioned Hew O rleans, Shreveport, so l Ita lian  so the 
nearest centers shore adequate treatm ent fo r  heart disease u taM  he 
received, sons o f the respondents even elained th a t there was m  
pl&ee in  the death shore one could he treated  properly fo r a l l  heart 
disease cond itions. these sentiments were Ind icated hy mmh exproa** 
sloes asi "1 read share they had to  ta le  a l i t t l e  g ir l up le rth  fo r  
as operation ee her heart because th a t Is  the m ly  place where they 
see do i t . 11
The north Louisiana inform ants seemed to  he m m  d is s a tis fie d  
than these from south Louisiana w ith  the q u a lity  and quantity o f medi- 
c a l personnel and fa c ilit ie s . (le e  fafele Wtltl) Why th is  is  true  
Is  d if f ic u lt  to  exp la in . I f  i t  is  a re fle c tio n  o f the higher educe** 
tie n a l achievement o f north Louisianians then one wonders why the 
ru ra l inform ants ind icated mere d issa tis fac tio n  w ith  medical fa e ilit ie s  
and personnel fo r tre a tin g  heart disease than did the urban ites. The 
a ttitu d e  o f the ru ra l respondents is  probably a product o f the egaality 
o f m edical personnel whs p ractice  in  the ru ra l areas. At le a s t many
mJAWJt XLfflll
iworkams* upisxoss m rm wwm or mbdicai vmsoma, m rmuum 
m  iasA&x mssask ik n  am m  swnsr mu urn tmmmt,
Qpinioa
_ ,L . EursI^ayM r^ia-^ noftfarfe
Iteuo- For Hu*** for Wm» Jhfir 
bor ooat her ooixt kor ooat
Haw*.fir.
tor mnt
Tot&i
!«t 164 58*8 61 23.1 61 26.8 286 27*9
S* aai 52.8 164 68.1 130 57.0 575 56.8
Hr ^ I sIqb 87 16.4 39 14.8 37 16*2 163 15.9
T*U1 5>a 100.0 864 100.0 m 100*0 1,084 199,0
Worth Louisiana Informants
tea 73 27.3 13 16,0 45 25*0 133 25.8
8© 158 59*2 69 73.4 91 58*7 318 61.6
So otdsioQ 38 13.5 10 10.6 19 12*5 65 12.6
f8t«l 867 100.0 94 100,0 155 100.0 516 190,0
South I^ ulgifttia Xaformftnta
Xe© 91 34.3 46 27.1 16 21.9 153 30.1
Ho 123 46.5 95 55.8 39 53*4 857 50.6
Ho ©pinion 51 19.2 29 17.1 18 24.7 98 19.3
Total 265 100.0 179 199,0 73 100*0 508 100.0
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o f the ru ra l inform ants espreaeed opinions lik e s  wfhe doctors around 
here are a l l  rig h t fa r  s e ttin g  broken bones hut what da they know 
about kaart disease?*
Opin i ons Inform ants on Work Evaluation Cantors 
jfiy  H fa rt Blseaes P atients
Seme haart associations have boon so ttin g  up work evaluation  
c lin ic s * P atients who attend these are to ld  what types o f work they  
eaa perform, sometimes tra in ed  in  such kinds o f work and helped to  
flag employment* The object is  to  help them to  help themselves* 
Kinety-four per sent of the people Interview ed thought th a t i t  would 
he a good idea to  estab lish  centers where heart disease patien ts could 
he shewn how to  work and liv e *  th is  high consensus was prevalent in  
hath regions end among both residence groups* I t  is  In te re s tin g  th at 
th e  greatest v a ria tio n  was found between the north Louisiana ru ra l*  
farm  dw ellers and the south Louisianians of th a t residence category* 
the la tte r  group had the lowest percentage o f inform ants who were in  
fever o f work evaluation centers* ($ee Table XLXX) This fig u re  Is  
explained by the higher percentage o f no opinion responses from the 
south Louisiana ru ra l-fa ra  inform ants which in  turn  is  re la ted  to  
th e ir  low educational status*
Inform ants* A ttitudes og P rivate Mealfeh Orgafdsatlona 
S ix ty -e ig h t per cent o f the interview ees were agreed th a t 
p riva te  health  agencies and organisations were performing a neces­
sary job and doing i t  w e ll* Less than two per cent thought th a t
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TABUS XUEX
IHFCKKAHTS* CMMMB OH W®K CLASSIFICATIC* <MM& 
BT S0R7EX ARSA AJ© RES1DSHCK
Urban K n i M u n  HHKl'^tMtua tattl
Bush* Fer »*m~ F w  m!i*> Per StSP^Fer
Opix&m her coot her em it her emit her cent
Total Informants
Approve 
Piaappxwe 
Bo opiates 
Total
502
8
22
532
94.4
1.5
4.1
£00*0
242 91.6 216 
6 2*3 2 
16 6.1 10 
264 100.0 226
94.7
.9
4.4
100.0
960
16
48
1*084
93.7
1.6
4.7
100.0
Berth Loalaiaaa InTonaants
IdMfpCWO 
Bo opinion  
Total
255
4
8
267
95*5
1.53.0
100*0
91 96.6 147 
2 2,1 Z 
1 1.1 6 
94 100.0 155
94.8
1.3
3.9
100*0
493
3
15
516
95.5
1.6
,2.9
100.0
South Louisiana Xqforaaa&tg
Approve
Disapprove
Be opinion 
Total
247
4
14
265
93.2
1.5
5.3
100.0
151 as.8 69 
4 2.4 •* 
15 8.3 4 
170 100.0 73
94.5
5.5
100.0
467
S
33
50S
91.9
1.6
6.5
100.0
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TABLE h
immwm* wsmum m  m tA tE  m m n  m m i m  m
08GAKI2ATIC8IS 8£ 38RV1T AREA AMD BfiSIBESiCE
 Urfoft RfrgaWaaea  Tafcal...
Ku»- fmt mSPrSt Sta- Par m *  far 
Opinion bar ceat bar cant bar sent bar cant
Total Ird’ormaats
Qafld 371 69.7 179 67.8 144 63.1 694 67.8
O09d *h*n hOMt 45 2.5 15 5.7 15 6.6 75 7.3
fair 26 4.9 15 5.7 26 11. 4 6? 6.5
Ba good 9 1.7 3 1.1 4 1,8 16 1.6
Mo opinion 81 15.2 52 19.7 39 17.1 172 16,8
Total 532 1G0.O 264 100.0 228 100,0 1,024 100.0
Barth Louisiana Informants
Good 190 n .2 71 75.5 93 60*1 345 68.5
Good «)m & faaaaat 25 9.4 9 9.6 12 7.7 46 8.9
Fair U 4.1 4 4.3 23 14.8 38 7.4
Mo good 3 i a • - 3 1,9 6 1.2
Mo opinion 38 14.2 10 10.6 24 15.5 72 14.0
Total 267 100,0 94 100.0 155 100.0 516 100.0
South Louisiana Xfll^ naanta
Good 1S1 60.3 108 63.5 51 69.9 340 66,6
Good wfcaa honnat 20 7.5 6 3.5 3 4*1 29 5.7
fair 15 5.7 U 6.5 3 4.1 29 5.7
Mo good 6 2.3 3 1.8 1 1.4 10 2.0
Mo opinion 43 16.2 42 24.7 15 20*5 100 20.0
Total 265 100.0 170 100.0 73 100*0 508 100.0
Qw&m n
socio-cultueal characteristics m  tm m m m m a  m
HUI83 fo CSjHTAim X K i W E ,  ATOttfB&S 
AMD W1$UL<BS OH HEART
A so c ia l ftfouiling can be classified according to many criteria* 
Tbs d iffe re n tia tin g  ch arac teris tics  of social groups vary to am® ex?~ 
to o t fro®  society t© society depending m  which footers are deemed to 
be oool o ily  aA g o lficaat. thorn are , however, ce rta in  fundamental 
d isU astie tts  which aoo® to  receive rooogattlo® la  any society* It la 
thorn th a t i t  io  possible to  loam  such of a society by ©baerving the 
differences between segoent* o f the population ao exhibited In respect 
to  various kinds o f behavior, knowledge, a ttitu d e s , and opinions*
This chapter, then, s i l l  rolato c e rta in  socio-oultural eoapo«* 
noata of the t s p lt  population to the rospcKusos wodo by this popular 
U n a to  asttsro  o f fast and opinion on heart disease* The population 
c h a ra c te ris tic * enployad w ill lneludei (1) race, (a) naxltal status* 
(3) age, (A) education, (5 ) occupation, (6) son, and (7) imam 
bracket*
the Relationship Between the Race o f the InformantsONSa®MHHSHO®PWOMOOaiPMO|S OHOOHMiVSI(SW®® OS*SO
and and O pinion# Concerning C e rta in
Aspects q£ Heart ffljfte&es
I t  has long boon noted th at Negroes In the South d iffe r  fro®
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In tem* of Mllfe chances.* As Smith end Hitt have stated in refer- 
ring to the people of Louisiana, w8o groat ore the variations between 
whites end Negroes with respect to economic status, schooling and 
cultural background that very ta$wt>mb demographic differences be* 
tween the too races are generated.*^
the oim horo is to explore the possibility that differences 
aro alao g a m t d i  between the Negro m l  white segments* of the popd* 
Xatlea in relation to knowledge of, and opinion on, heart disease*
At fable 11 ml Figaro 9 strikingly depict, ohih* and Negro respon­
dent* differed considerably In their knowledge of whether or not 
thoro mm were than one kind of heart disease* Almost two-thirds 
of tho white informants said that thoro woo m m  than one kind of 
hanrt disease* ao oontraatod to only one-third of the Negro inf or* 
mats who gave this answer. Apjaroxlnmtely two-fifths of tho Negro 
informants balieved that thero mm only one kind of heart disease* 
only one-sixth of the white informants gave this response*
Fewer Negro respondents than white thought that I t  was peso!** 
hie for a child to he bom with a heart condition* Here Negroes 
responded that they did not know whether or not this was possible* 
Sixty-one per sent of the Negro respondents had never heard 
of rheumatic fever* In contrast, only 24 per sent of the white in* 
foments were ignorant of this disease* Eighteen per cent of the 
white respowients and 20 per cent of the Negro, said that they did
%* lynn Smith and ffesner 1* Hitt, J$gft People of Louisiana (paten 
gauges icolsiana State University Press), p* 32*
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tABLS IX
u u n s iw  tuEEioaw axes op xsrwonno aho khwubchs m  <*m w s
CONCStWIBG OTWTAT* ASPBCTB OP BUST BISiSASS
i»aaB»a
Knowledge Of 
opinion oa»
ases
ISSSSrTCTSSt K S w p w  nSS
T ftlfff 9 f dieeaea
ifert than one m 67*1 94 35*2
Only «*• IPO' 15*9 112 42*0
Po opinion 129 17*0 61 22*0
Total 757 100*0 267 100*0
Rankef Heart Biseaee at * gauee of {Ninth
n m 365 42*2 123 46*0
3omp S4 U*1 15 5*4
m r d at 3.0 2 3*0
Bear U» top ao 10*6 21 7*9
Pot in the top throe a 1*1 i 3*0
Ho opinion 191 25*2 92 34*5
M i l 757 100*0 267 100*0
aoupCM ftf a»*rt M m u m  Inf«nsati«n
gtitfnl FnctltioMf m 54*7 176 65.9
Peart Specialist m 4*4 0 3*0
Ueepital m 2*9 13 5*0
d i m e 61 0*1 30 11*2
estate 9 1.2 2 *7
Federal Government 7 *9 m
library a 5*4 7 2.6
Insurance Companies n 2*9 m* —
Heart Association 53 4*4 1 *4
Ho opinion 156 14*0 24 9.0
Other 19 2*5 6 2.2
Total 757 100*0 267 100.0
«p4 » w t  Plpftjgf
Over-weight can cause I t 618 01*7 202 75.6
Under-weight can canoe I t 10 1*3 4 1.5
Body-weight not a factor 51 6*7 25 9.4
Po opinion 76 10*3 36 13.5
Total 757 100*0 267 100.0
flonCTnltal H»*rt. Piasftgg
Hare heard o f i t 591 70.1 163 61.1
Hare not heard of it 66 6*7 47 17.6
So opinion 100 13*2 57 21.3
Total 757 100.0 26? 100.0
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RACE AND 
HEART DISEASE INFORMATION
OPINIONS ON SELF TREATM ENT
PER CENT
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Figure 9* The Relationship Between the Race of the
Informants and the Information They Possessed 
on Certain Aspeets of Heart Disease*
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mmuch msdlsal folklore* until recent times It he* been diffi­
cult for a Negro la laulsisna to receive proper medical attention. 
Consequently there has developed a system of beliefs relating be 
hose cures and treatments for diseases and illnesses.**
Bwe Negro informants than white indicated that they would 
sock information about heart disease from general practitioners, 
hospitals, and clinics. fha white informant# mere slightly asm 
likely to think that they would go to heart specialists cur libra* 
rloa for thalr Jtafermatioa.
The responses aa analysed toy raoo reveal, in general, that 
the Begrc interviewees know leas about hoart disease than the 
white infernaats. It will bo brought oat in the section m  the 
between education cik* kffw^ odge ^ .ws about
heart dieeaao (eoe table LXV) that iitforomnbe with little formal 
educatlea also possessed loss information. Since the heroes in 
the sample population ware characterised bar a lower educational 
level than the whites it is logical to assume that the variations 
in knowledge and opinions are due in large measure to educational 
differentials.
a^ i Atiorahip Between Mjurital Status ^  Informants antf Kapwloffo#
And Opinions Concerning Certain Aspects pff heart Disease 
The assoclatioii between marital status and health characteristics
*C. F# Anderson, Floyd d* and Borman 0# Baler, «*The nationality 
and Control Strength Of Superstitious Beliefs Among degress,*1 Social
Forces, X? (October, 1936), 91-95.
I* I 11 * 1 i
n
i
i
-
i
1 
S
! i iII
1
a i
a
1
4,911if *g r*4
3
*Wli
1X1
mLktiomm’ mmm wmtAX* mm% or zmmmm m  Kmmmm 
mmt<m cmxmam ommm mvmm  of hurt msum
J&si&edg* or 
Opinion ©as
MSSnMBmam
Mojobar Per cent tfuiaber Per cent dumber Per cent
i f e a f c h a y  a t  w a i  t b f t T t t
is aar* tbaa eae kind 
Af hflart disease
Tee 45 54-2 476 59.2 ai 59.2
Ms m 32.5 174 21*6 31 22.4
Ms Ofinion u 13.3 154 19.2 25 13*2
Total M3 100.0 304 100.0 137 100*0
The feasibility of 
eklldren developing
hHrt # w m f
Tea
MS
MS opinio® 
T o ta l
SlactrocarAtograa
Hk n  heard ©f it 
k n  net beard of it 
Total
77 92*3 635 «5*a 117 39*4
3 3.6 33 4.1 6 4*4
3 3*6 36 10*7 14 10*2
33 10O.O S04 100.0 137 100*0
23 27.7 256 31.3 45 32*3
60 72.3 543 63.2 92 67*2
33 100*0 304 100.0 137 100.0
mthese pertaining to the age structure of the pofmlaticwu^ Of 
©ours#, w y  few scholars are inbei*e#bod to the age oirueture of 
the population la and of itself., they ore interested feeemse of 
the relationship of ego to other ©toacteriaUss of the population, 
the date la Table LXXX were prepared to show information 
end opinions on heart disease by age groups* A® e«a be soon# there 
are as outstanding relationships except, in a few instances, Only 
tbooo iaporWat correlation* will be diseussed. First* asre of the 
respondeat* under 40 years of age than these aver tide age bad 
hoard of rheumatic fever and believed that it affected children*
The interviewees ever 60 years of age were lees likely than the 
t d m a t i  la the younger age categories to have heard of rheumatic 
fever. The iaformaata la tide age category were alee leas likely 
to have heard of congenital heart disease* likewise, the older 
respondents were sore prone to think that heart diseas# *>t# becom* 
lag mis iraiiinn ~ Possibly a partial explanation for the latter 
belief is found in the fact that the older persons were having more 
of their friends die of heart disease and so were increasingly 
conscious of it* Another explanation of this phenomenon any be 
that tbs fasts about heart disease have largely been discovered 
In recent years and were not known when some of the older inf or* 
suits were in their formative years.
7T. fcjmn Swith, PopufattAgn (*"» *«*» MetewMIUJ.,
194®>. P« AS*
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SABUt t-TTT
aaAixcasBHi? rarw sstf /m  m  v m m u m  aw  acm ssm  aw  a ra o a ss  
cmsxaam css?aim as&mqm of msa&x oi*&a3&
Knowledge or .IMttJtiL .. -.. __MhffiO—....
8a»gffB»swByMg
C^inloa on: m isiber For dent to&er Tfmr deni MomW^ ” Far dent
Whether or not there 
la sort than one kind
lea m 59.4 194 56.1 117 62*0
Ho 115 33*7 Ml 23*4 36 10.7
He opinion aa 16.9 71 20*5 37 19*3
fatal 406 100.0 346 100*0 192 100*0
The possibility of
M a c  bom with 
heart disease
lea qOO#^esss» 7S.6 246 71.1 126 65.4
Mo 56 11.5 35 10.1 22 11*5
Mo ^ r ^ f f 40 9*9 63 10.0 44 22.9
total 406 1QQJ0 346 100.0 192 100.0
71a existence ox
arsmUs..sssrv-----
Heard of it 345 71.0 230 66*5 m 55.2
Move not heard of it 141 29.0 116 33.5 06 44.0
Total 406 10.0 346 100.0 172 100*0
tfhether or not body- 
weight can sense 
heart. 4U* * t *-------
Tee, overweight 396 21*4 274 79.2
1.4
150 72.1
Tea, underweight 9 1.9 5 «** ■«*
Ms 32 6*6 20 0.1 U 0.3
Mo opinion 49 10.1 39 11.3 26 13.6
Total 426 100.0 346 100.0 192 100.0
Whether or not heart 
d is e a s e  is  boooolng
rtifff f^ pf8011 - -
Tea 204 50.5 241 69.6 150 70*1
Ms 167 34.3 88 25.5 31 16.2
Me opinion 35 7.2 17 4.9 U 5.7
Total 406 100.0 344 100.0 192 100.0
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A second significant relationship la found In the tendency 
of the respondeat* in the age group under 40 years ©X age t© e&- 
press m  the belief that heart disease is net really becoming 
•were cowman,* but that iaprevsd methods ©X diagnasia end closer 
contact with public events make it appear that way*
In conclusion, it is apparent that' age does net have a 
greet deal of significance in heart disease knewlsdge. the v©rl- 
atioas which appear ere prebabiy mere reflections of education 
then ef age.
Ss£&££&S£Stk&SL Jfad3fflj£8P f^fnmiaL'* Sd^eat^St
end Knowledge end 9f_ Pertain
J^ gggkJjg g^ T Jl9dd£&
Table LI¥ woe prepared to show the relationship between 
the e&eatlea of the iaferaaiit* and their knowledge of and atti­
tudes toward heart disease. In this connection, it may be noted 
that ooiy 35 per cent of the informants who had five or lees 
peers ef school, as eeupared with $9 per cent of those with at 
least see year of college, said that there was wore than ewe hind 
of heart disease, hr contrast, wo opinion responses ranged from 
29 per cent of the interviewees in the lower educational group to 
seven per cent of the interviewees in the highest educational 
group.
A considerable variation in opinion also existed between 
the persons in the different educational categories on whether or
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TABU U V
KEUTICMSHIP BEMSHi IHPUMANia* FCfiMAi EBMCATIGB ABB KKOiffiSiXJS
abb opuaous or csktaxk Asram or m m  bzsbabb
3BSaaS3aigBgBeaaBiwi»*i»ww»-1 I ]- I ,, nr; .rnnrm. i;."-ni r i rMWawm*;;:--1':;'-.:'.' rrnr:.-. mr . .  i.irr.—“ui.r i-mnnirr"ir-y.T:." .rnir
. . O«Ml<w..0gw9li(t .^.................................. ......
.. Ch4 . ' 5- ? ar. 8 9-12 13 «at wawr
Inemlu&za or «un- P*r K ' l r  Hu»- P*r Mum- ft.
opinion on; bor coat bor cent bar eont bor coat
I M M  irf Wort jdlAWMW ,
Mere iiuo oae 05 34.7 145•o^pjpr 49.8 214 69*1 152 00*0
Oaly m i gp 36*3 89 30.6 46 14*2 f 4*5
So opinion n 29.0 57 19.6 50 16.1 12 6*7
Total 2*5 100.0 291 100.0 310 100.0 170 100.0
Cm m w A U I  Boort dlaoooo
Hare heard of it 135 55.1 £12 72.8 250 00.6 157 00.2
gave net heard of it 36 14.7 27 9.3 37 12.6 11 6*2
Me opinion 74 30.2 52 17.9 ai 6*0 10 5*6
Total 245 100.0 291 108.0 310 100.0 170 100*0
Rhomwtlo fovor
Have heard of It M2 33.4 174 59.7 254 «U9 171 96a
Move sot heard of it m 66.6 117 40.3 56 10.1 7 3*9
Total 245 100.0 291 100.0 310 100.0 110 100*0
Mhather or net one can
liUieritheart disease —  
7es 127 51.8 134 46a 102 33.0 30 21*3
Me 57 23.3 95 32.6 125 40.3 64 36.0
The tendency .» m 1 .3 6 1*7 50 32.6
Mo opinion a 24*7 61 21.0 77 26*t 10 10.1
Total 245 100*0 291 100.0 310 100.0 170 100.0
Bftit-rTfrft*™— ......-
Hare heard of it 19 7.7 41 14.1 116 37.4 140 23.1
have aet heard of it 226 72.3 250 85.9 176 62*6 30 16*9
Total 245 100.0 291 300.0 310 100.0 m 100.0
g&erelse as a cause of 
b»art ------------
A causal factor 146 59*6 168 57.8 m 60.9 m 63*5
Met a causal faster 77 31.4 97 33.3 105 33*9 61 34*3
Mo opinion 22 9.0 26 0.7 16 5*2 4 2*2
Total 245 100*0 291 100.0 310 100.0 !?0 100.0
It rospandant has oakod
a doetor to toll Mia
heart dlooooo
Yes 53 21.6 50 17.2 57 10.4 57 32*0
Me 192 70*4 241 02.0 253 01.6 12L 68*0
Total 245 100*0 291 100.0 310 100.0 170 100.0
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION 
AND HEART DISEASE INFORMATION
KNOWLEDGE OF TYPES OF HEART DISEASE
PER CENT
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Figure 10. ^ ^ e i a t i ^ n h i p  Between the Formal Education 
Possessed on B i ^ a s e
XT?
not ©a© could be bom with heart trouble* Persons in the lows&r edu­
cational groups were especially ehfu^terised bar m  opinion responses*
Two-thirds of the informants in the lowest educational bracket 
a* eoopared with fear per cent of persons in the highest group, had 
never heard of rheumatic fairer* SixtjMaits© |>er cent of the inter­
viewee* who had attended college hollered that rheumatic fever, in 
the main, affected children* By entreat, only seven per cent of 
these interviewed with five year* or lee* of schooling held thia be- 
lief*
the interviewees with the least m m m fe of education were the 
nest likely to believe that heart dleeaee wa* inherited* Q m  of 
the neat interesting findings of the study on thie point is that ai- 
neat one-third of the college group expressed the opinion that the 
"tendency* to heart disease was inherited, net the disease* These 
responses illustrate the fact that persons with higher education 
tend to shy away from single factor esg&anaUoEis* Only mm person 
la the lowest educational category expressed such a view* Very 
few persons in the other two age categories had knowledge of this 
feet*
On the query relative to knowledge of m  ®lsetrecafdi©ira% 
the extent of knowledge was closely correlated with the ms&mr of 
grades completed* Ninety-two of the interviewees with less than 
five years of school had never heard of m  electrocardiogrsA* the 
persons in this educational group constituted over 22 per cent of the 
total nueber of interviewees* CkOy 17 per cent of the college group
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*•34 that thay 314 not know what an oloofcroeardlogran wao.
Y ht eeltisLana on whether* e#  e e l titie&rdae as* mark manaii* ^ g^«Mi»«»e*p^ppr ’IP*® ®*®®®r®W®W*- OP® suppi* V4*w OPJ® *psp® Op pi WAf *®
cause heart disease &U1 not tpi W  bo related to educational 
attainment. In fact9 $0 per sent of oil the respondents thought 
that esBoreioe or born work could cause heart disease* Since most 
ssdioal authorities mbs In OOrOOBMKlt tbot physical off out wUI 
not preduce heart disease In persons with normal heart# tbo infer** 
swots oro uniformly ignorant on this point* Perhaps tbs reason 
for tbia ipafanes lies in tbs foot that physician# theaselvsa 
invs only roil antl¥ Nsehai a. ftanimnffli* of mrfniiKi nn this »attsr* 
It nap bo lalal that tht Annrl ran flhtftrt Association*# program to 
pi^ a^ fl tn industry is o atop toward correcting Ides#
about tba relation of physical offort to heart disease*
The informant# in the upper educational oatego#y hod asked 
a pbpaiolaa about boart disease and how they eosld avoid it to a 
grantor softest than bad the respondonto in the other edseabienal 
categories* (boo Table U ?  and Figaro 10)
In ceaclualen it eon bo a m  that education 1» bgr far the 
M»i significantly related population characteristic to heart 
di start considered op to now* Tbs reason la probably not that 
persons «re taught specifically about heart disease in school but 
that ttaar aoqulr* ti» hoblt of roodlng oa4 owking b n  tawia«4**.8
®Tta high oorroloOon between formal oduootloa an* nattoro of 
health h u  bow brought out la other worko on health. Soot
Alvin L. Bertrand, "The Attitudes of Rural Parents Toward
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A 9tllkllUr Feature OF til# ***^  »t4 timmM ml bfiiwaflU atwi
opinions ie the swch higher percentage of m  opinion aiumere given 
hy the respondents In the loner educational categories on flMWsjr 
iteae* 30m students believe thet eueh i'espouses eve reflective el 
the eleee structure. M  a* <?« Jeffs hee evttt^es
In 90 fir 99’ 0 icnoMledgs el the pertinent I sets 
in any given issue helps the person te form an opinion 
©r attitude* it eeel4 he eaqpeeted thet the “upper** 
classes eould eonfcatn ssiaXley proportions el nm  
©pinion* eln.ee formal education is rather highly related 
to eleee level*?
JB^ sshhh JSfipEtifi&jy^ si SsSssssb^ s jy^ L J^ sss^ s^ ss &$&
£B2iild2tt §M&$5S&&& SSSwhtiiB iepoet^  #f J^bMEls. PI, seas#
It hee long been recognised thet occupational variations give 
rlee to significant differentials in mortality end aorfeidlty**® the
/feotaote eeatissqd/ Bertel Cere lor Children in Selected Irene of 
Xeulslaiia” (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, lenieiene State P*»i~ 
varsity, 194&), pp* 147* 155, 197#
Juliea &# Tatum, "The Socio-Sfconoraic Correletlvee of IMLthi 
A Study el Fee tore meeting the health end the Obtaining of health 
Services ol Fern Families in Columbia County, Arkansas," (unpublished 
Sectoral dieeert«tion# 1942), ftp. 1G3-114.
9a. J* Jaffa, "Teefanologleal Innovations end the Changing 
Socioeconomic Structure," 2te ^ l^tille 07X1 (August# 194»)#
101.
a%*bert U  ttsSssara, l^liwe £g laps Fbimlftfrle^  &£ J&gtW fiiPPIIIimeHP ,- -. .. .-,    -•-- —-
t3M>*taa*uam Area# of Mtftaottrl. Missouri Agricultural Ihpav&meni $t*~ 
tion lieeeereh^Oletin ioMOolni^les Jel3r# 1952), p* 5*
Margaret C* Xlw, et al*, Industrial Hoftlth jn& Medieel Jgggr
jgggggg a>9»fe^|^  B. e.i foWJLo Uwath Sei^M Ite. 15).
X80
© f if  W H Ii lfL th  1« it l <t# in iif f ts tWWW ©Fan© i^^ i^a^ n a^nsg© n^pnnahniWBJn *®n^ Nn aMpMPpnwtn ^WWl aROn©F^m( ^^ FWmF
to groujws ecmaarnad with health adnoation. Ganeraliy ©oodpaiioi* 
correlate* quit© highly ttf.th education* For inatarasa, very tm 
pc*£*BaiamX m  tap managerial poaltion* mm- available to the** 
who hart little formal education. 8& the ©the? hand, laborer# 
nasally havo had few jreara ©f i^Ml* the fame**© interviewed in 
thU study had a ion educational aoMeveswmi* The category ef 
heweedJfe onto acroee educational lines, ©f course, ©a doe© the "not 
aaplayag* category. In this study the nmt eatfiLoyed" person* la* 
dads pensioners, students, and unemployed. M i  la a iideoellaneous 
est«gery and labeled ■aUar*®
D ©  pa^oni in the professional and isanagerlal occupational 
category nere frequently knew that there was sere than one hind of 
heart diaaaaa than did tha hhamn« service workers, ©r fannera. 
They also aura nere informed aloiai tha electrocardiogram* tha par* 
Ifni \n tha prgfwfi fn*#! 9sftns^ a,i*^h al ©las® sere els© mam aware 
tfaa* Mart 41imm is tha sajor cause of dssih. fijjr osntrsat, th» 
da>t* in Table Ut rwssl thefc formers, laborers, and Mint** workers 
turns 1ms lnforsetion sad hsssrd fewer opinions cm heart dlsssss.
Bis BeietiflMhla Between the Sox a£ tlw Iafsgusats
and £gggj^|gg ihA£&&£i$ SSBESBtot 
Certain Aspects ^  ifo&rb J^ aaffai 
A number of studies shew that a ©©nalderafele morUllty m w  
ferential In favor of woman as&ets between tha mm* in relation t#
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hoart diMUM*31 One of tow efcjeetivoe of tbia etody w t t M  
If there exist diftermMa between «« aad w o n  with raapeafc to 
taweledge and eptRtoBe on heart disease, The widest differential 
la reap-aa between am and m a m  for the items tested Milan* 
tattoo to hamitadaa ebent rheumatic tmr. FertjMd* per oat of 
tow awa, aa compared with 29 par ooot af tow m m ,  had moor hoard 
of tow <tt,aoaoo» Alee a few aware m a m  than a m  knew that there wm 
a m  towa oaa ktad of twart diaesoe, and me* m a m  had heard of m  
electrocardiogram. Tha responses to too cjttsstion relating to the 
altoc m a m  with heart disease undergo in pregnaney are not too eoa- 
etaatoe because dlowst ene-apurter of the males had no opinion an 
tow subject. (Soo fshls MS)
Za view of too above responses the tentative seaelastaa oan
too t t t r U O fd  totoftto W B B tt AXTGt H t W f  p#I*tkBdUEldL$lg; to
towvt 41— —  ilk—  men*
JteSttSSS* ay J4& 4H&
jgg CrtalR Aapocfra jgg Mtarfe ilai— *>
0—  socloAogiat who ha* worked — fc— slvelar %h» field of 
toM&tto to—  ob— rred* **QJP the wt«w* « e e l o  ftofttor* itooi 
o—  to too eXooelr — elated with dl—  —  of the — i ixs^ rtmt
U Ketoepoliton Ufa Insurance Cmpamjr, SMiSft &  iMil MSr 
paao (Hew fork, 1%A), p. 10.
mT ftpJR  INI
m  iik u tig b s h ip  mmam w  « <r w i i m m i  and iii$ M w m  
as© qpisious mmssmm Qm m  mmm m m m  mmm
Knowledge **• 
wt *«r eeat
tfhntih^r ftp Bit ji-hawt 4ft mnum| 
titttt i n  H u d  afdUUHAtMSS5ftii»jSKIIB«aSS^
Xas 15® 51.9 458 61.5
Be ?4 86.0 157 » .4
44 88.1 186 l?a
fetal 229 100.9 735 100.0
tflietber 03* B0t ofatldroa eon
too 252 87.8 68? 85*3
Bo $ 2.8 34 4.6
B» opinion 29 10.0 74 10.1
fetal 209 100.0 735 100.0
llo oadotoneo of
mmMA.,sirm — .—
I«« 154 54.0 521 71*4
Bo 133 46.0 810 28.6
fetal 209 100.0 735 100.0
Whether or net bedywaight can
« H M  jM K tL iH ftl---------
Tee, ererweigfct 225 Wo® 595 80.9
Its, underweight 4 i#4 10 1.4
Bo 26 9.0 50 6.8
Bo opinion 34 n*$ 80 10.9
Total ohfKt007 100*0dPoVWW^F' 735 100.0
let 70 84.2 254 34.5
Be 219 75.8 481 65.5
Total 889 100.0 735 100.0
ftm risk of pregaancy for &
rrrft" * r n  ai*M M
i««
Mo
Bo oyioioa 
Total
164
&
71
889
56.7
18.7
100.0
156
107
735
64.8
81.8 
14.6
100.0
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lii The pertinent question for the present study ie$ B©
information and ©pinions about matters ©i* health also vary with 
insane lemLsV She data presented in Table JMI m m a X  quit* 
vividly that the higher hie Inesne the store about
heart disease a parson la likely to team* Agala# however# serve* 
latiana are net significant an certain subjects like the relation 
«f hard work and exorcise to heart disease.
One-half of the total aunts? at li^emanis thought that the 
available nodical personnel and facilities for treating heart die- 
•gee patients were Inadequate., These who nere the nest dissatis­
fied were in the $2,000 to $3*300 a year insane bracket, Opinions 
en private health organisations shone* little eerrelatlon with 
insane jpyyf, Generally speaking, nest of the improved
nr sash orgsai setioa* • The higher Insane grenps seemed slightly 
aero skeptical about the mgr sane of the private health organise- 
tiens sere run, however* The lower insane groups gave higher per* 
tentage* of no opinion responses on nest fgueshieas* It is A. J* 
Jaffa*# ©pinion that:
iSeong the poorer desses the propOrtiiOn of 
the population who have so eptalim seems to he ©on- 
atdorahly greater than ammg the richer or nore
^Charles E* Boffer, "The Social Basis of Health and Hedioal 
Care," unpublished paper, p.* 3*
3ee also* G* 0* Mstt and Milton 1* Benner* tool leaitfa 
and itodlesl Car* (hew fork* maw*»mi Book Co*t I s S ^ w l l T p *  &4*
Harold f * Bom, "Mortality Bates and leoooat© Status in 
rnral Atm*," teite ikfiUA H B l S »  «f 0«a*>r »# 1940), 3*U.
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O m a n  m  m a m  m v a n  car heart disease
temtedte or 
•pteioa 001
Vnbr
i.aoo
Rub- p*r 
ter MBt
i,ooo-
uSBSSSS
Sum?- F#r 
bar cant
2,000- 
-Jigft,
tor Far 
bar
3,<W~ 4#000* Orar
.„ S l o g Q . . .  ^ J b S S L t e
to*-' Far " tea- Far to *  Far
bar m t bar catti bar ©aafc
Types «f heart
a m m t
t o  t o  oaa 
Only oaa
total
*5 41.1 
72 34.6 
50 24.1 
207 100.0
Hbaitbar or oat 
«hUdm can t o
hurt rimrt
Xm 171 82.7
te  9 4.3
te «pteten 27 13.0
te te l 207 100.0
80 41.0  
67 34.4 
48 24*6 
195 100.0
160 82.1 
9 4.6
26 23.3 
195 100.0
98 53.3 
51 27.7 
35 19.0 
184 100.0
162 88.1  
8 ■ 4.3 
14 7.6
184 100*0
97 67.8 
23 16.1 
23 16.1 
143 100.0
119 83.2 
7 4.9
17 U.9 
143 100.0
71 71.0 
10 10.0 
19 19.6 
100 100.0
89 89.0 
3 3.0 
8 8.0 
100 100.0
171 *7.7 
9 4 .6
15 7.7
195 100.0
178 91.3 
6 3.1 
U  5*6 
195 100*0
IUitwt«rtla«wa 
Bum tear* of I t
team ate tear* 
•f it
tetel
9 4.4 2* 11.3 43 23.3 50 35.0 55 55.0 145 74.4
198 95.6 
207 100.0
173 88.7 
195 100.0
141 76.7 
184 100.0
93 65.0 
143 200.0
45 45.0 
100 100.0
50 25.6
195 100.0
teareim u  * 
tau* of teort
A causal factor 127 61.4 116 59*1 111 60.3 64 5$.? 64 64*0 114 50.5
Sat a. eauaal
faster 
So
total
57
23
27.5
U.1
207 100.0
65 53.3 
14 7.2
195 100.0
67 36.4 
6 3.3
184 100.0
47 32.9 
12 8.4
143 100.0
31 31.0  
5 5.0
100 100.0
73 37.4
$ 4.1
195 100.0
Adequacy of nedi- 
aal facilities 
for boart disease 
te ttelr ec— tnUT 
tequt* 56 27.1
tet $A*$uA+ 108 52.1
te opinion 43 20.8
Tot*l 297 100.0
private tedloal
119 57.6 
224 11.5 
3 1.4
61 29.5 
2D7 10O.0
59 20.0 
114 50.5 
42 21.5 
195 100*0
Fair
te ISOOd 
te opinion
total
157
21
2
55
70.5
10.6 
1.0
17.9
195 100.0
46 26.1
113 61.4 
25 12.5 
164 100.O
127 69.0 
24 13.1 
1 .5
52 17.4 
164 100.0
45 31.5 
76 54*5 
20 14.0 
143 100.0
36 36*0 
51 51.0 
15 15.0 
100 100.Q
94
27
5
17
65.7
16.9
3.5
U.9
143 100.0
72
12
**
16
100
72.0
12.0
16.0
100.0
62 31.8 
111 56.9 
22 11.3 
195 100.0
145 74.4 
34 17.4 
5 2 .6
U  5.6 
195 100.0
1*6
highly •duoatad Mgatonta of tho population. Whoihor 
hlSSSC WKUdMBtB Of ths COeror Iwlir hold OS
©pinions, or do not care to depart than to the labor- 1.
viewer, is « subject which requires smb ifcrbhor sbudpv1^
As Jaffa suggests* the mmt obvious ©onelustoa for the variance 
according to latum brackets it that they arc related to degrees of 
education* Figure XI illustrates this point* The Ijaformanis* knowl­
edge of electrocardiography 1* plotted In relation to tmmrn bracket 
sad educational schtevwasnt* The high correlation between these 
variables In rotation to this question As uatltanljr high and eeasia- 
toot*
Conclusions aogegdijqg tbs BelatAoaafttw Between Soeio^iltural
SJamjC&arlshtea of the PoBuXatioaa and iorta^ Matters 
of Fast and foplnlqn on Bsayt M,mmm
X% haa boon shown that ths responses of the sample peculation 
varied according to certain seeio-oultsirsl eharaeieristles* the 
met sigaifieeat of these were education* immtm9 and race* The 
p ^ W n d a g  of responses were not ao significant for occupation* ago* 
seac, sal marital status* It la likely that occupation would have 
shown greater differences had it been possible to draw the cl&ssl£l~ 
cations rigidly* It may be noted that education* income* race* and 
occupation are all bound together to form a major portion of the 
structural dotorwl&an&a of the American society* They tend to corre­
late with each other very highly* gene of the informal® seemed to
£&&*# P* 3i&#
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KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTRO­
CARDIOGRAPHY (COMPARED BY
EDUCATION AND INCOME)
SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED
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Figure 11. The informants’ Knowledge of the Existence
of Electrocardiography As Compared by 
Formal Education and Income Level*
xaa
few* a great deal about heart disease* but these wbo kami the msfc 
oore e» the averaget whit*, urban, professional, eolXcge educated, 
meried aoaien, with a relatively high income and residing in worth 
loaisiaiie*
ayfl th a t o#*?«eM-«isw o f th e  pu&Xio 1# o d e s ira b le  ad"* 
Jw w t o f preventive m edicine, i t  is c le a r that ail eltisums wood 
to  3 m  nor* about heart f id m v *  the tables presented in this and 
o th er w e tila w  of the study give m m  Indication so to the ssfcant 
o f adatafernstien  and ignoranoo by aocio-eoonofflic groups* these 
fo o ts  provide s basis fo r fu tu re  planning in  th is  oosmsetion*
gmynen m
oUMMAJiX AMO OaWSWSXOJ©
EhU eonalading ehaptai- wUl «fct«pt to do tbrea tbingas 
(1) bring togothor what agpaar to bo tho moot aigaifleant ttsdinga 
of ta study, (a) dlseuos ta*e in % m m  of poooibXe social talon 
eod (3) rolato egeia a study of tan kind to the general
area of ta sociology of taXtiu
JBtt ^  Maaifioo^t fiadtafai $£ J&g Study
X* One-fourth of the informaats did apt taw ta rank of 
hoort disease as a cause of death*
2* Considerable fatoXisn taste In regard to ta petabiXlby 
of curing or alloiriattng heart disease.
3» Oror 40 per cent of the lotsrviewoes did not taw that 
taro ore different type* of tart disease*
4* Svon taoo who wore aware tat taro las aero tan m i  
type of tart dtaoase could none very few idnda*
5* JEta whan specifically <iueriedtf one-fourth of ta infer- 
aante t a  not heard of ooagonit&l heart disease or did net tank 
tat rnmh affliction woo possible* Also t a  Bi&Jority of t a  inter- 
vtewees were net infeeta m  t a  petabiHiies of surgical retain- 
turn of congenital heart disorders*
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m&* Two-thirds of the i&Xorwmb» had never heard of heart
nurmr*
?• Most of the informant# were w y  vagus about the a»aa* 
lag of heart failure* there was a tendency to regard It as an 
always fatal condition*
d* There wee a wlde~apr«ad ignorance of the distribution of 
the various heart diseases la the different age groups*
9* A general Ignorance assisted as te the synptems of heart 
disease*
10* had never heard of rheumatic
fever and these who had were often unaware of the t^lnn,
U U  The majority of the informant# believed that diet* tobacco* 
alcohol* blood pressure, exercise, hard work, and excess weight could 
eaase heart disease*
12* A high consensus existed on the dangers of teeing ever- 
weight.
13* A large proportion of the informants thought that heart 
disease wee inherited*
14* Few persons associated rheumatic fever with rheunatle 
heart disease*
Ij>. Although more than 21 per sent of the informants said 
that they had ashed a physician to tell then abort heart disease* 
less than fire per seat stated that they had found out what they 
teww about heart disease from this source* while 5$ per cent claimed 
that the? considered the physician the source of information they
mwould enpioy ut ti)bj wanted m  heart disease*
1&* Virtually m m  of the informntss mid that toy had 
toad set tot toy to®* shout tort disease fwea •tort
&&& * Util# w w  three per eswi indicated tot they w M  seek 
to# satire# for iiifermtien*
17. w&lkliig with friends t o  neighbors*1 was t o  most tor* 
son source of infemthlm m  tort disease reported by t o  Intotobe# 
IS# Vory iupertanb teams of information m  tort d&asast 
ara newspaper* t o  wiffiiif new. Few of t o  informants Hated hooks as 
tolr sours* of information.
19# A t o t o  of pereeaa stressed t o  need for wtolth informs 
tion centers**
30# Public Health clinics ere looked upon by many white per- 
worn ee charity organisations for end poor peopOU*11 Conse­
quently toy hesitate te avail themselves of their asrvlose, t o  
public Health sendees t o  school children ere not so likely to be 
viewed la this way*
2L« Over one-half of t o  informants was not satisfied with 
tot personnel or facilities t o  toating heart di&mm patients*
22. t o  latooauxts were stost unanimous in their approval of 
worfc classification centers for cardiac patients#
23* Although t o  mjerity of the informants thought tot 
voluntary health Agencies were M«* good idea,** many expressed doubts 
a* to t o  efficiency and honesty of m m  of them*
m24* yubite Health agendo* m m  generally viewed with favor 
fey the informants although ease expressed doubba m  be the possi­
bilities of “red tape* and graft in them* Ta© lower Imam groups 
in particular favored public health facilities* Stay of the- infor­
mants pointed oat that they especially approved usmh public health 
program® a® e-sas&natians of school children m i  cheat s^raydrlYes*
25* Hegroes differed greatly from white® in relation to 
knowledge and opinions on certain aspect® of heart disease* H&gree® 
gave aany sore 1vno opinion” response® than did whites#
2d* TN» j itf t  Imwhtl/frdgdfc OH h$eft dtffVSSl*1
ofton varied according to income bracket#
27* A very high correlation ox?; etc- between certain fe^ *»d* 
of Information and belief® on heart disease and the ssmmnfe of formal 
education possessed fey the Informants*
26# The north Louisiana informants m m  generally mere in­
formed heart disease e»s readier to oapreae opinion® on It
than were the south Louisiana informants*
29* The urban informant* were generally wore informed about 
heart dlseaae and readier to express opinion* on it than were the 
rur&l-farm informant** The rural^-noafam informants, while display­
ing may opposing tendencies, often fell into a point midway between 
the urban inferwwita and the rural-fam informant® m  matter® of fact 
and opinion about heart disease*
30* Those who evidence the least knowledge about heart dlseaae 
and expressed the fewest opinions were those with little formal
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education, those la lower income groups, Negroes, farmers, and 
laberers. This was especially true if %to&m people happened to 
live la south Louisiana*
Possible Action Baaed on ffiass Findin^a
This study would seem to shew that people la Louisians knee 
very little about tbs characteristics of heart disease or festers 
connected with its treatment. Kedleal desters sometimes expreas 
the feeling that it is better If the wlay»anF does net know too 
amah about diseases, health educators, on the other hand, maintain 
that although of course every person cannot be his own physician, 
public kacwledge of certain health fasts are indispenstbls to 
healthy communities. From the standpoint of these who hold the 
latter view it is tins pmpie knew sore about heart disease, the 
chief killer among the diseases. In order te educate people one 
amst utilise their favorite communication channels and most influen­
tial reference group*, this study shows that the private physician 
ie the pivot paint of tbs health scene in Louisiana, let educational 
efforts carried cut through him do net m m  to be very successful, 
probably because he is usually so busy treating sick and injured 
people that he has little time to devote to such work. Bdusatienal 
literature sent to his office accomplishes nothing unless it is die-* 
tribated properly. From the preventive viewpoint, even this is net 
enough because education should be carried out among these who are 
not ill as well as these who find themselves In a physician** waiting

1*5
with little education seldom patronise libraries m i  rarely read 
books* Bv«n in the middle income and educational groups such acbiv-* 
itiaa are infrequent* lh* feast madia for reaching a large segment 
of the population are saagaslnes, radio, and television* The latter 
in particular shew* promise of great possibilities in health educa^ 
tion.
These, then, are a few of the possible paths of action in 
light of the "problems*1 posed by the findings of the study* They 
are offered from the point of view of the health educator* Others 
might interpret the data as dictating different measures*
The Sociology of Health, like all sociologies, is a faot- 
finding discipline* The facts are gathered according to certain 
methods and arranged within certain analytical schemes* The proce­
dures and analytical schemes employed in a social study are those 
which are believed will prove most fruitful in respect to the avail­
able facilities* The question of what is or is net fruitful depends 
upon the purpose of the study* All studies have purposes* These 
are decided in various fashions ranging from the assigned project 
to speculative free inquiry* The purpose of the present study has 
been to ascertain the behavior, attitudes, and opinions of persons 
in selected areas of Louisiana in relation to heart disease* In 
addition an attempt has been mads to fit a research problem of this 
type into the general field of the sociology of health, which in 
turn called for a definition of this relatively uncharted area of 
imwiffli activity*
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Section X.
1* iter* you bean closely aaaodatod with anyone having heart trouble?
t e a   to
XX j»it inwar queation* balow*
a) ftclationafalp to interviewee , ....  .
0) tfpm of heart condition (quota exactly) , u;i 
e) Ago oX patient aim condition Xirai noticed 
d) todical attention (by who® and where)
o) Treatment and outcome ,..  . . .,...   ..
2« Have yon ever thought about hew you would determine if you had heart
diaa&ae? Xee „ to .. ... Remark* . . L , _ . ■ , ■  ■ , ■
3« Which ailmenta would you consider moat aerloua? (Hat in order of 
Isqportance.) a)  t f b)  .riT,l„,„r  o) d)  ,...  ,
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4* Where would you go and whoa would cull for diagnosis? .j.in„„r.1r — „
3«dl«& XI.
1. Do you 1mm if there is more thou ono kind of heart disease? fea 11_.. .
X0 -- , ♦ IX* 7&*i t o  as men/ different kinds as you eua* (Quote
*> &)     - . , : -   .
•> — <0 *> -   - - ..
2* Is it possible to be torn with heart disease? fas He , . » if yes*
a) Wset could ffinit a afr&ia ta bo bare with heart disease? itenarkas
b) 2s this a rery cramon fern of heart disease? Isa H» Remarks*
s) Can heart disease of this kind ha eared? fas 8© .... Bemagfest
3* 2s it pesaihLe for children and young people is seqptre heart disease?
Xss ni Ms  ......   amsrks _ _  r   r _T . _ . n  ........          ... .,r, _
  T .  » If yea*
a) Hater what renditions is tide likely to occur? Benuufe* -  ,..   ^
b) Mew could you toll if a child had heart disease? Hererks
c) Is It possible for children to outgrow heart disease? Xes ^  He 
Remarks .............  ..
4. Hare you crer heard of rheumatic freer? Xss , Me  If yre®
a) Who® does it usually affect? . .. , .r ... ... .....
b) Do you know any of the synptenns? fee _  Mo If yes, m m  tfces&a
*>3 # f I 
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v & I I I I
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H tt IS 1
W vmt fTW «•* W» •*»» «« <* w*TMw** »w/t wi ftnm ?««
22J2
3* B& ym think a *mm with heart disease eeoM go through pm&mmy 
without serious results? leg ,,,„, Ha ItopXalii _
W M W tl -np > |n pH |r w  -ipVR|ipipiM B)NipMIVVIHM iPVIW IIMHW InVHBV«VVV
9* Sea* what ana aata have any aa^satiaa with the treatment of heart 
disease? To®  Ha____ Rsnlalft
10* Xa w w M s e  or hard work relate to heart disease? Tea _ m    If
yes* Xa what way? .
11* Xa your opinion, abauld peopl# wfro har« inert dHamm aonfeium to 
'*®*le7 »m  So  Bxplain____________ _ ______________
is. it aa enslaver* would wmi hire nMmnwma who ham heart disease? Tea 
HO __  Wanfftjrlfi) __________________ . .. .
Section XT*
X* Do you think that heart disease la were m m m  new %hm it used to be?
Tea Ho  Reraaifcs ._ —   ..          -...
2* Bern does heart disease rank with other diseases as a cause of death?
3* In year opinion, is there anything whieh can be dene to prevent or help 
eure heart disease? tee ^ _  Uo , If yes* What? a)    1___
b) o) d) _..„ .... e) . ... . .......
4. Do yea think that It is peeslblo to safely use h&m treatment for heart 
disease without the supervision of a doctor? Too Ho ^  Kaplain
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5* tt you thought had heart trouble, would y m  esnaldsr using another 
patient’a prescription without consulting a doctor? fee ^  He 
Hxplaln
Seetion ?•
1* la |wr cpiniea, are there sufficient oodles! facilities and trained 
doctors la this c&mmXty to handle heart disease patients? Ids .. 
** Btaw&e ...
2* He you think that it Mould he a worfelta&ie idea to establish esoter* 
where people who hews heart disease could be shonm hoe to work and 
lire? lee   He Hettarke   ... . .....
3* tram what sources hare you learned what you kmm about heart disease?
*> —1~___ T   b) ir ,, ..: n ..l a) d) a)
4« if you wanted to get m m  literature or other iinfeM^im about heart
disease, where would you get it? a) ...  b) .
5* tare you stop asked a doctor to tell you about t a t  disease sod hew
you night cnaU having it? Xes He ,.,T]   I t yest M d  he gtvo
you a satisfactory answer?.................. ..................
4« Hbat is your opinion of health agencies, such as the Louisiana heart 
Association, which depend upon voluntary public funds? . .
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n u
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